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Sub: Show Cause Notice
Subsequent to our show cause notice issued to you on 26th April 2010 in

which we have pointed out various inegularities in your functioning

as

Chairman of the Indian Premier league Committee, we have been eagerly

awaiting your explanation. In the meantime, the President, BCCI has
received information pertaining to your dealings with constituents of the
England and Wales Cricket Board recently and your representations made
to them in the presence of two senior offrcials of the IMG who appear to
have backed your claims.

In particular, the President, BCCI and the Hon.

Secretary have been

addressed an e-mail by Mr. Giles Clarke, Chairman of the England and
Wales Cricket board (ECB) informing them about a threat posed by your

alleged actions to the authority of the said body as well as shucture

of

World Cricket itself. From the e-mail of Mr. Stewart Regan to various
English County Boards which came as an attachment to the e-mail of Mr'
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appears that you had a meeting on 31.3.2010 in Delhi

with

l)

Mr. Stewart M Regan, CEO, yorkshire CCC
2) Mr. David Hodgekiss, representing Lancashire CCC

3) Mr. Colin Povey, representing Warwickshire CCC
You were accompanied by Mr. Andrew Wildblood and Mr. peter
Griffrths of the IMG- In this meeting, you have allegedly given a
presentation ofwhat is purported to be the vision

oflpl

to expand into

England and wales by allowing a parallel IpL to be conducted with
existing Indian Franchisees of IpL who would bid again for each of the
nine counties in

UK. You have allegedly

discussed this as a commercial

proposition at the cost oflndian premier League and also set out that IpL
would guarantee each county a minimum of us$ 3 to us$ 5 million per
annum plus a staging fee of US$ 1.5 million if the counties supported
this

idea. You have allegedly made it appear as if the Franchisees and players
are aware of and are in support of your idea. you have allegedly cited
the
lack of player availability and the intemational schedure/FTp for mooting
this idea as if IPL Goveming council was concemed about it and wanted
to expand its activities into United Kingdom.

You have allegedly offered a structured dear, by which the retums would
be shared 80:20 between the Franchisees and the counties, a player's
model based on the IPL model and offered inducement to gather the rest
ofthe county members to support your ideas and goad them to overpower
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their own Goveming Bodies. you have allegedly planted the
seed of
thought of player revolt if the Goveming Bodies of respective
cricket
boards do not allow them to participate in this extended
version of the
you
Indian Premier league.
have told them that due to t}le lucrative

Media Rights deals coming their way, the Governing Bodies of
the
respective cricket boards would lose their will to prevent
these plans,

particularly

if a parallel test match and oDI structure could be

commenced under the aegis of the Indian premier League.

You allegedly referred to the eamings of star players to suggest that
such
players would rather move towards the new version
of IpL cricket rather
than play for their country in Tests and oDIs since the Franchisees
ifthey

wanted, could buy out the players

in

case the respective National

Goveming Bodies restricted their availability.

you have allegedly

challenged the loyalties of the players by implying that
they would play
for money rather than their countrv.

The BCCI firmly believes that these facts

if

true would amount to

presentation to constituents ofthe ECB to strike at the very
foundation

of

the way cricket is administered and played across the world. It
challenges not just the authority of the BCCI, but also the
ECB and
suggested that the IPL would henceforth literally shift to
the hands

ofthe

Franchisees and the respective National Governing
bodies would be

forced

to

watch helplessly while the game and their powers of
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It is needless to point out that you

had no

to call for any such meeting since neither the Goveming

council nor the working committee of the BCCI had asked or instructed
you to go and make such a commihnenVproposal. It appears that you
have deliberately convened this meeting and given a false inducement
to
members of the ECB in order to start a parallel world adminishative
body ove'whelming the existing

BccI, EcB

as wefl as all other Nationar

cricket Boards apart from the very ICC itself. In order to add credibility
to your presentation you had two of the senior most executives of IMG
involved with the IPL present with you, who haye also to our shock and
dismay supported your diabolical design.
The BCCI has always enjoyed the best of relations with the ECB. It is a
matter of concem to the BCCI that the Chairman of the ECB had to bring
these facts to our notice hoping that we would take action since the
very

existence of the ECB was being tfueatened by this conduct. Likewise,

the BCCI has assiduously cultivated the best of relationships with all
other Cricket Boards including the ICC, the apex body goveming cricket
administration around the globe. By this conduct you have allegedly
undermined our relationships with these bodies and o'r position of
respect and power in world cricket.

By these alleged acts, you have clearly endangered the interests of the
Board and the game of crickeq sought to divide Goveming Bodies and
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their players by means of false inducements and also disrupt the smooth
relationship between the board and IPL fianchisees.

Therefore, after due consultation with the president, BCCI this show
cause notice

is being

issued

to you calling upon you to give

your

explanation to the above grave charges within 15 days of receipt of this

show cause notice, failing which
explanation

to offer and further

it will be deemed that you

proceedings

32(iv) of Rules and Regulations of the BCCI.

Yours faith-firllv

N. Srinivasan
Hon.Secretary

6\4
llo

wilt follow

have no

as per clause
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To,

Mr. N, Srinivasan'

Hon. Sec.retary,
Board for control of cricket in India,
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in receipt of your Show Cause Notice dated
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6th May,
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For the reasons more particularly stated below, the
Show Cause Notice and the allegations made therei-n are ex-facie
misconceived and these proceedings require to be cfosed and
given a quietus at this stage itself.
2,

The Show Cause Notice is statedly based on the email
3.
dated 02l02l2010 addressed by Mr. Gifes Clarke, Chairman of
the Engfand and Wales Cricket Board (E.C.B.) to the Honorary
President.
4.
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describes me as a "miscreant"; describes my
d.
as
a lthreat'; and accuses me of being engaged in
actions
what is 'forbldden' .
5.
The email of Mr. Clarke and the extremefv serious
i< ani i rolrr hag6d On the email dated
lF.'^lionq
marle fhcrain
^l
3I/03/2OIO addressed by Mr. StewarL Regan purporting to record
whaL transpired in the course of a .Iunch meeLing where T, Mr,
Regan (Yorkshire CCC), Mr. Hodgekiss (Lancashire CCC), Mr. Povey
(Warwickshire CCC), Mr. Andrew Wildbfood (IMG) and a few friends
of mine, and Mr. Peter Griftiths (TMG) , were present. The email
of Mr. Clarke, forwards the emaif dated 31l03 /20).0 and describes

the

as "seff-expfanatorv"

same

.

A bare reading of the email of 3L/03/2010 and the
6.
emaif dated 02/05/2010 makes it plainfy evident that there is
a compleLe disconnect between the Lwo. The allegations thaL M.r.
CIarke had chosen to make (based enLire]y on the email dated
3r/n/2010) or even the basis thereof, are absent in the emai.I
dated 31l03/2AI0. In particular, Lhere is nothing in the emai]
dated 31,/03 /2070, which can even remotely be described as (i)
a p.lan to destroy wo.rld cricket's structu.re and especially that
in Engfand,' (ii) a plan to create a new rebel feague; (iii) a
nlan
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players in a fashion unheard of. On the contrary, Lhe email
dated 31" March 2010 indicates the contrary. The alfeqations
made by Mr, Cfarke are, on his own showing, noL worthy of any
credence

.

1.
The Honorary President and the Honorary Secretary of
the BCCI are well aware that Mr. Clarke and I have had a pasl
history of disagreenent and discord. We have, in the past, have

Season-2. When it became clear that the lPL Season 2 coufd not
be held in India because of securiLy concerns, two afternatives
were contempfated, U.K. and South Africa. Understandably, Mr.
Clarke wanted IPL Season 2 to be hefd in the U.K. because of
the approximatel y 100 million Do-L-Lars which IPL would bring in,
the preferred venue to host the
Though Engl-and was initially
tournamenL it was ultimately decided Lo opt for South Africa.
The inability of Mr. Clarke to sort ouL .Logistical issues and
give a timely response was one of the reasons for so decidlng.
Mr. C-Iarke, once again ended up facing criLicism. I was the
Chairman of the IPL and Mr. Clarke hefd me responsib-Le for this.

Mr. Cfarke has also frequently cfashed
wi-th me over: the dates of the IPL. The IPL dates were fixed in
13.

That

ECB under

Mer.h Anril Fn.l M,aV- qjn.-F
nAfional boards had a clear
^fher
w.indow in March, April and May, which allowed their top stars
to participate in the IPL. These dates however clashed with the
U.K. domestic fixtures. Mr. Clarke wanted me to re-schedufe the
IPL Season so that this cfash was avoided, Engfish Cricketers

Iike Kevin Peterson and Andrew Ffintoff had expressed their
keenness to be part of the -[PL and had in fact held off signing
with the ECB 1-o be a part of IPL. Mr. C.Iarke however issued
d-
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domestic fixtures. Unfortunately, I was unable to change the IPL
Schedule to cater to the English domesLic schedule requi rements.
Ac:
racrrlt
E.nrr'l i eh srar prayers were unaD-Le to parLlclpaLe fn
Season-l. This was a foss to the IPL as much as it was to them.
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Mr, Clarke and I also had differences on the issue of the

M,rnv nlavers
had contracted
ri crht io .efain
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themselves
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League competitaon was a contest invofving the two top domestlc
teams. There was thus the possibiliLy that one or more players
wouLd be common to both the IPL Eranchisees and the County Teams
who qualified. One of the two wou-Id have to cede its players
in favour of the other. As Chairman of the IPL' I insisted that

the English Counties cede its internationa.L player(s) in favour
of IPL Franchisees. Mr. Clarke ins.rsted on the .reve.rse. This
aqqravated the friction between Mr. CIarke and me.
Differences between Mr. Cfarke and me also arose in
15.
conneclion with the dates of the Champions League 2010. Mr.

had several 'run ins'. I have commented on this below, That
Mr. Clarke therefore had an animus agajnst me' was therefore no
ca^ raf
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irresponsible, unfounded and motivated affegations againsL me,
vou have chosen to jssue a Show Cause Nolice to me. Considering
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that the elementary courlesy of seekjng my response or commenl,

be extended to me. lnstead, you have, hastily, chosen Lo issue
a Show Cause Notice to me. What is even more unfortunate ls
that (like Mr. Cfarke) Lhe Show Cause Notice makes al-Iegations'

Clarke. The Show Cause
l-rerrnnd
f h.rca ma^o Lrrr Mr
vrt
vrrs
Notice makes various assumptions and presumptions which are
tota lv misconceived and/or baseless. The Show Cause Notice
m:kcq i mnrorremenfs over the contents of the emai.L on which
it is based and makes allegations which are not borne out by
urh i
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the facts mentioned in the emaif. The power to issue a Show
Cause Notice is to be responsibly exercised for sound and good
reason after due consideratlon and deliberation. It is also
not to be used to settfe scores. It is not the practice of
the BCCT to mechanical.Iy issue Show Cause Notices every time
^*
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a known animus) is made against an administrator. If this
were to be so, severa-L Show Cause NoLices ought to have been
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9.
Before f respond to the ai-legations in the Show Cause
Notice, I may advert to facts which manifest the malice, il]
wil-l and animus that Mr. Clarke harbours against me and which
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It is wefl known in informed cricketing circfes that
Mr. Clarke holds a personal grudge against me. This started
as far back as 2008. Mr. Clarke came to India at the time of
the IPL Season l and noticed that the IPL was a resounding
success, He then decided thaL the IPL should be repficated
10

in Lhe UK in some form, where the T20 format originated. He
nrrhl i r- l r.r avnreqqcd hiS admiratiOn On the aChievements Of BCCI
- IPL at the ECBS A.G.M. at Lords. For reasons best known
to him, however, he chose not to folfow the IPL model, but
evofved a different mode.I of his own. This attracted crj-ticism,
which he countered by publicly announcing that his model was
superior to and would do better than the IPL. In this exercise
he invol-ved a Texan businessman called Mr. Affen Stanford. He
publicly feled him as being a legendary entrepreneur who woufd
mAka fha tlK
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grand gesture he flew inLo Lords in Mr. Stanford's heficopter.
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F.\r Mr r-l:rkF- ihe Gi I eS-Stanford
TV market, which was essential, for

model failed

its survival .
to enthuse the
Mr. Stanford was arrested in the U.S.A. The media reported
that there were alLegations of "massive ongoing fraud" and the
Stanford/Gifes modef collapsed and Super Series dream of Mr.
C.Iarke therefore proved to be short fived. Mr. Clarke has his
share of delractors and Lhey were quick to pounce on what they
rF.r:r.la.l
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lampooned by the media

tried and tested route. Mr. Clarke was
(one artic.Ie said that Mr. Clarke's credibifity had disappeared
faster than a Ponzi investment") . Many count.ies demanded that
Giles Clarke take responsibility for this debacle and resign.
In sharp contrast, Lhe fPL went from strength to strength.
Comparisons between the two were inevitable and this was pfayed
c'ot
the
bpt fer of CIarke". This did not
Ewut
rravri,Y
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endear me to him.
In the initiaf Champ-ions League negotiations, the ECB
lranracanto.i h\/ Mr Clarkl.
Crickef South Africa and Cricket
Australia were each offered 76,61% in the new entity, with India
having 50%. This affocation was fair. sensibfe and realistic.
s j-nce lndia was bringing 80? of Lhe media val,ue to the table.
Mr. Clarke however insisted on a 25% share for ECB and made
thj-s condition non negot.iable. This was not accepted, with the
result that ECB ended up not getting a seat on the Governing
11

Council of the Champi ons League (of the 6 represenLatives, 3
are from India, 2 from Austrafia and 1 from South Afr.ica), Mr.
Clarke faced a lot of criticism for this, within and outside the
UK Cricket establishment. I am/was'the Chairman of Champions
League. Although I was only protecting the interest of Lhe BCCIf
Mr. Clarke held this against me.

L2. Mr. Cfarke has also hefd me responsible for the decision
Fn.r]an.l ec the destination for IPL
fo
orefer
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Clarke wanted the tournament to take p]ace in the month of
OcLober, T however chose September I0 to September 26 as the
t.ournament dates because India was due to play Australia in
a One Day series in October. This led to a cfash of the
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sent to counties insL ructing them that Lheir players were
not to be released. As a consensus efuded us, the count.ies
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mill jon U.S. Dollars pl-us guaranLeed appearance fees. The
counlies and the clubs in Eng.Land wanLed Lhat the top players
kre sent to India and the second line of the cfub pfayers
pfay domestic matches which afso Mr:. CIarke disliked. Mr.
Clarke ultimatefy circulated a Memo stating thal England wou-ld
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Twenty20 winners of differenr counties. Non participation of
Lhe two English counties meant that they, and the ECB, would
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Tha Ff-R was ona r:nfeed

? mi I liOn
500,000 and

dollars, while the counties stood to make between
6 million dol-Iars directly from the Champions League apart from
sponsorship income. This created a lot of resentment within
English cricket against Mr. Clarke Mr. Clarke in turn bfamed
me,

16,
My relationship with Mr. Clarke was put under sLrain
on accounL of the non co-operation shobrn by him -in reining
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or un-officiaf Indian feague. Many p]ayers who had contracted
with the ICL were also playing for the English counL-les. I had
repeatedfy requested Mr. Clarke Lo Lake steps to discourage
this, Notwithstanding this and the c]ear stand of the BCCI
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djd not have

ICL
Of
C.Larke.

nr.\1-a.1- i n...r inraracl-

BCCI-IPL further embittered refations between me and Mr

1t is therefore indeed strange that Mr, CIarke, in his e maif
dated 02l05 /201,0, shoufd make an issue about me promoting a

rebel feague in the UK. That these allegations are fafse
separatelv deaft with below.
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77.
It can therefore be seen that there have been a se.ries
of differences of opinion between Mr. Clarke and me. Mr.
f-l^rka
rer-ra rr]ed lhaqe as A nersonAlitv
llnf(1rf rrnAf al rr f61
r-l:ch
rrnfnlded
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estab-Lisbment. The 9 clubs representing the counties having
grounds which staqed / could stage inter:nationaf crj-cket were
narl icrrlarlv

Mr
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f-larLF

rprr:rdcd

ma eq l-rai nrr fha .:USe
as his b€te noire. The

for his problems and embarrassment and
e maif dated 02105/2010, needs to be seen in this fight as his
attempt to get back at me when an opporluniLy presented itself,
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head on a platter to the BCCI, he wouid get some brownie points
and endear himself to you and t.he BCCT. AdmiLtedly, the meeting
in question took place on 3I/3/2010. Mr. SLewa-rL Regan sent the
email in question on 3L/03/20L0.
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The above makes it absolutely clear LhdL Lhe allegations
of Mr. Clarke are c.Iearly a de.Liberate over-.reaction, motivated
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is

this

clear
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the facts and events set out above, but thjs is reinforced by
the fact that the email dated 31/03/2OIO from Mr. Regan, which
is the stated basis of Mr. C.Iarke's alfegations, does not even
make Lhem. Most, if not al.1 , of the affegations in the emaif
of Mr, Cfarke dated 02/05 /201,0 are no more than imaginative and
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dealing herein below with the contents of the e maif of

Mr.

Regan.
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The Show Cause Notice issued by you alleges various
things which otherwise are not even a part of the email sent
l-rrr Mr
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defiberate overreaction to the email sent bv Mr.

IMG
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has initiated

a fibel action asainst Mr.

The enai.L dated 02/05/2010

Regan.

C.Iarke

Clarke makes
- --'- -: the
:llpcref innc. <imi1a1 tO those made d9drrrJ u rrLs, q9o-Lrr'
I.M.;. The emai.l dated O2l05 /20L0 of Mr. Cfarke accuses IMG of
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Tn other words, Mr. C.Larke
of
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IMG

has justif iabl-y taken umbrage against the faIse, reckless and
libeffous content in the e mail- dated 02l05/2010 addressed by
Mr. Clarke and has commenced a I ibel acLion againsl Mr. C.Larke,
in the Enqlish Hiqh Court.
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I have also instructed my U,K, Solicitors

who

have

aridrpqqed e IerraI nOLiCe daLed 31"' May 2010 to Mr. CIarke,
lakino sl ro']o exr:eot ion Lo Lhe fa.Lse and fibeflous content in

his email dated 02.05.2010
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conspiracV aqainst ECB - Mr. Clarke was fully aware of Lhe
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The email dated 02105/2010 addressed by Mr. Clarke to the
Hono-rary President makes several statements LhaL are faclually
incorrect to the knowledge of Mr. Clarke. The allegation that
some kind of c.Landestine initiative
to undermine the authority

of the ECB was being undertaken by countjes with the support
behind the back of t.he ECB assistance from IMG and me as ls
f^t^llt/
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counties who in fact held discussions with him on 28rh Apri]
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to sensationa-Lize the matter withoul any truth in it. Clearly
Mr. Cfarke had chosen to defiberately read into the email of
Mr. Regan's m.ischievous content which did not exist. The use
of the exDression "whistle b]-ower" which was also made with a

view to sensaLional ise the matter and suggesL that something
clandesL ine or conspiratoria-L was going on was totalIy uncalled
for. Accordingly it is wholly misleading for Mr. Cfarke to have
said in his email that the emaif dated 3l't March 2010 was

larke hv a whi sf I ebLower Or that j L waS
meeting. Lastly, the statement that "We have a Iready
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the counti es invofved". Lo Lhe besl of my knowl edge is false and
no legal action has been commenced by the ECB, either aga-lnsL
the co|n1 ies or ^o^inst .anv of rhe officials _invo.Ived. This
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thaL if Lhe English Board regarded Lhe matter as serious enough
Lo Lake legal aclion, the lndian Board should do likewise.
Casuaf lunch not a sjnjsler meeLing or a diabolical plot

23.
The email dated 02l05 /20L0 and the Show Cause Notice,
seek to make a mountain out of a nofe hiff, insofar as the
lunch meeting held on 3L/03/2010 is concerned. The e mail dated
02/05/2A10 and the Show Cause Notice attribute to a casua.L and
informaf funch, sinister overtones. This is totaffy incorrect.
I was informed by lMG that some county representatives were
in India and they were eager to meet me, T had then very
littl-e time since fPL Season 3 was already underway. However,
as Lhey conlinued Lo request IMG, I agreed Lo briefly meet them.

or j ni n: I I rr

e .ieci ded that T would meet them on 30:h March
Four Seasons Hotel in Mumbal , I, however. had to

i l-

v,.,r

2010 at the
unforLunaLely cancel Lhe same. The counly representitives via
TMG requested somehow to please squeeze them for a brief meeting
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r had

nlAnncd fo meaf soma friends for lunch at Bukhara at the Hote]
Maurya and this was the only time I had. So out of courtesey
I asked them to join me for lunch with my friends and Lhey
agreed. Thjs is how we meL over lunch. Anyone who is familiar
with the Bukhara restaurant at Hotef Maurya wiff know that it
is hardly the place where a formaf business meeting involving
'presentations' can be held, The lunch was a casuaf and informaf

affair, with friends in which the county representatives and
joined in. There was no agenda for this meeLing
II\4G officials
no-

di d - harre anv nr6-^n^ai.'a.'l
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this meeting would proceed. fhe matters discussed at the lunch
i ncl rrclecl a crene-a I conversation about the cha l I cnoas c'rrrrenl- l v
far-inn F.nnl ish r.rir-l<el ancl an eorralrv oeneraf discussion

the possibility

of successfufly Iaunching an English

about
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crjcket Lournament. To me. Lhe county representati ves
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seemed
mrr rri ei.\n .\f f ha 1PL
appeared to me to be

Ln.\\^? f rnrr ma f irsf h:nd

and the secret behind ils success. They
kcFn j-., rcr)l i.ife it in U.K. I did not find this unusua.L. It
is common knowl edge that the TPL business modef has been the
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aL Stanford University, Cofumbia University, Indian School of
Business and London School- of Economics. In such circumstances,
if some counties wanLed to meel me in person to understand the
't

-.. Y or
unauLhorised -in meeting them. When the IPL was -launched. I had
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and extensively nteracted with persons connected therewith,
so as Lo benefit from their experiences; draw from their
strengths; and learn from their mistakes, If others desired to
do what f had done before and if T reciprocated (as others had
done to me befo.re). Lh-is could hardly be considered unusua],
j
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James
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the Chief Executive of Cricket AustraLia, Mr. Nassim Ashraf,
Chairman of the Pakistan Cricket Board. the Sri Lankan Board;
the United States Cricket Board; Cricket South Africa Board.'
Wesl- Indies Board; and Bangladesh Cricket Board had also sent
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IPl, or Lo meet me and learn from the process. As a part of these
casual discussions f exp.Lained to them the IPL structure and its
revenue model and the factors which, to my mind, had contributed
Lo its success. We also generally discussed the possibility of
whether, noLwithstanding the earlier failed actempt, a twentyz0
format cricket tournament could be successfu.L.Ly impfemented in
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the tournament,' (c) f ull internaliona-l p-Layer avai-LabiLiLy,
nf I haca
hl ,rnd lr-) nf ncnceei f rr ro(.lniagcl Lhe ConCurrenCe Of
ECB a nd,/or Governing Bod i es . We a.Lso discussed my .re.LaL ionship
ri

with Mr, Clarke and my experiences with him on several matters
or issues. I emphatically state Lhat I did not make any
T
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on behalf of the IPL or any franchisee, as aIleged.

There

was no secret proposa.I or secreL agenda or anylhing underhand,

as affeged/suggested, The funch ended with my extending an
invitat.ion to the counties to experience the IPL final. There
was no conclusive or concrete outcome of the meeting, as no
outcome was contempl-ated or intended.
24.
The aflegations that we discussed plans to create a new
rebel Ieague in England or destroy world cricket structure and/
or especial ly that in England or .remove board powers or invofve
players in an unheard of fashion are a.L.L incorrect and fafse.
rrtJLrrrr'9 ^! +t^^ ^^i I I ttnr-h
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i n61 a:an even hF -am^iat rr riasnrilgcl

as a threat to the authority of the ECB or the structure of
wor]d cricket. I did not moot the idea of a paraflel IPL to
be conducted with the exisLing IPL Franchisees, in the UK. The
aLlegations thaL f offered inducements to gather the support of
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and

I denv that I attempted lo interfere with the internal
affairs of the ECB. I deny that I offered inducements to obtaln
the support of the resl of Lhe counties to my ideas or Lhat I
goaded them to overpower their own governing bodies. I deny that
25.
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described as threatening the structure of international cricket
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frennhi qaac .\F nl errc-q worrld nrcrrai I over them. The manne.r in

which, this is recorded in the email dated 31"' March 2010' is
is stated above, is in facL borne out by an informed
and contextua.L reading of the emaif dated 31"' March 2010, which
26.
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EMAIL DATED 31ST MARCH

2O1O

Large part of the email- dated 31"' March 2010 do not
,
correcLly reflect the discussi ons that took p.Lace over the
casuaf luncir. The emarf dated 2nd May 2010 and the Show Cause
Notice, have completely misread and misunderstood the contents
21

'

of the email dated 31"t March 2010. The emaif dated 31"1 March
2010 does not purporl Lo be Minutes of any meeting, as alleged.
The emalf dated 31"' March 2010, was not even addressed to me
and was neiLher seen nor approved by me. Had this been done,
I would have recorded my version of what transpi red. I cannoL
therefo.re be assumed Lo have accepted the correctness of what
is sLaLed therein, The email dated 31" March 2010 was clearly
intended to be no more than a feedback by a representative of
one county to oLhers, of his assessmenL or undersLanding of the
meeting and the possib-Ie effecL of matters discussed during the
]unch meeting on the strucLure ol Lhe EngI-Lsh Twenty2o cricket.
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tournament be successfully launched an the UK and
efement of exhorLative over enthusiasm in the reporting back
of whal happened was but natura]. ft seems that the counly
represnlaLives who addressed the said email was trying to seff
the 2020 idea to other counties and this nay have led to his
exaggerating and of over markeLj-ng what actually transpired.
- --'rs not marked Lo me or fMC.
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"The vrsion" referred to in the emaif was the vision
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is evidenl from a bare reading of the same. A bare reading of
"the vision" as set ouL in the email, cl.early falsifies Lhe
allegations in Lhe Show Cause NoLice and email dated 2"d May
2010 of Mr, CIarke that I was propounding "the vision" of IPL
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would be offered a 'first option' Lo bid for the ten new English
and Wa.Ies Franchisees and if they did not show any inLerest' Lhe
English Franchisees woufd be offered to other bidders and/or
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Lhe argument that at the meeting, the vision of IPL expanding
into Eng]and and Wafes was discussed.

29.

The emai.I dated 31'" March 2010 expressly records that
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bodies must be convinced that they shou.fd a.f .focate the two tlme
windows above as a prio(ity before any internationa.f .f ixtures
are scheduLed, Then everything else needs to be built around
this". This makes it abundant.Ly c.Lear that Lhe vlsion of the
English counties, discussed in the email dated 31" March 2010
was within the framework of the ICC and the governing bodies and
nol a framework which threaLened the supremacy of the governj ng

hn.li ec nr .nntAmnl^ted

the creation of anw form nF y.).flrp or
The a.Ilegations .in this behal-f an the Show

unauthorised cricket.
Cause NoLjce, and Lhe email daLed 2'd May 2O1O are therefore
falsif iecl hv the email daLed 31"' March 2010.

30.

The "Deaf Structure" referred to in the emaif dated 31"
March 2010, was not a dea-L structure propounded or proposed or
offered by rne. I understand the emai.I dated 3lsc March 2010,
to mean that this was the "Deal Structure" which the Engfish
counties had in mind. That this "Deal Structure", was theirs
and not mine/IPL's, is cfear from the fine print in the deal
structure set out in the ema1I. This is very differenl and/
or inconsistent with the IPL (example 50% of a franchisee
being a UK based shareho-Lder; an auction process for buying
franchisees) .
31 .
-J^+^,

The alfegations in the Show Cause Notice and the email

that I on behalf of the IPL offered any
Guarantees or inducements to the English counties to obtain
and rr^.,
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and Wales are also misconceived. -Lf the emaif daLed 3l'L March
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cifes Clarke and the Hon. President. I have consistently taken
an unambiguous, unquafified and though stand, when it came to
unauLhorised cricket. Tn fact, aII through-out, I am Lhe one
who has taken an unambiguous and unqualified stand in respect
of unauthorized crrcket. In fact, when one of the Rajasthan
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The aLlegation in t-he Shoh, Cause Notice that I sought to
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the ECB or the BCCI. On the contrary the email clearly states
"in order to get to this point then the ICC and menber governing
bodies must be convinced that they should alfocate the two time
windows above as a prioriLy before any internationa-I fixtu.res
are schedu.fed. Then evervthino efse needs to be built around
this."
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The a]legation in the Show Cause Notice that I tofd the
attendees oI Lhe meeting that the respective cricket boards
v,ouId loose their wi-L-L to prevent Lhj-s Lrend, particular.Iy if a
paralfel test match and ODI structure cou.Ld be comrllenced under
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The insinuaLion that I suggested to the county execut.ives
that due to lucrative media righLs deafs coming their ways, the
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and/out of context. While I have not made any such statements,

it has been an endeavour of afl governing bodies of Lhe sport
wor.Id over to enhance revenue generations to create better
sporting infrastructure and facilities and in player interest.
Even the emai I of Mr. Regan stales "t.he ,key wilI be to repface
lost revenues with new tevenues as we go toward. "
The al-LegaLions that 1 chaf-Lenged Lhe loyalties
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The allegation in the Show Cause Notice that I offered
inducemenl to the county members of the ECB is also compfetely
incorrect and fafse. fn fact, the fiqures of US 5 3 million
to USS 5 million appearing in the email of Mr. Regan appears
to be the internal assessment of the county representatives
ln respect of the benefi ts which coul d potential 1y accrue
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discussed anything, at the meet.ing' which was to create and/or
coufd create any official burden either on the IPL and/or its
franchisees. There could not have been any basis for the IPL

to mdke any financial commitment without a quid-pro-quo. The
emai.L of Mr. Regan nowhere states' as to what the role of the
IPLIBCCI would be in Lhe alleged English Twenty2o or $,hat Lhey
stood to gain in this enterprise or what was thej-r invoLvement
otherwise in the modef set ouL by Mr. Reqan. If the IPL was not
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for the IPL to guarantee any payment.
Even if there was any decision which was to be taken by me
concerning the IPL, I would have got it pre-approved, at the
rrprw lF^st from hon- President of the BCCI and thereafter would
was no occasion and need
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governing council. Since neither a decisaon was contemplaled'
nor the IPL was committed in any manner whatsoever, there was
no requirement for these things.

leorf ion lhaf T inl-an.ia.] f.1 nl ^ni- Seeds Of reVOlL
is a.Iso completefy false and baseless, since even the IPL modef
which the counties wanted to represent did not a.L.Low any players
to parti cipale in Lhe competiLion, wj thout prj or approval /
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therefore, this affegation afso makes no sense whatsoever.
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I reiterate that the facts set out in the Show Cause
Notice and the email dated 2"d May 2010 of Mr. C.larke are
> namnlor-a
rli<l-^rti^n
a.irla6.'r,,6nf
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rrroconf :1,..-r€ was no p.resentatron
whatsoever to constiluents of the ECB to strike at the very
foundation aL Lhe way cricket is administered and played across
the worfd and/or otherwise. I deny that the facts set out in
the Show Cause Notice and the emaif dated 2nd May 2010, in any
manner whatsoever shows that the same challenqes not just the
authority of Lhe BCCI, but also Lhe ECB and suggest.ed that
the IPL woufd henceforth .Iiteraffy shift to the hands of the
Franchisees and the respective National Governing Bodies wou.Id
be forced to watch helplessly while the game and their powers
of admj-ni s tration s are hiiacked.
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I afso deny that by my conduct I have undermj-ned ln a
manner whatsoever the BCCI's refationship with the ECB and afso
the position of respect and power in world cricket, the BCCI.
44.

I deny that I have endangered the interests of the
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their players by means of false inducements and afso disrupt
the smooth relationship between the board and IPL franchisees.
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In the aforesa.id clrcumstances, I submit that there is no
merit whaLsoever .in the a-Ifegations sought to be raised against
me in lhe Second Show Cause Notice,
.
The manner in which, on completely flimsy and frivolous
qrounds, a Show Cause Notice has been .issued shords the
nrcirrrlrrarl nromodi frted and biased mind set with which the Hon.
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to act on the basis of an emaj-f which was merely a perception
of the sender with no confirmatlon or acknow.ledgement at any
stage by me itseff shows that the 2nd Show Cause Notice has been
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ShOw CauSe NOtice.
In the appfication that I have moved subsequently, I have
submitted that even for determining whether the cause shown
Lrrr ma i c crrFf i ^i 6nr- or not in terms of Article
32 (iv) of the

BCCI Rufes and Regulations an independent panel in terms of the
appfication must be appointed. Your second Show Cause Notice,

in fact reaffirms what I have said. I therefore pray that the
President recuse himseff and the Honorary Secretary be excluded
and my reply be sent to an independent panel to be appointed by
BCCI for consideration.

Thanklng
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Mr.
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Jd Gomrnlr.lor|.r IPL ($tporded)

Shashank Manohar,
Droei
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Board for Control of Cricket in India,
Mumbai.

To Members of IPL
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(lHy*zx",xil
TO:

MR GILES CLARKE
ITTR NORMAN ARENDSE

CC:

MRLALITMODI
MR SHASHANK MANOHAR
MR DAVID RICHARDSON
MR MAX DUTIIIE

FROM:

DAVID BECKER

DATE:

3 AUGUST 2OO8

RE:

MEETING WITH MRMANOIIARAND MRMODI

This note records what was discussed at the meeting between Mr Becker, Mr
Manohar, Mr Modi, Prof Shetty and Mr Sibal (BCCI counsel) in Mumbai on 26 July
2008.

1.

Annroval ofICL and other unoflicial cricket events

Mr Modi discussed the implications of allowing ICL or any other unofficial cricket
league to be recognised as official cricket.

He painted the scenario ofthe entrepreneur (such as the founder
cricket as a commercial enterprise.

ofICL)

approaching

The entrepreneur recognizes that cricket sells. He wishes to create a new product. For
that he needs players. So he goes out and tries to recruit players to play in his new
league by offering them vast sums of money. The entrepreneur approaches players
that have already been nurtured and developed by other member countries or the

BCCI.

'official cricket'.
event that he obtains approval from lCC, he continues to develop his
commercial program by taking the league to the next level.
He then approaches BCCI and./or ICC for approval ofthe event as

In the

The entrepreneur recognizes that the bulk ofhis commercial revenues will come from
media rights. He needs to continue to create compelling and regular content. He also
needs to continue to create revenue generating opportunities for his players. The
players don't want to sit idle. He does this by ananging other events. He arranges
some SO-over matches (as has been the case with ICL). He then arranges a 5O-over
event. He also announces he is going to play an Ildian XI v a Pakistan XI (again, as
has been the case with ICL). He then arranges a test series featuring players fiom
these sides. He challenses BCCI to a match where the BCCI's official Indian team

play against his Indian XL There is some debate and uncertainty around whose team
is the national representative team and who is entitled to elect the definitive national
team. This creates dissent around the nature and powers ofthe official goveming body
in lndia.
England are set to tour lndia. Thcre is debate around which representative side is
entitled to play England. The entrepreneur, in the form of ICL, approaches the
govemment and asks what right BCCI have to insist that their team is the olncial
authorized team to play England.

ICL approach ECB and try and arrange matches in England. ECB are reluctant to
agree. Undeterred, ICL joins forces with other promoters to arrange matches in
England. Stanford is approached and he agrees to put together a West lndies XI to
play in lndia in retum for a share of the profrrts. Before long an ICL world cricket
league is established with matches being played in different cricket playing countries
around the world, but primarily in India.
Further investment is obtained and players are paid significantly more sums ofmoney.
As a result some of the world's leading cricketers are recruited. The T20 ICL World
Cricket kague takes off because of the growing desire to watch T20 cricket. Dhoni

and Yuvraj Singh are recruited and quickly become specialist T20 players, only
occasionally making themselves available for the BCCI offtcial test team.

ICL approaches Somerset. Somerset receive f,2m a year from ECB. ICL offer them
f8m a year to be part of a breakaway league, together with a few other
state/provincial teams. As an incentive, ICL promises to build a new stadium in
Somerset.

ICL organizes an ICL T20 World Cricket League Cup in lndia. The event is to take
place every second year. This competes with the ICC Cricket World Cup. ICL
competes for sponsors with ICC, with the result that ICC is not able to command the
same revenues from sponsors and broadcasters for its event, particularly in India.
Therefore there is less money to go its members.

ln one match of the ICL T20 World Cricket League, a match is played between the
India XI and the England XI. Both teams happen to be 'owned' by the same man. The
event is held in England at the new Somerset stadium. The owner appreciates that
there is significant revenue being generated in relation to the toumament from befting.
He arranges to 'fix' the match with the two teams. He does this in a very subtle
manner, through spreadbetting on a period of5 overs in the middle of the match. He
enters into agreements with bookmakers to take a percentage of the pools. He does
this so he can continue to pay players even more and attract even better and more
players to ICL.

The ICC member boards find it impossible to compete in terms of paying player
wages. Most boards starting losing top players to ICL. It is too commercially
attractive for players. Moreover, the entrepreneur behind ICL approaches the head of
FICA and offers him a substantial wage tc 'keep in sweet' and ensure he gets the best
players for his events. The players are being paid approximately US$5m per annum at
this stase.

Meanwhile, other events similar to ICL have popped up. They also approach ICC for
approval on exactly the same basis as ICL. Before [ong, several toumaments are being
played based on the same successful commercial model. The ICC has had no choice
now but to recognize them all considering they all meet the criteria laid down by ICC
(anti-doping protocols, anti-corruption protocols etc).

In the following year's ICL T20 World Cricket League Cup, a new format of the
game is proposed. 12 players per team are permitted and each over is only 5 balls long
to ensure quicker overs. A shot over the boundary is rewarded with 8 runs instead of6

to incentivize big hitting.

To run the intemational league, ICL establishes the ICL Intemational Council, run
parallel to the ICC. ICL Intemational Council is announced as the world goveming
body goveming all ICL cricket at intemational level. lt establishes a constitution and
produces an articles of association and memorandum, as well as new playing
regulations.

ICC are up in arms, but there is nothing they can do. ICL is not a member of ICC.

In the meantime, BCCI feel aggrieved that ICC approved ICL despite it having
refused to do so. It is upset that ICC has assumed the power to decide what cricket is
played under its auspices or is authorized or unauthorized in its own country. ICC is a

governing body constituted by its members. BCCI decides to withdraw its
membership of lCC. It says that the issue ofcricket govemance in India is a matter for
the BCCI and that ICC should not dictate how it should run cricket in India.

2. Should ICC be able to aporove an unofficial cricket event even whcre
member has not aDDroved or recoqnised it as such?

a

Mr Manohar and Mr Modi's view was that the member should have the sole authority
to decide whether a cricket event or league is played under its auspices or is approved
or authorized in its own country and the ICC should not be entitled to review or
supplement that decision.

They felt that if for example a member lailed to authorize or recognize a cricket event
or league and ICC then ovem:led that decision for any reason it would create an
untenable position as between that member and the ICC. I asked whether there were
aly circumstances that they could think ofwhere it would be desirable or appropriate
for ICC to have that power. They did not believe such a situation exists. I put forward
Mr Arendse's view that there may be circumstances where a member board has made
a decision to approve/not approve a cricket event in a com.rpt or fraudulent fashion, or
has acted in a blatantly discriminatory marmer in reaching that decision. The view was
put forward that this was a matter for the ICC and the ICC could take this up under its
constitution if needs be.

Mr Manohar questioned whether ICC has the power to review a decision of a member
vis a vis recognition of cricket in its country. He said that ICC is a membership body
to whom power is given by its members, not the other way around. He felt strongly

that the member is in the best position to judge whether a cricket event or league
should be played under its auspices in that country.
He also said that it undermined the pyamid structure of sport. In India, for example,
the different levels of recognised cricket are club level, district level, state level and
then national level. Cricket played wholly within a district must be recognised by the
district body. Where cricket is played across or by different districts, it must be
recognised by the state body. Similarly, where cricket is played across or by different
states, it must be recognised by the national body, the BCCI. Where a new type of
cricket league is held solely within a particular state and played between districts, for
example, it is up to the relevant state body to recognize that league. BCCI do not
interfere with that process. It is up to the relevant state body to make that decision. lt
is necessary and desirable that this state body has the power to make such decisions.

It was argued that if a cricket event was limited to a particular state within lldia, and
someone came to BCCI asking to grant approval of that event as official cricket,
BCCI would simply say that they do not have the authority to glant that status only
the relevant state body has that authority. Mr Manohar argued that this was exactly the
same. ICC should not have the power to make that decision vis a vis ICL, only BCCI
should have that power.
3. Criteria for recognition

The question was posed as to whether it was desirable or appropriate for ICC to lay
down criteria or guidelines which a member should follow. The view was put forward
that it was for the member to decide which criteria or guidelines it should follow.
Similarln BCCI do not lay down criteria or guidelines for a state body to follow in
recognizing cricket as official within its jurisdiction. The pyramid structure of the
sport dictated that it was appropriate that these powers be devolved upon the lower
tier ofthe goveming body, in this case the state body.

4. What should haopen to olavers who compete or have cornpeted in unollicial
cricket and whv?
Mr Manohar and Mr Modi were of the view that unofficial cricket event operators like
ICL could severely disrupt the govemance of the world of cricket and therefore
cricketers needed to be disincentivised to play in it. If this did not happen, in order to
survive and prosper ICL would simply seek to organize more matches with more
players in order to produce more content, regardless of whether such cricket events
were recognised as official or unofficial cricket.
raised the argument that it vr'as not simply a case of BCCI saying "we are not
stopping ICL from plalng cricket". BCCI was going one step further and insisting
that players who had played in ICL could not participate in other of{icial cricket in
other member countries. I said this raised restraint of trade issues and it would depend
on the law in each particular country whether or not such a position could be
enforced. I said that I understood that this argument had been raised on behalfof some
players in England who had not been permitted to register for some counties in

I

Ensland.

Mr Manohar said that the restraint oftrade argument had not as yet been tested as far
as he knew and the cases in England had not achrally gone to court. He said he
doubted whether a claim based on restraint oftade would be successful given that the
player was not being prevented from plalng cricket. He tried to draw an analogy of
me being employed by company X where under my contract it stated that during my
term of employment I could not go offand work for company Y or any others like it.
lf I decided to go off and work for company Y then i could not later come back and
demand to be reinstated by compary X.

taken on the matter by the ICC tsoard and the
this
regard.
Board resolution taken in March in

I referred to the preliminary position
"lCL is an unofjictal

event. Accordingly, ICC regards the ICL as a rebel league that
should receive no encouragement or assistance from ICC or its Members. The effecl
of paragraph 3l.l of the Operating Manual was confirmed in that a Full Member is
prohibited from releasing u player to play in, or selecting a player who is contracted
to play in, the ICL. In addition, was confirmed lhat players who choose to

it

participate in the ICI. may be subject to non-seleclion, suspension or banning (or any
other sction) by a member, based on and pursuant to the applicable law in their own
country. "

I said that this resolution made it clear that a player who is contracted by a member is
prohibited from being released by that member to play in the ICL. However, I said
that it was not clear what would or should happen to a player who chooses or has
chosen to play in ICL but is not contracted by the member board e.g. a county player
in England.

I

said that

it was clear that a player who had played in ICL could be banned or
if they had played in ICL but again i had thought that this

suspended or not selected

was only intended to apply to players who were contracted by a member board.

Mr Manohar was adamant that the intention behind this resolution was that it should
apply not only to players who were contracted by the member board but to 44y
players who had played in the ICL. I said that I was not so sure about that. Thc
resolution expressly confirms the effect of Article 3l.l of the Operation Manual. That
article refers to the release of players by a Full Member which, in my opinion, implies
that these players are contracted by the Member board' I also said this resolution
quoted above was actually taken from correspondence with the New Zealand Cricket
Players' Association and I had drafted that correspondence so could vouch as to its
original intent.
5. Control over unolficial approv€d cvents

We discussed the issue of lack of control over lCL, in the event that it was approved
Mr Manohar and Mr Modi agreed that this was an issue in that ICC (or BCCI for that
matter) would not be able to control how ICL operated and ran its league and events

So for instance, how would ICC control the implementation of key protocols and
policies for the game of cricket.if it did not have a direct contracbal relationship with
ICL? Examples of such protocols and policies include anti-doping, anticorruption,

umpires and referees, code of conduct, injection of funds into grassroots, scheduling
ofthe cricket calendar and the FTP etc.

For the sake of argument, I raised ICL's potential counter-argument on this issue,
namely that, firstly, they would be happy to abide by a list of requirements drawn up

by ICC and, secondly, they would be prepared to enter into a contract with ICC
agreeing to put such policies and protocols in place.

Mr Manohar and Mr Modi expressed the view that even ifyou had a contract in place
it would not be ofmuch value. Firstly, once approval had been given over ICL, if the
list of requirements was not met down the line, what would ICC be able to do about
that? Would ICL care about the requirements once approval had been given and
would ICC be able to force them to meet the requirements if they were not met? lf
such legal action could even be taken effectively, it would take years to enforce that
legally in lndia and by that time ICL would have grown and developed to the point
discussed in para I above and the 'horse would have already bolted', so to speak.
Secondly, the view was expressed that if for instance ICL made a commitment to
relay 20o/o oftheir revenues in developing the sport at a grassroots level in India, since
ICL was essentially a private enterprise, a resolution could be passed by the company
changing that percentag€, Moreover, there was a concem that this could be
completely fudged by some clcver accounting.
6. Issues raised in the minute of the meetins with

Mr Clarke and Mr Arends€

I asked those present to briefly read through the minute taken by Max Duthie of Bird
& Bird of the meeting with Mr Clarke and Mr Arendse in London. I said it was
important to get their views on the comments raised by Mr Clarke and Mr Arendse on
the policy issues in particular so the working party could have a consolidated position
on these points.

Mr Manohar and Mr Modi said that they agreed with the points made in para I of the
minute. As regards ft) they felt that if ICL was ever approved the world cricket
calendar we be placed in jeopardy. As regards (f), they stated that BCCI spends a
similar hgure to ECB on non-'Team lndia' things.
7. Resulation of Domestic

Cricket Events

I reminded those present ofmy paper to the Executive Board on this issue and handed
out a copy ofthat paper. I went through what had been agreed at the CEC meeting and
Executive Board meeting in February and March respectively.

Mr Manohar and Mr Modi said that they did not have a problem with

regulations

being put in place, but they should cover any member who stages a domestic cricket
event, not just IPL. I said that I completely agreed with that view and that was
certainly my proposal.

Mr Manohar and Mr Modi did not have any concern with enshrining the broad
principles agreed by the Executive Board in March and set out at para 1.2 ofmy board
paper in the form ofregulations.

The only comments they had were the following:

(a)

As regards the 'Notice of No Objection', I mentioned that conccms had
been raised at the CEC meeting in Dubai over the two year restriction after
retirement in relation to restraint of trade. relayed that
had been

I

it

at the CEC meeting thal consideration should be given to
including the right to lodge an objection within the period of two years

discussed

after retirement in player contracts when they are signed, so that players
agree to it upfront. Mr Manohar and Mr Modi stated that as far as they
were concemed this restriction should not be included in the proposed
regulations or player contracts at all and, rather, it should be included as
part of the toumament rules by the organizer of the toumament. Mr Modi
said that is what they have done with IPL. He said that commitment should
be sought from other toumament organizen to include a similar provision
so as to deal

with this concem.

As regards the 'Notice of No Objection' generally, Mr Modi felt that it
was inevitable that certain intemational players would not be able to play
in IPL throughout the toumament. He said that history has shown that this
did not impact on the success ofthe toumament. Players were replaced by
other players and this added an element ofinterest to the event.
(b)

As regards the implementation of anti-corruption protocols for domestic
cricket events, Mr Modi felt that since the experience of the members of
the ACSU team was vital in properly implementing the anti-corruption
prograrnme, the ICC should provide those personnel for domestic cricket
events at a cost to the event organizer. I said that I would raise that with
Ravi Sawani.

(c)

As regards the issue of a window for domestic cricket events, Mr Modi
said that ir should be made clear that IPL has never asked for a window
and it is unlikely that it will. Mr Modi said that he felt granting a window
to each domestic event organizer would in any event be problematic,
because if you grant a window to one event organizer you would have to
grant a window to all the others.

We discussed the points raised in para 3.1 of my board paper which raised various
issues in relation to the principles agreed by the Executive Board.
Mr Manohar and Mr Modi agreed with the submissions made in paras 3. I .l and 3.1.2.
They thought para 3.1.3 was not likely to be an issue. With respect to 3.1.4 and the
proposed Champions I-eague, they expected that such an event would be covered by
the proposed regulations.
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instance of David Morgan, I was asked to consult with Dean Kino, General
Manager of Legal & Business Affairs at Cricket Australia as regards his views on the
questions posed in the initial paper I put together on offrcial and unofficial cricket.
During a teleconference on 19 August 2008, Mr Kino expressed the following views
as set out below:

At the

o

On the issue of the primacy of the member board in determining whether an
unofficial cricket event is approved or not, Mr Kino was of the view that from
an emotional point of view, he could see why a member would not want ICC
to have any overarching decision making powers in that regard. However, he
could also see why legally such an overarching decision making power could
be desirable. After further discussion, he endorsed an approach where the
matter is left up to the member to decide, based on a host of non-exhaustive
factors to be considered, including a general 'catch all' to allow for some
flexibility. These facto$ would include those cunently listed in Regulation 32.
He felt that the last factor mentioned in the basket of Regulation 32 factors to
be considered ("whether the event causes any conflict or perceived conflict
with ICC events') should be expanded to cover conflict with ICC
events/agreements or Member events/agreements. For example, approval may
place ICC or a Member in breach of an existing contract (e.g. broadcast and
sponsorship agreements providing for the Member or ICC to be the sole

goveming body of cricket in its lerritory) and that would be a reasonable
justification for rejecting any applications by unauthorized leagues.

He would also endorse expressly stating in such regulations that the ICC
would have the right to take action against a member under the ICC
constitution (i.e. suspension, etc, but not a reversal ofthe decision) in the event
that a member board made that decision in a mamer which was obviously
capricious, discriminatory or based on comtpt practices.

As regards policy factors to be considered, Mr Kino said he agreed with the
factors listed in Mar Duthie's minute of the Lords Meeting. He said that in his
view the following two factors should be emphasized:

o

lntegrity/control - Mr Kino felt that even if ICL (and other unofficial
leagues) offered to conclude a contract with ICC as to compliance with
anti-doping, anti-comrption, deployment of funds to grassroots cricket
etc, this would offer insufficient comfort to ICC as the sanction for
failure to comply with these provisions would not be sufficient
disincentive to ICL. The only remedy ICC would have would be
damages and it would take years to recover those damages by which
time the damage to intemational cricket would have already been done.
He was of thc view that, given that bodies that organized unoffrcial
cricket events were not participants in international cricket, and so
could not be suspended from intemational cricket for non-compliance,
this was an important consideration when reviewing any application.
He therefore agreed with Mr Modi's view offered in the Mumbai
meeting in this regard.

o

Promotion of cricket 'at home' - in this regard, Mr Kino felt that the
supremacy of both intemational and domestic cricket needed to be
protected. IPL recognised the importance of protecting both these
aspects ofthe game, but there was no assurance that ICL would do the
same with the result that their league could potentially cause damage to
domestic cricket in particular. For example, Mr Kino understood that
there were no provisions in ICL player contracts that expressly allowed
players to honour all their intemational and domestic commitments,
including playing and training, and that the ICL competitions were
played at a time that directly conflicted with a number of Member
domestic competitions.

Mr Kino also commented that he felt that the player wellare policy
argument was difficult to sustain (given the increasing number of
international and non-intemational cricket events). He ageed that the
funding of the development of the sport was a crucial issue. He stressed
that it is the broadcasting revenues which would most be affected by rival
unofficial events because of the limited broadcast market, particularly
outside India where there were often only one or two genuine broadcasters
who would not be willing to pay sufficient fees to maintain a grass roots
cricket program if it could not be guaranteed coverage of major cricket
matches in its teritory.

We discussed the resolution taken at the March board meeting and the
inlerpretation of that resolution. Mr Kino's view was that his interpretation of
the resolution was that it was only intended to apply to players who were
contracted by the Member boards. He said the resolution should potentially go
further and actually state that Member boards are required to procure that the
first class cricket associations/counties/teams in their territories also prohibit
players who are contracted by tlem from playing in ICL, but that in his view it
currently does not do so.

I

I
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As regards potential action to be taken by a Mernber board against a player
who has played in ICL (e.g. banning, suspension etc), he felt that it should be
lell up the Member board to decide that based on the applicable law in that
country. The laws would naturally vary from country to country and ICC or
BCCI could not prescribe what action a Member should take because it would
depend on the law in that particular country. Mr Kino was of the view,
however, that prospective regulations could be used (and have been used in
certain countries) in conjunction with properly drafted player contracts, to
enable Members to disallow the participation ofrebel players in their domestic
and intemational events without likely falling foul of restraint of trade and
competition/freedom of movernent laws.

o

As regards the issues raised in the Board paper on Regulations Goveming
Domestic Cricket Events, Mr Kino said he wished to make the following
comments in relation to the no obiection certificate:
He strongly disagreed with the submission that in the case of a player
who had retired from his home country and relocated to another host
country to play domestic (or intemational) cricket in that country, the
country who should be required to issue the certificate should be the
home country for whom that player would have been eligible to play
intemational cricket had he not retired. He said that a home Member no
longer had any nexus with or jurisdiction over the player, but if the
host country chose to allow the player to play in that country, and did
not impose regulations to stop that from occurring, then the host
country assumed all jurisdiction over the player and it was ethically
and legally appropriate in those circumstances for the host country to
assume responsibility for issuing the certificate.
As regards the issue of retirement, Mr Kino agreed with the submission

in the Board paper that wdtten notice of retirement would be
necessary. In principle, he also agreed with Mr Modi and Mr
Manohar's view that the two year exclusion period post retirement
should be included in toumament rules rather than ICC regulations.
This should be agreed as a policy amongst Members in order to
discourage players taking early retirement from intemational cricket to
play in IPL (and similar authorized domestic leagues).

r

On the issue ofthe Twenty20 Champions League and other similar events, Mr
Kino agreed that bilateral commitrnents should take priority over such events.
On the question of the proposed regulations imposing windows around ICC
events and bilateral commitrnents so as to protect the status and integrity of
these events, he said that he would strongly oppose such a move. In his view,

as long as competitions carved-out the ability of players to play in

intemational (ICC and FTP) events, the ICC was adequately protected and it
fell to the ICC to ensure its events are sufliciently compelling to ensure
commercial market support. He was also of the view that the ICC did not
have the power to regulate in this proposed manner and it was inappropriate
for the ICC to attemDt to do so.
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John

Thanks for the helpful- clarification,
I can confrim that no RR shareholder is involved in such an activity.
There vas a meeting attended by one of our shareholders in Dubai which
covered many topics, one of which was a possible new tournament.
He will be discussing this with Lalit in due course.
Regard6.

j Badale
chairman, Raj asthan Royal
ltano
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sent: 08 April 2010 1?.06
To: E-e_j_e_!-g_Lhg-4.d!q-je9; Lalit Hodi uk; !4anoj Badale (Agilisys)
lagos CheJ-arani Lachlan t{urdoch
Cc: lfildblood, Andrew
subject: RE: Unauthorised c r icket
Lalit

has asked me to clarify.

"Unauthorised cricket"

i suresh

is defined as:

"any cricket league. competition or tournament anywhere in the wolld
rrhich is not sanctioned either by the Icc or by the relevant Icc member
federation within whose countly lhe relevant league, competition or
tournament takes place . "
No franchisee,
the above.
I hope this
Re

franchise

group company or owner should be involved in

is clear.

gard s

John
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Unauthorised Cricket

P-Iease define unauthorised cricket? Having neetings with various
OFFICIAL cricketing boards around the 9or1d from Australia to UAE is in

no way a breach of any contract

!

As an investment opportunity I vill certainly listen to and look at
Ilowever if a situation arises vhere I get involved in
lucrative offers.
any so called "unauthorised cricket" then please take the Neceesary
precauLions required by you all.
IPL is a business. one which r am very passionate about and have no
plans ta j eopardise.
Regards

Raj Kundra
I'lessage-----------ori9ina1
From: Lalit Modi- uk
Tor uanoj Badale
Tor Raj Kundra
Tor Suresh lagoa chelaram
Tor Lachlan Murdoch
Ccr Andrev wildblood
Cc: John Lof fhagen
ReplyTo: LaIit Modi uk
subject: Unauthorised cricket
Sent: I Apr 2010 14.44
Dear Gentlenan
which
we are told that one of RR shareholders is indulging in activities
wiIl amount to promoting unauthorised cricket, r have already last ueek
warned via telephone Mr Raj Kundra fron directly or indirectly
but despite the
assoc-iating vith any form of unauthorised cricket'
varning he continues to do the sane.

Therefore please be advised ire reselve aII rj-ghts under our agreement'
to take any action to protect the interest of all stake holders at hand.
Please advise us what role the shareholders of RR have to do r,tith any
unauthorised cricket by roidnight tonight.
Regards

Lalit ltod i
chairnan and Conmi€sioner IPL,
vi-ce President BCCI.
Sent fron BlackBerry(r)

on Airtel

sent from my BlackBerry(!) rrirel.ess device
The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments)
may be protected
contains infolmation that nay be confidential,
or other applicable privileges.
or nay
by the attorney-client
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed
naned above. If you are not
only to the designated recipient(s)
an intended lecipient of this message, please notify the sender
by reptyinq to this message and then delete all copies of it
distribution,
from your computer 9y6tem. Any use' dissenination.
or reproduction of this lressage by unintended recipients i9 not
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Unauthorised Cricket
Loffhagen, John <John.Loffhagen@imgworld.com>
raj@rajkundra.net <raj@raj kundra.net>, Lalit Modi uk
<lkm@iplt2O.com>, Manoj Badale <Manoj.Badale@Agilisys.co.uk>,
Suresh lagos chelaram <suresh@chellaramsplc.com>, Lachlan
Murdoch < lkm@illyria.com.au >
Wildblood, Andrew <Andrew.Wildblood@imgworld.com>
08.04.2010 21:36
RE:

has asked me to clarify.

"unauthorised cricket"

roundcube
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is defined as:

"any cricket league, competition or tournament anywhere in the world whiqh is not
sanctioned either by the Icc o.r by the relevant Icc mernber federation vithin whose
country the relevant league, competition or tournament takes place."
No franchisee,
I hope this

franchise

group company or owner should be involved in the above

is clear.

Regards
John
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Gent Iemen
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please define unauthorised cf:icket? Having meetings with various oFFICIAL cricketing
boards around the world from Australia to UAE is in no rray a breach of any contract!
listen to and Iook at lucrative offers.
As an investment opportunity I wilI celtainly
get
in any so called "unauthorised
involved
r.rhere
I
arises
Holrever if a situation
cricket" then please take the Necessary precaulions requ.ired by you all-

IPL is a business, one which I
jeopardise.
Regards

Raj Kundra
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sent: I Apr 2010 14r44
subj

Dear Gentlernal
we are told that one of RR shareholders j.s induLging in activj.ties which ttilI amount
to promoting unauthorised cricket. I have already last week warned via telephone l'lr
Raj Kundra flom directly or indirectly associating with any form of unauthoriged

cricket, but despite the varning he continues to do the same.
Therefore please be advised we reserve a1l rights under our agreement. to take any
action to protect the interest of aLl Etake holders at hand. Please advise us what
rale the shareholdere of RR have to do with any unauthorised cricket by nidnight
tonight.
Regards

Lalit ltodi

Chairnan and Comnisaioner IPL.

vice PreFident accr.
sent frorn BlackBerry(r) on AirteI
Sent from ny BlackBerry(r) r'tireless device
The preceding e-nail rnessage (includj-ng any attachmenta)
contains infornation that nay be confidential, nay be protected
by the attolney-qlient ot other applicable privileges, or nay
constitute non-public infornation. It is intended to be conveyed
only to the designated recipient(6) named above. If you are not
an intended recipient of this lressage. Please notify the aender
by replying to this message and then detete all copies of it
fror0 your computer gystem. Any use, dissernination, distribution.
or reploduction of this message by unintended lecipients is not
authorized and may be unlawful.

AM

i

5/7/10 3:S0 AM

:: RE: IJAE

Subject
Sender
Recipient

Date

RE: Uae

Manoj Badale <Manoj.Badale@blenheimchalcot.com>
lkm@iplt2O.com < lkm@iplt2 0.com >, Suresh Chellaram
<suresh@chellaramsplc.com>

rs:*$ssk*s

09.04.2010 11:19

r read him the r.iot act last night.
with him this afternoon.

He is here today, and I viII

sit

-----ori gina I llesEage----: !EEle-!!]gZ]Ljg& [ nai I to : 1 krn€ i p 1 t 2 0 . c om ]
sent: 08 ApriI 2010 16:57
To: llanoj Badale (A9i1isys); suresh chellaram
subject: Fw: Uae
From

sent from BlackBerry(r)

on Airle1

Message---------original
From: lkmEiplt20.com
Date: Thu,8 Apr 20I0 15.56:33
To. Ra j 1(undra<I3-i-glg:i3!!lt!g-!gE>
Subject: Re3 Uae
Understand. But my advise as before stay out. Bcci and ipl knor.r hord to
take ca.e of themselves. whether pakistan oE ecb - we all are very well
tuned to this. what complicates issue is an ipl franchisee owner 9oin9
out and doing sornething which we consider an breach of our agreement and
as such I have given u aII the heads up. There is alvays more than what
goes beyond what one can see. There are
meets the eye. cricket politics
wheels tn'ithin vhee.Is. I am iust a custodian for indian cricket and as
such just doing ny job.
Hope you understand
Love
Laf .it

,

Message-----------original
From: Raj Kundra
To: Lkn ipl
ReplyTo: Raj Xundra
subject: uae
sentr 8 Apr 2010 20:56
Dear Lalit,
I appreciate your comments on bbn. Sheikh Nayans office told ne S Paitar
is meetlng him on 18th and he has also told me bcci or no bcci the
nlddle east is creating a league for thernselves as they have spent
stadiums and acadernies etc. He
hundreds of millions on infrastructure,
had sholrn ext-reme interest i.n you being involved. Eowever he Eaid if we
d-idn't go ahead then 2nd option itas a consortium from Pakistan (part of
PcB) vrho has given a ful1 presentation and promised to underwrite the
event for 10 years paying EcB l0 million usd per annum. I have just had
Initial
meetings one last nonth rrith sheikh Nayan. Anitabh Bachchan,
Anar singh and sanjay Dutt and one today fith fult ecb, l,ike you said I

l'
w.bmall ::

RE: Uae

know nothj.ng about the sports business agreed! But r know that if ve
don't get ipl or bcci associated in some way with mj.ddLe eagt league
then the pakistani's will come and rnake a rnesg of it t{ith no financial
gaj,n to any of us and lrill certainly add to the dilution of our brand.
Your caII, I have !f,ashed my hands from it tifl you gj-ve any green
signal.

I was also here on pergonal buainess and had a meeting rrith Peter Hutton
on request of Puneet coenka (zee owner) as they want the football league
rights. Everything I have sai.d above is truthful and can be validated to
the Tl
Regards

Raj xundra
sent flotrr ny BlackBerly(r) rdireless device
Sent flom BlackBerry(!) on Airtel
This email ha8 been scanned by the l.tessagetabs Email Securj-ty System,
Fo! nore inforEation pleas e visit@

5,/7/10 3:50 AM
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31 May 2010

PRIVATE AND CONFIDET,TII,AL
By emall: Glles.Clarke@ecb,co.uk

And by post
Giles Clarke
Chairman
England and Wales Crick€t Board
Lord's Gricket Ground
London
t{w8 8QZ

Carter-Ruck

Dear Slr
Cartcr- Rr&k

Lalit Modl

6 StAndrgv, SUEet

We are instructed by our client, Lalit Modi, in conneciion with lhe email you sent lo
the Presldent of the Board of Control tor Cricket in India (BCCI), Shashank Manohar,

on Sunday 2 May 2010, headed 'Meeting - Lalit Modi 31o March , HlcHLy
CONFIOENTIAL'. You copied your email to David Collier. Chi€f Executive of the
England and Wales CriJ<et Board (ECB) and to the secretary of the BCCI.

Lffdo.' EC4A 3AE
T 020 7353 500s

m0 irj53 5553
DX 333 CharEery ne
$ rwdrtrfil,(l4ofi
F

t

This lefter is written in accordan@ with the pre-a€dion protocol for defamafion.
In your email, which is highty defamatory of our client, you allsge that Mr Modi was
secrefly.(that is to say without the knowledge of the BCCI or ECB) orcfrestrating a
plan to destroy the slructure of world cricket and, in partjcular, the structure of English

I

new reb€l league, In contrav€ntion of ICC Regulations. you
conclude that our client should be banned fmm world crlcket as a resull In support
of this daim, you rely upon what you describ€ as "minut6s, of a meeting held in ijelhi
on 31 March 2010 athended by our dlent, representatives fiDm IMG and executives
from 3 English.Test grounds (Colin Povey, David Hodgekiss and Stewart Regan).
You claim that these 'minutes' were pass€d to )rou by a 1^rhisllebloweF.

crbket, and seate

Your claims are uftedy untrue. We are inslructed that at no time has Mr Modi been
involved in plannlng an unauthorised crlcket league or toumamenl anywh€E In the
r/yodd which is not approved either by the ICC

orthe relevanl ICC member federation.

hdeed, along with you, Mr Modi was a member of the ICC committse which drafted
ths rules regulating unau(horis8d cricket The concept of a rcbel league would run

contrary to the pdnciples ofth6 lPL, whicfi ls ilsef a part of th€ BCCI, whose interests
our clienl has always sought to prolec,t. Our client has always supported th€
govemanco structure of Intematlonal cricket and believes it delivers collective
strength to thB sport, subiect only to lhe requirement that the ICC and its domestic
boards must exercise their powers fairly snd reasonably.
It would have been immedialely apparent to you that Stewart Regan's email about
the meeting on 31 March reprosents only his personal refleclion on \,vtEt was
discussed. His email do€s not purport to be authorised minutes ofany meeling, and it
was certainly not seen or approved by our client. AccordirEly, our cllent does not
accept that the €mail records or reflec.ts all lhat was said, nor does n fully reflect the
purpos€ of lhe meeting so tar as he was concemed.
PCR|4682r3.l
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Carter-Ruck
Moreover Mr Regan's socalled 'minutes" do not even support the claims you made in
your email- h is absotutety clear from what Mr Regan says that no-one present was
suggesting that any plans for an English domestic Twenty2o league should be made
without the involvement and approval of lhe ECB. Consistent with this, on 13 April, the
Chairmen of I Category A grounds reported to our client that they would be meeting
you on 28 April to discuss this very maftsr. The discussions are a collaborative
process.

We are instructed lhat the meeting of 31 March was not called by our client and that
he was, through lMG, approached by executives from a number of English grounds to
meet with them to disclss the potential for expansion ot a domestic Twent)zo league
and to leam lirst hand ftom him the seset to the success of lhe IPL model. The lPL,

given its over-whelming success and popularity isthe obvlous blue-print for a domestic
Twentf2o league, but our client underslands that other options are also being
explored. Our client agreed to share his experience over an intomal lunch in a public
restauranl where he was already eating with friends. we are instructed that it was in
fac{ he who pointed out the potential obstacles, in particular in relation to the Sky

contracl. Any observalions he made about how a slructure might work and about how
it could be financed in the UK were enlitely hypothetical; we are instructed that no
proposab or deals were offered by our clienl, either on b€hatf of IPL or its franchisees'
It is wholly misleading for you to have said in your email that Mr Regan's email was
passed to you by a 1^,histleblowef, which suggests that the meeting was secret, or
that il was not knolvn lo the ECB. Mr Regan's original co'tnmunication was sent to a
long list of recipients whictr induded ECB execuwes David Ste$/art, David Ha*er and
Clive Leach. Colin Graves, who has very recently replaced David Steri/art on the ECB
board has been reported to have Elated publidy not onty that lhe meeting on 31 March
was a lac't-finding' mlssion, but lhat it was nol secr6l. and that it was he who ananged
for Mr Regan's communication to be s€nt on to you; presumably affer you had met him
and others on 28 April and you had been told all about it.
'ls absolutely outEged that you did
Our client, with rvhom you are in regular contacl,
not consult him to invite him to comment b€fore making wholly false claims in your

email. This is indlcative of a petsonal malicious motive. You appear also to have acted
entirely independently of lhe ECB board.

As you well knevr, our dient had, only a week before you sent your email. been served
with charges (which he fully denies and to \ivhich he has respondod in meticulous
detail) by the BCCI and guspended as IPL chairman. You must have known perfectly
well, therefore, that the BCCI would use your allegations against our clienl and that as
a direct and foreseeable consequence of your email, our dient would find himself
facing
second'Show Cause Notice'issued by the BCCI, which duly anived on 0
May. In that Nolice our client is accused of actions, desctibed by tho BGCI as
"diabolical', that supposedly threaten the authority oftho ECB as well as the'structure
of world crickefl. Following your lead, lhe BCCI has also chos€n entirely to
misconstrue Stewart Regan's reoord of the meeting.

a

You must also have foreseen that the contents of your email would be widely

disseminated not only amongst lhe BCCI, but amongst the ECB and lhe wider press.
We suggest that the true purpose of your email v\ras not to eradicate any perc,eived
threat to world cricket but to further yout own personal agenda simultaneously to
undermine our clienfs reputation both in India and in the UK, 90 a6 to remove him out
of any disqJssions conceming any domestc Twenty20 league, and at the same time
to enhanco your own negotiating position. The past animosity between you and our
client is well-known in connection, for instance, with discussions about the Champions
League.
Our cli€nt suspects that you hoped that by handing his head on a platter to the BCCI

you would get a few personal "brovnie points'. ln sending lhis email, and

in

furtherance of your own agenda, our client considers that you en$rely undermined the
PCR t -a682

|].1

Carter-Ruck
commercial objeclives of the ECB and chose instead to embarrass the county grounds
whose chairmen you had met only days before.

That you chose to spin the record of the 31 Marci meeting into something that it
plainly was not is not only, as we say above, malicious, but also, our cl'l€nt believes,
hypocritical, as when our client, on behalt of IPL-BCCI, sowht to curb the rebel lndian
league, lCL, you did little to discourage English players from partlcipating.
You are put on notice that you shouH preserve any conespondence (induding emall
correspondence) conceming our client or the IPL amongst members of the ECB ard
BCCI, as it will be relevant to any legal proceedings that may b€ issued as a result of
this complaint.
Your actions have caused our client acute embarrassment and dlstress and damage
to his intemational reputation.
The purpo$e of this leter is acc,ordingly to invite you io agree to:

1.

Prwide our client with a full and unqualified apology and retraction in a form.
manner and terms to b€ agreedi

2.

Undertake not to repeat lhe sams or similar all€gations defamatory of our
cllent;

3.

Make proposals

4.

Pay his reasonable legalcosts.

to pay damage€ to our client to componsate him for the
your
communication was calculated to cause;
thal
damage

We await your respofise, we trust, within 7 days and put you on notice that we have
instructions to issue proc€edings for libel.

All our clionts legal dghts are reserved.
Yours faithtully

CaJ+ef-&uc[
Cartsr*uck

PCRI '4682 | 1.3
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BCCI notice is speculative,
absolute fiction: Modi
Truth Will Come Out Over BCCI-ECB Allegations, He Says
I

_l--two

!

-[..

weeks after he was sus-

pended as the chairman and

commissioner of the Indiar
PremiF,r l.pague, Lalit MDdi is shuttling between Delhi and lUumbai
seekiltg meetings with IPL tear,
ownp-r's to put together a reply to the
Ii$t showcause notlce sent to him
by BOCI. The suspended IpL boss

fi-

iralty broke his silence vrith H6rini
Rana of TIMES NOW ilr ar exclusive .hat a day aff€r the tsCCI issued
the sesond showeause notice to him.
You are keeping a low profile...

time and it's alt in

public domain.

BCCI mentioned

minutes of a nreeting ir the show-

cause notice on
Thur€day? Is it uot

true?

W

image and now BCCI is trying to
find ways to peg somethine on me.
These are small things, people wbo

ale dc,ing this do not know lvhat

they are doing.

When will you seud out the reply to the first notice?

i6 a matte! of detailg and
I wi.ll respond with all facts.

Morday I will have the flrst reply out on the first notice.
WiU you join Muthiall in the petition against N. Srinivasan?
Tlre matter over Mr Muthiah,s

coutty

speak.

BCCI notice is not

Lalit Modi

only speculative but it is absolute

fiction It

What was this meeting with petition is in court
offlc1al6? Did yo1l

intti-

I

and

I cannot

have asked for files re-

what have yoq besn up to irr the ate eny talks on a new league? garding the matter so
far and I am
last trpo weeks?
There have already been many looking into it. I know it's more tllan
I bave been busy with nly docu, e"mail leaks before. In fact, I have what Eeets the eye.
mentation which is part of my rcply got the showcause notice and I don't

t0 BCC,IS ff.rst notice.,. I al! gEftiru one
shoiacause notice aftea other I arn setttrg ready to rcply to it. Iam conli<lent
arddst all these alegations beca{rse I
lqlow I have done notling wrow.

want to add more to speculation.

BCCI-ECB alegations, I don,t want
to speak but act and as has been the
case I will rather let the t.uth come
out
of who has batted for Indian
cdcket and for how long. I have bat
ted for Indian cricket for a iong, Iong

Urem and convineed them that it is
not a viable option. t have always
been a custodian of Indiatr cricket

I

have been advocatiDg against unau-

thorised cricket for long. I bave
championed the cause ol authorized cricket on behalf of the BCCI

What was your fir'st reaction to elolrg with ICC i/pry sfrongly and
the latest allegddons ftom BCCI all kno?that.I was invotv€d in this
after tle ECB e-mail?
fihole progra$me to ensule rebel
Tnrth will come out over the leagues do not exist. We have shown

-

Comtles deny

tflterl|ad'

deat

l-ondon: One of the three county clqbs
which were alleSedly intalkwlth
suspended lPtchie, Lalit Modi to start
a 'rebel' lvlenty2o league in England,
Yorkshire has denied the allegations
insisting that therc was "nothing
underhafld" about tlre idea, yorkshire's
chairman Colin crdves rubbished the
allegations and saidthe neeting was
merely about discussing an ldea and
the ECg was duly infomed about iL

and will ahi/ays protect the rights
"This is totally overblown," craves
of BCCL Nobody should take that was quoted as saying inthe
on. People are sying to malign rnv Guardian'. Pr
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Counties defend Modi, themselves
olications that Modi had been involved

TIMEs NEWS NET-IVORK

New Delhi: ls England and Wales

cricket Board (ECB) chief

Giles

Clalke's attack on Lalit Modi an attempt

at one.uomanshiP over the unhaPPY
Enelish Test.metch counties? Even as
Moii himself sa id he was unperturbd
at being slapped with a second shov/_
follovJinB accause notice bv BCCI
cu,sations made in a letter to the Indi_
the counan board bY the ECB chief
ties themselves have ri6en to the oust_
ed IPL chief s defence' saylng tnere
were no olans for s "tebel, parallel''
IPL in England
Clarke had alleged that Modi was

-

-

plannjng to underltrinethe "very foun'
dation of cxicket" by havlng made pro_
Dosals to counties about a new clly_
Lased franchise cricket scheme'
According to the Gudrdian Yorkshire's chairman Colin Graves - lvho
also chairs a Test_match county pressure ercup pushjng for an elite Tln com_
Detition inEngland - has relecteq rm-

Kif"
Adfactors FR Pvt Ltd Sia aLr' r!'rdr!hr

l'1drE

in "secret" or "destructive negotla'
tions', and insisted that Clarke had
been given notes !'f the meetmg

-.

Modi had met representa ves ol rne

Test-match group cn 31 March' in'

cl\rd ing Warwicksb ire chierf executive
Cotin Povey, Yorkshire s chlel execu_

tive Stewart Regan, and Lancashtre
committee member David HodgkNs'

According to Clarke and BCCI' tho-se
meetings discussed a "rebel. pararel

IPf," in which eight existing lndran
franchises would bid forEnglish coun-

ries.It was a.lleged that Modi proposeo
a deal in which IPL would guarantee
each county a minimum of 2-3 3 mll_
tee'
lion pounds per year. plus a stagulg
_lnese
Graves told the Guordtcrl:
lt was
{ charees) are iolally overblown
afact-hndingmission Modi did not put
aDropositionon the table There were
n6 seiret proposals, no secretagenda'
nothins underhand. IPL has t'€en ex'
traoralinarily successful and lYe can
learn a lot from it Ther€ was a proper

rNQ MJrit'dr +xlro:

'oopc

rel |"L''

business discussion about how thingsmishtdevelop in the future' the sort ot
dis; ussions that ca n benefit the wn ole
of EnBlish cricket
"R;can took notes of the meellng

and foivarded them to all the Test
erounds. I then passed those notes to
Ltartre. Moai nuitea a representatlves
of the Test grounds to be his perconar
zuests at the IPL final We turned tne

invit4tion down

as we

were nol rn.a

p+

sition to discuss aMhing ln detau'

Graves sdded: 'We have not been

suaranteed anything' but if anybooy
;uts anything on the table we willdls'

auss it. we bave n ine Test grounos ano
onlv seven Tbsts a year' We have to lmcl
wavs to fiU these grounds outside the

Ensland team. The nine Tbst grounds
artunited in the belief we cannot al-

lol! the status quo to contlnue l nere

r zu
is no future in us ci€atinB anotner'

competition for all18 couniles rtrsnot

attr;ctive enough to

fill

the 'fest

grounds. We have to create an-ew tournament with the app€al ol lrr"

:))liII)i'rl

r
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Modi, IMG may
sue ECB's Ctarke
DeIt latit Modi the suspended chairEran and commissioner of the Indian Premier I€ague (IPL), is suing ciles
Clarke, chatunan of the England snd Wales Cricket Board
Lcrv

(ECB), for defamation on 'unfounded charges' that he was

hind

a

be

plannel unoflicial Twe[t]2o league in EnCland, Modi

said on Sahnd4v that he was appelled at the 'Feposterous al-

legation of Cla*e

"How cutil I go with a proposition like tlle one Clarke credits rre yrith when I was the persou who was opposed to Arab
League and US League?" Modi said. "When I insist that all

platErs shoulil get a clearance from

rcspective Modi hands over
in the IPL, papers to BCCI

tlrcir

boards to play

could I do anything going bel-alit Modion Saturday
hind the ECB'S back?"
Asked if he sees a con- handed over to the Bccl all
relevant documents
spiracy to discredit him, the
relatlng to the lPL. The docModi said he wDuld not like
uments, both origlnal as
to

$eculate since etErytling

well as notarised coDies,
included all franchlse agreements, global medla rlghts
agreements, global media
rights packages, all bid docle$ charge when Clarke's uments, media rights
licensown counties halE come out ee agreements, eligibility
with the hutb.
letters of all bidders hrith
Modi said he s/ould ileal details and all sponsorship
with the Indian cricket agreements entered into by
board's showcause notice aJ- lPL, the sources sald. The
ter fina.lising the rcplies to documents were handed
is in tlle public dornain and

people can judge themselves.
Modi said he need not ilefend
binseU by reacting to a base

the charges lelrlled in the over to

BCCI CAO Prof

first chargesheet. Monday is Ratnakar Shetty by Modi's
the deadline for submitting lawyer Mehmood M Abdi,
the rcply Clarke is also facing a possible legal action

the sources added. -Prl

fJom sports marteting Siant IMG ior dragging its nane into

the conhoversy The event managemeut coEpany rcacted
stongly to the allegations, calling tlrem 'baseless, untrue and
defamatory' "IMG has a 50-,€ar rccord of integrity and plobi
ty in the business of sports and at all tfune respects the authority and sovereignty of federations a.nd gorerning bodies.
This is a record IMG is proud of and will take any necessary
steps to defend,"

it said. -rAils
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Modi's lavuyer
srxhsmEts documents
K

Shriniwas Rao lrNN

Mumbai: On Saturday, Lalit Nlodi's

Iawyer X{ehinood M Abdi submittccl all

the relevant docurxenls reiatcd tc tbe
league and irs sct up that the BLICI had
demanded il1the show cause noti.e sent
iothe IPL honcho on April25.
The BCol had .rsked Modi to hand over'
the missing documents from the board
office and the board's chie:: administra
tive ofncer Ratnakar Shetty had been entrusted ('ith_'I the job of coliecLing them
tilnl N{odi. can confi rm that a1l the rcl
evant documents have been harlded over
to the tlCCI," Abdi toldTOI on Satu.day
evening.
It is learnt that the documenls submitted include ali frarchlqee agreements,
global media rights agreements, the global media riglrts packages. bid documents,
nrcdia righls lic.eDsee agreenents, eligibilit,v Ietters of all bidders with details
and all sponsorshi! agreeurents citatcd
into by IPl,. In ils sbo\d catse notlce to
l"'lodi, the charges lcvelcd by the BCCI
nere rlith regards Lo fi\,€ issucs the ini
tial bids of RBjasthan R.,yals, Ki gs XI
Punjab; bfoadi?sting deal internet rig,hts
and irlieged rigg ilig of bids of d1c hvo ner
fra ndr isees. 'llLe iiflh chargc lvas the be

haviorual pattcrn of Nlcdi, the reason
$'hy ]re chose to T\rrct the names ol sveai
eqldiy holders in the Koahi franchise an.L
so on, $hich the iormer IPL bcss n1ay personally ha\,e to an${cr if hc tu.ns up at
the boa-rd office on N1drda\a
''We ll have lo wait for t$o ol threc
morc days to knorv if he'il (N{odi) per
sonally come (to repLy to the sholv cause).
The sho$ cause scrlcdby BOIII requires

him tosubmit arepiy in 15 di!-s tin1e and
I think that should gill] hirn rirne till Tues
dali" .Ab{l i said. "Wait and rvatch," is nl.L
that hrs la$, yer had Lo say

IMG

lilcly

To Sue

t

ThatModiAnd IPL
Londoo: England and Wales
GC8) ehainnan Giles Cla.ke
possible !ega! dctibn ftom st
giaflt IMG tu. his allegatiot6
company wari lnr,/olved in pL

unofficial Trter t?0
league ifl ErlElard.
Cla*€ had sen| an e.

filail to lhe Board for
cricket cqtrol in hdia
claifling that talit Modi

.

League we,'e

agemding

to undcaillirt the
authoriry rf tir lCB

ioilgving

n:ireting with'&.ee countieg
Yorkshi|e, ^La.:cnshirc and $Jar'/,/ickshire in

Delliiin

M4!,"-h.

matte6 discussed
incfuded d general
ctroversation about the
challengcs curently

"The

,

and the lndLln Premier

.

.
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Counties defend
Modi. themselves
TIMES IIEWS NE WONK

New Delh! ls DnSland and
Wales Crlcket Boatd (ECB)

dli€f Ciles Clarke's attack on
Ialit Modl ar attempt at one.
uprEnEhip oler the urhappy

Engish Test-match counties?
Eien as Modi hinself said he
was unpertulb€d at being
sl,apped with a second showcause notice by BCCI

- follow-

irrg accusations rnade in a let-

ter to tlre Indian board by tie
the counties themselves have risen to the ousted
IPL chief's defence, saying
theF rtere no plansbr a "!ebel,
pqiallef ' IPL in England.
Clarke had aUeged that
Modi was plannlng to undermine the 'tery foundation of
cricket" by having nade proposals to courties about a new

ECBcii€f

city-based franchise crickel

scheme, According to the
Gasrdiar, Yod6hire's chalrman Colin Graves

who also

- county
chalrs a Test-match
pres€ure grcl$ pushing for an
elite T20 competition in Eng-

land
has reJected implicatione -that Modl had been illvolved in "secrei" or "de-

structive negotiations", and

insisted that Clarke had been
given notes of the neeting.
Modi had met representativ6 of the Test-matc} grou!
on 31

March in New Delhi, in'

\Iuding

Ad{rctrrs

PR

Warwickshire chief

executiYe Colin Povey Yorkshire's chief executive Stew-

art Regan, and Lancs6hire
comIliltoe member David
Hodgkiss.

According to Clarke and
BCCI, those meetings discussed a "rcbel, pamllel

IPL'

in which eight existing Indian franchises would bid for
English counties. It was a-lleged that Modi proposed a
deal ir which IPL would cuai.
antee each counw a mtrimum
,f 2-3.3 dillion pounds per
year, plus a staging fee.

Craves told file euardian:
"These (charges) are totally
overblown- It wa.s a fact-Ilnding mission. l[odi did not put

a proposition on the table.

There wer€ no secret proposals, no s€oet agenda, not}ing
underhand. IPL has been extraordinarily successful and

btnol'

it4) cau learn a
it Theie
'u'as a prcF4r business discus-

sion about how thlngs mlght
develop in the tuture, the sort
of discussions that c€n benelit
the whole of Enclish cricket.
"Regan took notes of the
meeting and forwarded lihem
to a1l the Tbst gmu.nds. I then
passed those notes to Clarke,
Modi irvited all leplesentatiles
of the Test grounds to be his
pe$onal guests at the IPL flnal.
We turned the invitation dovrn
as we were not tr a po6ltlon to
discuss anythtnB ln detatl."

Pr, Lrd _rf-rari ianfi15l , Kar!e M.fB ::.o;p r.::. i'irn'hi, \a)1.)t

.

.) t'! i]n11,'t:, 11.
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owledpe- d riven communicatr ons

Modi offered no secret
deal, sa)'counties
lndo A8lar

ll6w! Seryice

aqdnr3i{rd'Fhntih6

'll rm I fict.findinl

dom

misdon,
rlEW DELH|/Uflo0lt

ErAlish cou

_

I'riday outrighbly Cismissed
therr (,ficket board chairmtul
rdres utarl{e s aUeqations tLaL
Lalir Modi r&as trvi ng L stst r tp
E pareilet league in Englan.i,
I

ies

rf

eolnrnFaroner
England and Wsles Cricket
itlard (ECB) chqinnan Clarke.
I LrrJJ

is in Barbados for the
world l\,entyzo, refused to

r,/ho_

orlutge tt'e contents of his e
rnail kr the Bo"rrd ofOontrol for
Criclet in India (BCCI).
- Based on Clarke's e-mail,

rj(,Xjl sent a second drargesbeet
askinA Modi to replv in E da!s_
Modi is ahcadv facins the hiar

following the IPt, coirroversr,

and has been cherged with lrve
counts of flnancial iFeAularties.
Clar.ke alleged that fuodi had
made proposals to represerta

tives of the lbst-maach coun_
ties at a_ meeting m Delhi fhat

rl'erc detrimental to lndian

not

pl

the

trlle. Itete

a progosilion on

vrere no

secrel proposah, no
secml agrnda

c0 lt clavrs

iucn prompted the Indian

c' icket board to slap a secord
show cause notice on the silspended lrdiar Premier Leagrre

hlit llodidid

yorlGhire chajrinan

cr;cket,.Englislr,, icket bnd
woflq cncket at latge,',
It-is alleged that in tle meetrng between Modi and r;brec
counties, he told them a citv
fuanchise scheme in Enslani
wolld be backed hy the-Ipl.
(-olln Povey, the V/arwickshire
chief o@c,Jti!€, Yort"shire's chief
exeotiv€ Ste1'a_rt Rega.ry and
i,ancashir€ co[unittF€ mernber
Devid Hodgkrss attended in the
meeing,
_ Clarke alleged the meetjnq

.

discussed

.

parallel IpL in

rngDnd u wticn ejght exisdnll
rnqlar' rranchises rvould bid for

ungush (oun[ies.If was alleeed
that Modi proposed a dealin
wntch IHL lfor d guarantee
each c(,rinty a minilnum ofgS

ACfrctors PR Pvt Ltd Shalaka. Plahrrshi Xar!.f.lar!,CooDe,r!e.i"l!/nb. .lfJ0lIa.

5 milton per year plus a staging fee ofgl.5 mijiion.
The allegations have infuriated the counties. "York$hire's
chairman Colin Graves reiect_

ed any implication thnt Modi
ard his Sroup h_ad been involved
m FerreL or deshuctive n€"sotiations and insisted that Cdd{e
had been given notes of the
rneeting" The Guardian reDorted. Graves, who also chais a

Test-match counLy pressure
gloup wnch E pressine for an
elite 'IVEnt!20 competltion in

!.ingland, rejected the accusathat the game could be
aboutto b€ "hiiacked,'. "This is
totelly overblorl'n,,, Graves said
"It was a fact{nd ins mission.
Lalit Mudi did nor puaa proDosition on the table. Theri wire
no secrct proposals, no secrpt
jng underhand,"
lgehda, noth
tion-s

urale3sa " lkgaa tEyortchirc

duelexeclb\,E

said the rh€etirq
was attended "in an educaiional
eaPacit}/'. 'The success of IPL
proves that cricket is a
Foduct
people wantto buy and
Sorrsors
want toget invohed vitll Tho€e
rere the loey learning areas we
werc tirterested in,,, he said.

.9, i2)2213\L:

FA" 228iilfr',,/\.r.aira.r.

1r, :-l
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ns

Gountio$ ilGnu'unilerhand'

ilealwith lalittlloili

T
I

'IlveIrhzo comDetition for all lB counties.lt

'rebe-l' Twenty20 league in England, York-

ind exciting,

ONDON: One ot the three corrnty c)ubs
which were allegedly in talkswith susI-loended lPf chief lalit Alodi ro slarl a

is nof attractive enough to fill the

Test
grounds. We ha!€ to cre-ate something new

a tournamenl with lhe appeal
oflPL, a British version. We will continuc lo
put
i(leas to Giles," he said- lnthese
his email to the BCCI, Clarke has said

shire has denied the allegations insisting
that there was "nothing underhand" about
the idea-

Modihar been accused ofnegotiating for

a Daral lel T!.,cn
oL-rt

i\20 leazue in England

witi-

the knowledge ofth; Lngland= and wales

Cricket Board and the BCCI in a meeting
with three counties il1 Nlar.h. He has be€n

ilaptred with a showcause notice bv Lhp
irccl ai-r ICB ch;ef ciles clarke broushl

th.i inatter ro the lndian Board's notice.
But Yorlsirire's chairnEn Colin Glaves

rubbished the ailesations and said the

meeting was merely about discussing an
idea and the ECB was duly informed about
it. "This is totally overblown," Graves was
quoteC

as

saying in the 'Guardiao'.

"

It rvas a

iact-findirtg mission, Lalit Nlodi did not put
a

DroDosition on the table.There wcre no se

proposals. no sccrel agerrda, noLhing
underband," he insisted.
"IP[, hart been erlrao|dinarily successful
and we can lcarn a lot fiom it, There was a
proper business discussion about how
ihings might devetop in tie fulrrre, $e sorl
of diicussions that can benefit lhe wholc of
cr_et

English cricket. Stewart Regan took notcs of
th;meetine and tonvaJdea fiern lo all lhe

Adfrc!Drs

?R Pvr Lrd:,ha!:rka.

Tesl grounds. I then passed rhose noles Io
ciles clarke. I-alit Modi invited all reDresertatives of the Test grounds to be his personal
zuests at the IPL final, We tumed the invita'
iion dorur as we vrere not in a position to
discuss anlrhingin detaiJ," he added.

craves said the counties had not been
guaranleed sny n orre!-' d.rt;ng the meetjng.
n\Ae
haue nor-been guaraltEed anything,
but if anybody puts a;ghing on the tible we
will discuss it. We have nine Test grounds
and oDlv seven Tests a year. we have to find
wa'6 to'fill these grouids outside the England team," he said.
"There is no future in us creatins another

l'r'aIrrll] Kr_!eFarB.ao;!.ii,rr

r'r,.^rr. ltlJa?il.L

that Modi's Dlall rvas "det mentaltoIndia!
c cket, Eng:lish cricket and wodd cricket at
targe' . The BCCI too feels that any such plar
would shake 'the velv foundation of the
way cdcket is admiriistered and played
across the wo d". Modi had met repre$entatives Colin Povey, the WafMickshire chief
executive, Yorkshirc's chief executil'e, S te d'
arr Regan, and the Larrcashire Lommittee
member Davirl Hodekiss in the Malch 3l
gathedng in New De -!i.

aPEX C('UA f l.l0!"lri{ it accl
The Supreme Coun FridJy is.ued notice tn
*re Indlarr cricker board eod ils secretary N
Sriniva5an on a petilion challenging lndia
Cements holdins in lhe Indian Premief
League (IPL) fra-nchise Chennai Super
Kinis. Srinivasan is the nanagitrg director
oflidia Cernenls. The apex coud notice to
him and the Board ofControl for Cdcket in
India (BCCI) foliowed a petition by former
BCCI Dresident A.C. Muthiah- Muthiah chal-

lengeil the right of Bccr tunctionaries to
tt
have stakes in the IPL teams.

9l )) )).9" i\t-i lil: ))1) )')!') .. .: iatz.1.

:

-

.
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Modi meeting only a fact-finding mission, claim counties
PRESS TRUSI

OFINDIA

IONDON MAYT

ONE of the thrce county clubs altegedly in

talk with

suspended

IPL

commissioner Lalit Modi to start a
'rebel' Tventy20 league in Engtand,
Yo*shirc ha6 denied the allegations
insisting that there vas "nolhhg underhand" about the idea.
Modi hasbeen accus€d of negotiating for a parallcl 'tbenqZ0 league in
Etrglard without the knowledge of
the England and rlhles Cric*et Bosrd
(ECB) aDd the BCCI in a meeting
s.ith tluee counties on March 31.
But YorkEhire's chairmafl Colin
mves rubbished the allegations and

said tbe meethg was merelY about
discussing an idea and the ECB was
du$ informed about it. '"This is totally
overblovm," Ctaves was quoted as
saying in the Ctardian
"It was a fact-fitrding mission.

Lalit

Modi did not put a ProPositio[ on the
table. There were no s€crct ProPosal\ no secret agenda, nothing underhand," he insisted. "IPL has been exraordinarily successfirl and we can
leam a lot ftom il There was a proPer
business discussion about how things

might dwelop in the futule , the sort
of discussions that ca! benefit the
whole of English cdck€t.
"Stewrt Regar took notes of the
meetins and forwarded them to all

AdficrorsPRFvlLtdih:J{a'l'.;hnr5irifYeMiI:],]'.p.a|.]rrnL).l|40ii]

the Tbst gounds. I then passed those
notes to Giles Clarke. Lalit Modi in-

vited all reDreseltatives of the lbst

grounds to be his personal guests at
the IPL final. We tumed the invitatiotr
dolw as we were not in a Position to
discuss an 'thing in detail," he added.
GraYes said the counties had not
been guaranteed aIlY moneY during
the meeting. "We have not be€n guaranteed anlthing, but if anybody puts
anything on the table we wil discuss it.
lrye have nine Tbst gmunds and onlY
sevgn Tests a year. We hale to fmd
wal6 to fill these go\rnds outside the
Eryland team," he said.
'"There is no future in us creatmg an"
other Tlrenty20 comPetition for all 18

counties, It is flot attracti!€ enough to
fill the ltst grounds, We hai€ to create
something rlew and et(cititg, a toumament with the appeal of IPI. a British
lersion, We will continue to put these
ideas to Giles," he said. Modi met rep

resentatives Colin Pwey, the $/brwi*shirc chief executive, Yorkshire's chief

€xecutive, Stewart Regal, and the
lancashie corffnitte€ member David
Hodeki$s in NewDelhi.
H; has been slapped with a showcause notice bry the BCCI after ECB
chief Giles Clarke brought the matter
to their notice. Clarke said Modi's plan
was "detrimental to Indial cricket

Eldish cricket ard world cricket at
hr[e",

a

view the BCCI has endorsed.
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MODI'S ENGLISH IPL
BUTZ HITS COUNTIES
NewDelhi/landon
SLAPPED with a second show.cause
notice by the Indian fficket board, Lalit
Modi said he is "unperturbed by allega-

tions".
BCCI served the second notice on

him

after England and Wales Cricket Board

chatman Giles Clarke alleged that

Modi was trying to set up

a

parallel league in Dngland.

The proposal was discussed in a meeting between Modi ard
three counties, where he told then a city franchise scheme in
England would be backed by the IPL.

According to Clarke, the proposal was ''detrimental to
Indian cricket, English fficket and world cricket at large".
Contlnued on page 2

MODrS

E]{cusr

IPL

suz xm...

und
wou

.,qfl il!,fiqffijltr;rhiffi

plus a slaging lee of g1S miltion.
Cotin povE fE Waftid6hire d|i,et

$lllrPl"r

.

ffi 'ffi

,

occdiw, yorkshires drel ex€culive
LTTstrl'e comminee memlei bavid HodgkisJare

betieved to have "19
attendd in Urc meeting.

i,/iid-vef, tJte atEgdi,iiit, i!;* nirlnateo riC"i1,,|Ije_s. yorkshire! chairman
Colin GBves rejecied any sugg€slion thal l\riodi and his gfoup
had been
inlclved jn secret or destructive negotiatons. He also
rijecfrc h, accrr"tions thal lhe gdme was aoout to b; "hiack6d by Modi',

"Ihjs

is

'li was

tota y oveblcwnl Grav8s Eaid.

hcljiMing nission. Lalit l,,lodi did nci put a pr@ostion oil ihe
table. Ther€ wete no secrei proposals, no
wcrei agenda, nomtng under_
hand;,Gnves said.
Fegan, lhe yorkshire chjei sxecuti!€, said lhe nteeting
was afieflded j1n an
a

educallonal capaotv."
,The
success oj,lpi proves rhat.crid{el rs a product people Ilari
to buy and'
sponsors want to gel involved wilh. Those were the iey
iearning areas we
werc interested in.'he sa;,C
R€rEating threadbare the detaiE of the meet ng
Gravos said ti€re yr'as a
prcp€r business discussion abo,,i how lhrn$
;ight d€vstop in the luture, the
sort of discussions that can beneiil the whJ€ olEnqiish
crro€L
"Stenarl Regan took notes ol the meeting and forwirded them
to aI the Test
grounds. l ihen passed those notes toGiies
Ctafte. Lalit Mod inliled allr€presentatives ol lhe Test grounds to be hts personal qussts
al the tpL fnal.
We lumed.th€ invitation dour as we were nol
rn a lisition lo di54Ltss 6nyihino jn deiaitl,G|aves said
*1[e
haw nol,been guara0leed an]4oing, br.i ilanybod/ puls
anFhang on lhe
tabl€ we wiltdiscuss.it. We have nne Telt groundi
arrdo,, y sev6n

Tests a
-1ear. We have to ind ways to fiilthese grounds oltside
UrjfnqhnO iearn.
The nine Tesi grouflds are united In thibelief we
cannoi -,rowlhe siatus
quo to conlinuel' Gfaves said.
A number,oi English counties have iirvestigaled tlnks
a potentjal source Of income.

Adfactors PR Pvt ird sha ala , '."-'-'

t/it,

iDL lranchises as

i28r?56! i'ri ll8l1569 rif

ilri'i'r:t'

"

uilodi?
.rtugland, South Africa
i Australia and promised
, els out-of-contact pay-

'is lr} sign on for

n'r.

this

"We are doing all
. lre can to resolve lhe
'iei and avoid anotiel
,Ce in the world of crickSven rhe ECB is cqnsidilr stdct action aflainst the

rirties," the source added.
i)di continue{l to take
'sho1s at the B9ard on
''jj. though

rriother day. Anothci
,.1 cause notii-'e, Arr)/
les as [() tlno s purpose

r:'s

Ciie-c Clark qas
::llirrg trr serve?" Modi

I

:

:

suspended IPL chair
\r'cnt ou to add, 'At IPL

llusedaquotation

'... Bhagwat Geeta l. NCJI from what is
i,ue
I believe ir this.

- not pertuft{-d by
I arn
':.r'riioitr."
| :r

$ir Allea stanford ends Twenty2o challenge but still wants to be involved with
Englaad

Sir Allen Stanford's $20 million showpiece match has been consigned to history but
the Texan is not walking away from English cricketjust yet.
By Nick Hoult
Published: l1:00PM GMT 11 Feb 2009
He has decided not to stage his jackpot match again but is in the advanced stages of
negotiating a new three-year deal with the England and wales cricket Board for an
annual quadrangular tournament at Lord's featuring his stanford superstars XI.
Telegraph sport understands the new contract will replace the existing $1oo million
five-year deal he signed with the board in June.

Stanford's quadrangular tournament was expected to be held this year but beyond
that his future involvement with English cricket was shrouded in doubt. Now it seems
he will be here to stay until 2012.
As ever with stanford, confusion and controversy are never far away. The professional
cricketers' Association are reluctant to discuss the deal with the England players
while they are locked in a Test series against the West Indies.

They will have to agree to the new contract for the toumament to have any chance of
going ahead. Time is of the essence for the EcB, with the MCC already mailing their
members about ticket arra-ngements for the first quadrangular tournament, scheduled
to be played at the end of May.

"It is imperative we get to the bottom of what the benefrts are to English cricket and we
would like longer to look at the deal than we had last time," said Sean Morris, the
chief executive of the PCA. "we are in friendly negotiations with the ECB and we will
take it to the players at the appropriate time. At the moment they are fully focused on
the Test series and we do not want to distract them from t]lat."
The ECB are hoping to meet the players in Barbados on Feb 18 before the sta-rt of the
third rest. However, it seems stanford is pressing for an answer sooner and was keen
to make an :rnnouncement during the next Test on his home island of Antigua.

The new agreement r'ith stanford is the result of months of negotiations since the
staging of the inaugural super Series in october. It is thought the next contract is

2

worth a fraction of the $100 million deal that was trumpeted by the Texan landing his
helicopter on the Nursery Ground at l-ord,s.
Those who oppose stanford's involvement with English cricket may well wonder why
the Board have simply not walked away from dealing with him again. But stanford,s
money is an attractive carrot in a recession and in three years' time the worldwide
economy may have improved and he could turn out to be a generous benefactor again.
The EcB will see the hosting of stanford matches in this country as their opportunity
to wrest control of the event. In Antigua last year, the stanford super series was run
by his own staff and it soon became apparent that nobody would stand up to the boss
The ECB cringed as his behaviour became increasingly bizarre, culminating in his
apolory to the England team over a public incident with a group of their wives and
girlfriends.

There have been rumours for months that Stanford would scale down his cricket
interests because of the global downturn . It is not a time to be writing $20 million
cheques for hitting a little white ball around a small cricket ground in Antigua and it
is thought he was the prime mover behind ending the five-year deal.

But that is only half the story. He has simply had enough. He was worn down by a
series of legal battles, frustrated by the incompetence of the west Indies Board and
angered by the personal criticism fired his way by the British media.

The legal fight between the wrcB and Digicel forced Stanford to hand over key
sponsorship opportunities to the telecommunications company and was set to dog the
tournament for the next few years. Finally, Stanford's dream of cracking the American
market was dashed by the apathy shown from broadcasters in the united states.

For the ECB the deal has been a disaster. The counties may have benefited this year
to the tune of s50,000 each but that is a mere drop among an ocean of criticism. Even
Middlesex, the team who qualified for the stanford super series and enjoyed their time
in Antigua, were forced to borrow money from the ECB to pay their S30,000 costs once
they realised champions Ieague cash would not materialise to cover the shortfall.

Giles clarke will be relieved the stanford announcement did not arrive a month
earlier. Lord Marland, his opponent during the recent election for chairman. criticised
the Stanford deal, as did Rod Bransgrove, the chairman of Hampshire. Both will feel
vindicated.

But in reality, the ECB had little choice when Stanford knocked on their door. If they
had shunned his cash there would have been a disgruntled group of players wanting
to know why their board had passed up the opportunity to make them millionaires.

Despite clarke's denia.ls, the deal was partly motivated by a desire to prevent players'
heads being turned by the Indian Premier League, the failure of which was confirmed

3

at last week's auction in Goa when seven England cricketers put themselves up for
sale.

The only winners from this sorry mess are the l1 cricketers who donned the green and
black shirts of the stanford superstars. Their victory no doubt lifted west Indies
cricket and the resurgence was evident in last week's humbling of England in
Jamaica.
Rise and fall
Feb 25: Stanford reveals his plan for a $2O?million TWenty2O match which he calls the
'OK Corral" of cricket.

June 11: Stanford sigtrs a five-year $loOm deal with the ECB. He lands his helicopter
at Lord's before having his photograph taken with a chest ofdollar bills.
Oct 27: The Stanford Super Series gets olT to a bad start when he sits the pregnant
wife of England wicketkeeper Matt kior on his knee- Stanford issues'apolog/ to the
team.

Oct 28: A party for England and the Superstars is cancelled as Stanford avoids a
public meeting with Kevin Pietersen's team.
Oct 29: ECB announce a review of the Stanford deal, three davs before the S20nr
match takes place.
Nov l: England are thrashed by 10 wickets as the Stanford Superstars team, led by
Chris Gayle, become dollar millionaires.
Dec 17: Stanford sacks his board of legends, which included Sir Viv Richards and Sir
Garfield Sobers, and closes his olfice in Antigua- His deal with the ECB looks dead.

Feb 11: Announces the end of his $2Om match after one year but confirms the
Stanford Quadrangular will take place at Inrd's in May.
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Allen Starford Accused of .Masslwe, Ongoing' Fraud (Update3l
By David Scheer and Alison Fitzgerald

Feb. 17 (Bloomberg) -- U.S- regulators accused R. Allen Stanford of running a
"massive, ongoing fraud" through his Houston-based Stanford Group Co. while selling
about $8 billion in certificates issued by an affiliated bank in Antigua.
Stanford International Bank touted "improbable, if not impossible" returns, the
Securities and Exchange Commission said today in a complaint against Stanford,
firms he controls and two colleagues. A federal court in Dallas agreed to freeze assets
and appoint a receiver to account for investor money.

'We are alleging a fraud of shocking magnitude that has spread its tentacles

throughout the world," Rose Romero, director of the SEC's Fort Worth offrce, said
today in a statement. Stanford spokesman Brian Bertsch referred questions to tlle
regulator.

The SEC has been investigating Stanford Group since at least last summer over sales
of the certificates. The inquiry intensified after the December arrest of New york
money manager Bernard Madoff, who allegedly confessed to masterminding a $50
billion fraud in which early investors were promised steady retums and paid v/ith
money from later participants.
The U.S. Marshal's office in Houston sent a ls-person task force to secure files and
computers at Stanford's offices in the Galleria shopping district about l0 a.m. Texas
time, and remained with employees, said Marshals spokesman Alfredo Perez. "Once
everybody leaves, the offices will be locked down," he said.
Private Equity, Property

Stanford Group, selling the certificates through a network of financial advisers, told
clients their funds would be placed mainly in easily sellable financial instruments,
monitored by more than 20 analysts and audited by regulators on the Caribbean
nation of Antigua, the SEC said.
Instead, the "vast majority" of the portfolio was managed by Allen Stanford and the
Antigua subsidiaqr's chief hnancial ofhcer, James Davis, according to the regulator. A
"substantial" pa.rt ofthe portfolio was invested in private equity and real estate, it said.
Stanford and Davis didnt appear for testimony or provide any documents in response
to SEC subpoenas in the past several weeks as investigators tried to account for the
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$8 biuion in investor money, the agency said. l,aura Pendergest-Holt, a member of
Stanford lnternational's investment committee, couldn't account for the funds, nor
could a fbrmer senior investment officer, the agency said. She and Davis were also
named as defendalts in the civil case.
A lawyer who had represented Stanford International Bank during the SEC's inquiries
last week withdrew as counsel, telling investigators that he and his firm "disaffirm all
prior oral and written representations," the agency said in a memorandum to the court
to support an emergency injunction.
Talse, Misleading'

Attorneys for Allen Stanford, Davis and Pendergest-Holt couldn't be located for
comment.

Stanford Group's alleged fraud wasn't limited to the sale of certihcates of deposit, the
SEC claimed. Since 2005, SGC advisers sold more than $1 billion of a proprietary
mutual fund "wrap program," named Stanford Allocation Stratery, 'by using
materially false and misleading historical performance data," according to the SEC
complaint.
The allegedly false data helped the program grow from less than $10 million in 2004 to
more than $1.2 billion, generating fees exceeding $25 million.

Since 1993, the bank has reported annuaf investment gains ranging from 11.5 percent
to 16.5 percent, except last year, when it reported a loss of 1.3 percent, according to
the SEC. The numbers were at times "strange," hitting exactly 15.71 percent in 1995
and 1996, the agenry said. Stanford lnternational Balk says it has 30,000 clients and
$7.2 billion in assets under management, according to the SEC.
Tloutine Examinations'

Investigators from the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority visited six Stanford
Group offices in January, downloaded information from computer hard drives and
looked through files, people familiar with the events said. The people declined to be
identified because they didn't want to put their currentjobs at risk.
"Regulatory ofhcers have conveyed to us these visits are part of their routine
examinations," Allen Stanford said in a Feb. 11 letter to clients and an e-mail message
to the company's employees obtained by Bloomberg.
Stanford said in a Feb. 12 e-mail to his employees that he? "fight with every breath to
continue to uphold our good name" in the face of the investigations.
Stepped Up Investigations
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The SEC has stepped up probes after being accused of failing to heed warnings that
Madoffs investment returns were too good to be true. Madoff was arrested Dec. 11
after allegedly telling his sons that his business was a $50 billion ponzi scheme. The
SEC has since announced unrelated lawsuits against at least seven money managers
for allegedly inflating profits or siphoning off client money.
Finra in November 2O07 fined Stanford Group $20,OO0 for failing to adequately state
the risks involved in the cD investments or to disclose that an affrliation between the
broker-dealer and the bank could pose a conflict of interest. Stanford consented to the
sanctions without admitting or denying wrongdoing, according to a file on the Finra
Web site.

The Stanford Financial companies, including Stanford Group, Stanford International
Bank and Stanford Trust, were founded by Allen Stanford, who is their chairman. The
Texas native was listed last year by Forbes Magazine as the 605th-richest man in the
world with an estimated net worth of $2 billion.
Duai Citizenship

Allen Stanford is a citizen of the
and of Antigua & Barbuda after being
naturalized in that country 10 years ago, according to a biography on the company's
Web site. He was knighted by the Antiguan government in 20O6 and now uses the title

"Sir." Stanford Group has 19 offices in the U.S. and more than $43 billion under
management or advisement, according to its Web site.

Stanford has been a backer of Twenty2O cricket, a shortened form of the sport played
over about three hours. Last June, he landed in a helicopter at Lord's Cricket Ground
in London to announce an annual Twenty2O series of matches between England,s
national team and the Stanford Superstars, a team of West Indies players, for a
winner-takes-all prize of $20 million. Stanford plucked dollar bills from a crate he
brought with him to illustrate the amount of money on offer.

Today, after learning of the SEC's allegations, cricket's governing bodies in the U.K.
and the Caribbean said they ended further talks with Stanford. "The England and
Wales Cricket Board and the West Indies Cricket Board have suspended negotiations
with Sir Allen Stanford and his financial corporation concerning a new sponsorship
deal," the groups said in a statement.

charged-with-allesed-fraud-of-shocking-masnitude.html
ECB suspend Sir Allen Stanford negotiations after Texan charged wlth alleged
fraud 'of shockitrg megnltude,

The Englar-rd and wales cricket Board are set to break off their relationship with
Texan Billioniare Sir Allen Stanford after he was charged with alleged fraud in the
United States, Telegraph Sport understands.
By Nick Hoult

Published: 5:20PM GMT 17 Feb 2009

On Tuesday afternoon, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) charged Sir
Allen Stanford, one of English cricket's main sponsors, and three of his companies for
orchestrating a fraudulent, multi-billion dollar investment scheme cenbing on an $g
billion Certihcates of Deposit program.
stanford, who has financed the world's richest cricket match and landed his helicopter
at [,ord's last summer as he announced his deal with Enelish cricket. has been under
investigation for monthsRose Romero, Regional Director of the SEC's Fort Worth Regional Office, added, '.We
are alleging a fraud of shocking magnitude that has spread its tentacles throughout
the world."

The bank made "improbable and unsubstantiated" claims about its ability to generate
"saJe" returns of more than 10 per cent, and it misled investors about exposure to
Bernard Madoffs alleged Ponzi scheme, the Securities and Exchange commission said
today in a complaint against Stanford, firms he controls and two colleagues. The
agency asked the Dallas federal court lo freeze assets and appoint a receiver to return
money to investors.

Stanford recently scaled back his cricketing involvement and was sent to end his $I
million-per-man match after just one year but was still locked in talks with English
cricket for a series of matches to be held at tord's, the home of cricket.

The inaugural Stanford series in Antigua ended in controversy last November after
England players reacted to the tycoon's behaviour after he entered the dressing-rooms
and was shown in conversation with the players' wives pitchside. Stanford
subsequently apologised for any offence he might have caused.
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The ECB confirrned they were stopping negotiations with Stanford saying in a
statement: "Following allegations made today (Ttresday) by the US Securities and
Exchange Commission and their decision to apply for a temporary restraining order
which was filed in a Dallas/Fort Worth court, the England and Wales Cricket Board
and the West Indies Cricket Board have suspended negotiations with Sir Allen
Stanford and his financial corporation concerning a new sponsorship deal."

The SEC has been investigating Stanford's Houston-based investment firm, Stanford
Group, since at least last summer over sales of certificates by the Antigua-based
affiliate. The inquiry intensified after the December arrest of New York money manager
Madoff, who allegedly confessed to masterminding a $5O billion fraud in which early
investors were promised steady returns and paid with money from later participants.
The SEC has asked former employees about the bank's stated returns on investment.
between 10.3 and 15.1 per cent every year from 1995 until last year, according to
documents and annual reports on the bank's web site. SIB says it has 97.2 billion irassets and 30,O00 clients, according to the SEC.
Rise and fall
Feb 25: Stanford reveals his plan for a $20?million Twenty2O match which he calls the
"OK Corral" of cricket.

June 11: Stanford signs a hve-year $100m deal with the ECB. He lands his helicopter
at [,ord's before having his photograph taken with a chest of dollar bills.
Oct 27'.'lhe Stanford Super Series gets off to a bad start when he sits the pregnant
wife of England wicketkeeper Matt Prior on his knee. Stanford issues apolory to the
team.

Oct 28: A party for England and the Superstars is cancelled as Stanford avoids
public meeting with Kevin Pietersen's team.

zL

Oct 29: ECB announce a review of the Stanford deal, three days before the $20m
match tales place.
Nov 1: England are thrashed by 1O wickets as the Stanford Superstars team, led by
Chris Gayle, become dollar millionaires.
Dec 17: Stanford sacks his board of legends, which included Sir Viv Richards and Sir
Garfield Sobers, and closes his office in Antigua. His dea_l with the ECB looks dead.

Feb 11: Announces the end of his $20m match after one year but confirms the
Stanford Quadrangular will take place at lnrd's in May.
Feb 17: Securites and Exchange Commission charge Sir Allen Stanford and three
associates \ rith alleged fraud 'of shocking magnitude'.
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Allen Stanford: Giles Clarke is no more guilty of being conned by Stanford than
anyone else

Frank Gregan wonders whether the Stan{ord debacle hasn't inadvertently helped to
conceal the fact that the England cricket team isn't that good. And those jumping on
the bandwagon in pointing their hnger at Giles Clarke should remember that the ECB
wasn't alone in being conned by Stanford...
English cricket is said to be "in a state of embarrassment" because of its "guilt by
association" tag with the Texan tycoon Sir Allen Stanford who has been charged with
an $8 billion investment fraud. The old adage of if something is too good to be true
then it probably is' springs to mind and accusations are being made that the men from
St Johns Wood were naive, greedy and just plain stupid to get involved with a guy who
thinks pretension is something you get before being nervous!

In hindsight it is

easy to jump on the bandwagon and say that our cricketing
authorities should have sensed that the man's empire was built on pillars of sait and
sand and disassociated themselves from him. The realit5l is that like any good conman
he pitched at exactly the right time and provided the ECB with a wonderful alternative
to a player's bloody revolution over their non-pai-ticipation in the big money IPL.

If the intention of the ECB was to raise the profile of cricket and to placate their
players through their association with the Texan then it has to be said that it has been
an unqualified success, the air time the game is receiving currently in the States is
unprecedented.

At this very moment the sight of the Stanford helicopter swooping down to land at
Lords is belng played on a constant 24 hour loop on US News Channels, wonderful
exposure for the game of leather upon willow in the land of the pitcher, quarterback
and hockey masks.
Granted, not quite what Clarke and his cronies had in mind when they signed up with
Stanford but they always say there's no such thing as bad publicity!
The condemnation of the powers that be at the ECB has been vociferous and there is
plenty to be annoyed about at present, not least that once again England have
managed to turn a seemingly unassailable position into a draw during the last test.
The Stanford situation has drawn attention away from what most England supporters
are concerned about, their team's dreadful run of form.
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The ECB are getting stick over Stanford simply because it is one of those situations
when everybody wants someone to be accountable. Truth of the matter is the man has
deceived millions of people ranging from the two major US political parties to the man
on the strcet looking for a stellar return on his investment fund.
Sadly for the ECB he is what the Americans call a'jock sniffer" someone who likes to
associate himself with high profile sports and its participants. The ECB bit hook line
and sinker but who wouldn't have? They got mugged, it happens, move on.

I'm ttrinking of investing in a new wea.lth management fund of my own courtesy of this
tour to the West Indies. Having recommended backing the West Indies to win the llrst
test at 3.7 and the series at 4.4, I followed that up by recommending that England
should be laid once they went odds on in the third test. 1.82 was the average price
that I laid at and I confess that at one stage it Iooked like my fellow countryrnen were
going to produce a shock and actually win a test match but normal service was
resumed.
The West Indies are now 1.85 to lay to win the series and there is a temptation to turn
the screen green but a much more sensible alternative is to back a 1-l draw in the
correct score market at 4.0. That provides an optimum return and can only be
thwarted should England win back to back test matches. There is always that chance
along with hell freezing over and new car sales rising by 507o this month!
So what does the future hold for Giles Clarke? It looks as is his position will be ratihed
but if he has to relinquish his post it should be due to the dire state that English

cricket now finds itself in, not because he was duped by Sir Allen Stanford. Sentences
containing the words Giles Clarke and sympathy are rare but in his dealings with the
Texan the ECB Chairman has been iust another victim.
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Giles Clarke: 'I am not going to walk away when people start shouting'

The ECB chairman has come under intense fire over the Stanford debacle but he is
defiant in his refusal to quit, writes Stephen Brenkley

Wednesday, 25 February ZOO9SHARE PRINTEMAIL
PA

"There are a number of things that happened during Stanford which, with hindsight,
you could say, "Gosh, I wish we had done that differently", says Giles Clarke

ENIARGE
Giles Clarke is going nowhere. He will not be resigning, waiking away or apologising.
In the face of intense criticism, which embraced his decisions and his personalit5r, he
remained defrant. Nobody could have looked down their nose so far at the suggestion
that he should no longer stay in his job.

The way he put it yesterday was thus. "l'm not going to walk away from something
given the nature of some of the people who are shouting at me. I think they are
useless people who couldn't run a piss up in a brewery, so why I should deal with
that?"

Only days after it seemed that he rnight, just might, bow to the pressure wrought on
English cricket by the Stanford imbroglio, he has been re-elected. Clarke will be the
chairman of the England & Wales Cricket Board, and effectively the game's front man,
for at least the next two years. It promises to be some ride, usually bumpy, always
intriguing.
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Board backs me, says Collier
He was on a kind of charm offensive yesterday as he outlined his stratery for the
future but he was perfectly clear on one issue. Clarke, right or wrong, is clear on most
issues. "l have had a lot of flak," he said, "But I am bothering because I care intensely
about this game. There are times when I enjoy this job. I am not going to walk away
from an5rthing and I am certainly not going to walk away from something when people
start shouting.

"l spoke to all my colleagues in the game, every man-jack of them and told them this is
what I'm going to but I'm not going to do it unless you're on side. People have sent me
emails and texts and called me in their hundreds."
His two most fierce critics within the game have been Rod Bransgrove, the chairman of
Hampshire, ard Neil Davidson, the chairman of leicestershire. But vocal as they were
during the recent election they failed to gain much support and Clarke's only
opponent, Lord Marland, withdrew with the poll score standing at 14-2 and only two
votes left to cast.
Clarke was dismissive. "l am certainly not going to give in to basically two men wittmegaphones. Messrs Davidson and Bransgrove have just lost an election. I see both of
them as flawed individuals. "

But last week it seemed that Clarke may not cling on to office when it emerged that Sir
Allen Stanford had been charged in the US with a $8bn (S5.5bn) fraud. Investigations
continue but his and his companv's assets have been frozen and he has surrendered
his passport.

This was hugely sigrrifrcant for Clarke and English cricket because he was
instrumental in engineering a contract with Stanford which always looked slightly
sleazSr and ended in tears. The deal was for a TWenty2o match to be played for a
winner-takes-all $20m, in Antigua each year, and a quadrangular T20 tournament at
Lord's each summer. Both have now been terminated.
Clarke did not exactly demonstrate contrition for entering into this unhappy marriage
but he was smart enough to recognise that there had better be no repeat.
"I fully accept there ane issues we have to address," he said. "All sport in these rapidly
changing times has got to think of 'can they pay, but who are they?' We are already in
touch with the government on this issue and will be taking it forward.
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"As I have said, there are a number of things that happened during Stanford which,
with hindsight, you could say 'gosh, I wish we had done that differently'. There are a
whole raft of things in England and Antigua that I do not see recurring. We're looking
at our structures, we're looking at our own selves, we will take action where
appropriate. "

But one matter on which Clarke will not backing down or be diverted from is that of
money. Quite simply, his unswerving belief is that the game needs it and it is his duty
to get it- "We have a duty to the board to generate as much money as possible," he
said. "There's nothing immoral in that. If we don't generate money we don't have the
players, we don't have the grounds, we don't have the supporters, we don't have
everything. Cricket has been close to serious hnancial crisis in the past on more than
one occasion. That's one of the reasons we're looking at outsiders.
"We have had controversial sponsors before. We clung to tobacco for much longer than
anybody else and we did that because we didn't have the conhdence to survive without

them. That's where we have got to look at this going forward- It's not going to be easy
but everl,thing we did we did because it was the right thing to generate money for the
game.

Clarke's character is endlessly intriguing. He can be disarmingly charming, but he is
also assertive to the point of mdeness. He does not like to be wrong and does not often
think he is. He makes swift decisions and lives by them. Stanford was a grave error,
even if he cannot quite admit it, but he was at his best in Antigua when the second
Test was abandoned after 10 balls,
The efforts of many scores of people were involved in ensuring the game was restarted
two days later, but it was Clarke's drive, determination and ability to get things done
which provoked such immediate action. You got the feeling that day that he would not
take no for an answer.

But he can be abrasive, he can be blunt and some would say he can be downright
rude. "My style is not going to change," he said. "l accept I can rub people up the
wrong way and that's nothing new in my entire life. In the same way that happens I
am fortunate enough to have a large number of supporters and friends."

Clarke is adamant that he is a hands-on chairman but does not involve himself in
cricketing matters. It is now a matter of record that before the whole issue became a
public spectacle, Kevin Pietersen approached Clarke in Chennai during the First Test
and mentioned his problems with the coach Peter Moores. Clarke sent him away. "I
told him it was for the cricket management to sort out. Don't come back to me. You
have raised the issue, you address it."

But he would have no problem with Pietersen taking over as captain should Andrew
Strauss be injured - if that is what the management wanted. That is important
because as chairrnan he has the oower ofveto and it has been used in the oast.
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That he loves cricket should not be doubted. He spoke of Stuart Broad is loving terms
- "he can do anything he wartts' - and there was a genuine sadness in his voice as he
recalled his great uncle, a First World War hero. "My great uncle believed that if peopl€
loved cricket thcy had to be completely trustworthy. We've all discovered that isnt
compleGly true.' He really is going nowhere.
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Giles Clarke should carry the can for Sir Allen Stanford shambles
Whatever your view of the state of Test cricket, the news that Sir Allen Stanford is now
charged with an $8 billion investment fraud by authorities in the United States is
probably not going to make you leap out of the bath with a Victor Meldrew-like shout
of. "I don't believe it!"

By Brian Moore
Published: 7;30AM GMT 19 Feb 2009

To be fair, nothing has been proven, but are m€rny of you genuinely surprised that
something of this ilk has surfaced, particula-rly as the cricket boards of India and
South Africa reportedly refused to deal with him. Surely that should have rung
potential alarm bells.

It is not as if Stanford did not

come

without baggage.

ECB chairman Giles Clarke states that they were aware of the money Stanford had
put into West Indian cricket, and that encouraged the England and Wales Cricket
Board to deal with him.
How many times have those of you who are parents found yourself saying: "Yes, and
they stick their hands in boiling water, do you do that as well?"

if

One of two things seem to have happened, and neither is good enough.

The first, which is more likely to me, is that, in the face of the sheer panic caused by
the creation of the India-n Premier league and threats of player revolt, county backlash
and the like, very little proper due diligence was done into either the man or his
business background; reliance being given to the flimsiest of recommendations.

Alternatively, which is far worse, these potential business tie-up was the subject of
proper and detailed scrutiny, and the results were ignored, again because of the overriding pressures of the IPL.
The ECB, in the words of Clarke, would like to move on. I'll bet they would, but we are
again at a juncture where somebody ought to be carrying the can. Stanford would
probably pass the football test about suitabilit5r, which seemingly welcomes anybody,
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even if they are human-rights abusers or torturers, but is this really good enough for
cricket?

last week, I said that Hugh Morris should resign as managing director of the England
team' I feel even more strongly that clarke should go, not just because of the stanford
affair, but for the unseemly panic over the IpL, and the fact that he still does not seem
to want to {ind out who leaked Kevin Pietersen's views on peter Moores.
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Counties defend Lalit Modi, th€mselves
TNN, May A,2OLO, 12.57am IST
NEW DELHI: Is England and Wales Cricket Board [ECB) chief Giles Clarke's attack on
Lalit Modi an attempt at one-upmanship over the unhappy English Test-match
counties?
Even as Modi himself said he was unperturbed at being slapped \yith a second
showcause notice by BCCI - following accusations made in a letter to the Indian board
by the ECB chief - the counties themselves have risen to the ousted IPL chiefs
defence, safng there were no plans for a "rebel, parallel" IPL in England.

Clarke had alleged that Modi was planning to undermine the "very foundation of
cricket" by having made proposals to counties about a new city-based franchise
cricket scheme.
According to the Guardian, Yorkshire's chairman Colin Graves - who also chairs a
Test-match county pressure group pushing for an elite T20 competition in England has rejected implications that Modi had been involved in "secret" or "destructive
negotiations", and insisted that Clarke had been given notes of the meeting.
Modi had met representatives of the Test-match group on 31 March, including
Warwickshire chief executive Colin Povey, Yorkshire's chief executive Stewart Regan,
and l,ancashire committee member David Hodgkiss.
According to Clarke and BCCI, those meetings discussed a "rebel, parallel IPL" in
which eight existing Indian franchises would bid for English counties. It was alleged
that Modi proposed a dea-l in which IPL would guarantee each count5r a minimum of 23.3 million pounds per year, plus a staging fee.
Graves told the Guardian: "These (charges) are totally overblown. It was a fact-frnding
mission. Modi did not put a proposition on the table. There were no secret proposals,
no secret agenda, nothing underhand. IPL has been extraordinarily successful and we
can learn a lot from it. There was a proper business discussion about how things
might develop in the future, the sort of discussions that can benefit the whole of
English cricket.
"Regan took notes of the meeting and forwarded them to all the Test grounds. I then
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passed those notes to Clarke. Modi invited all representatives ofthe Test grounds to be
his personal guests at the IPL frnal. We turned the invitation down as we were not in a
position to discuss anything in detail."
Graves added: "We have not been guaranteed anything, but if anybody puts anything
on the table we will discuss it. We have nine Test grounds and only seven Tests a year_
We have to lind ways to frll these grounds outside the England team. The nine Test
grounds are united in the belief we cannot allow the status quo to continue. There is
no future in us creating another T2O competition for all 18 counties- It is not attractive
enough to fill the Test grounds. We have to create a new tournament with the appeal
Of IPL."
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Lalit Modi 'ulperturbed'

NDTV Correspondent
O7 May 201O (New Delhi)

Perhaps l^alit Modi sums it up best in his tweet this evening: "Another day. Another
show cause notice"

For the controversial ex-lPl boss is in trouble yet again, with the Board of Control for
Cricket in lndia issuing a show-cause notice to him after the English Cricket Board
accused him of inciting counties to overpower their governing body and the players to
revolt if not allowed to play in the Indian Premier teague (lPL). (Read: BCCI slaps Lalit
Modi with fresh showcause notice)
The notice, sent on Thursday, refers to Modi's March 31 meeting in Delhi with
representatives of the English counties Yorkshire, l,ancashire and Warwickshire in
which the suspended IPL chief allegedly ta-lked about a parallel IPL in England and
Wales in which eight edsting franchises would bid for nine coundes in UK.
Giles Clark, the England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) chairman, wrote an email
"informing the President, BCCI, about the activities of Mr Lalit K Modi, which are
detrimental to Indian cricket, English cricket and World cricket," said BCCI secretary
N Srinivasan on Thursday.

If Modi is anxious, he is not tweeting it. "Any guesses as to who's purpose ECB's Giles
Clark was attempting to serve?" asks his tweet.
And he has support. One ofthe three counry clubs which were allegedly in talks with
him to start the "rebel" Twenff2O league in England, Yorkshire, has denied the
allegations insisting that there was "nothing underhand" about the idea. (Read:
Counties deny 'underhand' deal with Modi)
Modi has been accused of negotiating for the parallel Twenty20 league in England
without the knowledge of the England and Wales Cricket Board and the BCCI.

But Yorkshire's chairman Colin Graves has rubbished the allegations and said the
meeting was merely about discussing an idea and the ECB was duly informed about
it. "This is totally overblown," Graves was quoted as saying in the'Guardian'.
"It was a fact-finding mission. Lalit Modi did not put a proposition on the table. There
were no secret proposals, no secret agenda, nothing underhand," Graves insisted.
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"IPL has been extraordinarily successful and we can learn a lot from it. There was a
proper business discussion about how things might develop in the future, the sort of
discussions that can benefit the whole of English cricket. Stewart Regan took notes of
the meeting and forwarded them to all the Test grounds.
"I then passed those notes to Giles Clarke. Lalit Modi invited all representatives of the
Test grounds to be his personal guests at the IPL final. We turned the invitation down
as we were not in a position to discuss anything in detail," he added.
Graves said the counties had not been guara:rteed any money during the meeting.
"We have not been guaranteed anything, but if anybody puts anything on the table we
will discuss it. We have nine Test grounds and only seven Tests a year. We have to
find ways to fill these grounds outside the England team," he said.

"There is no future in us creating anottrer Twenty2o competition for all 18 counties. It
is not attractive enough to fill the Test grounds. We have to create something new and
exciting, a tournament with the appeal of IPL, a British version. We will continue to
put these ideas to Giles," he said.
Giles is not buying and neither is the BCCI, which says any such plan would shake
"the very foundation ofthe way cricket is administered and played across the world"-

Lalit Modi s response to them, on twitter of course: "at IPL Finals I used a 'Quotation
from Bhagwat Geeta Fea.r NOT from what is Untrue'. I believe in this. thus I am
unperturbed by allegations. (sic)"
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Lalit Modt accused of plannlng breakaway Eaglish league
From fimes Online
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Richard Hobson, Deputy Cricket Correspondent
Giles Clarke, the ECB chairman, has accused Lalit Modi of trying to split English
cricket with a parallel Indian Premier League (lPL) involving the leading counties,
according to documents leal<ed yesterday.

Modi, the beleagured former IPL commissioner, has been given a showcause notice
effectively a charge to answer - after Clarke e-mailed allegations to Shashank
Manohar, the president of the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI).

-

They refer to a meeting in Delhi on March 31 between Modi, IMG, who work with the
IPL, and three county clubs reported as Warwickshire, Yorkshire and Lancashire .
Modi supposedly talked about a competition in which the eight IPL franchises would
bid for nine counties.

In a note seen by The Times, Clarke told Manohar that Modi was planning "to destroy
world cricket's structure and especially that in England , and create a new rebel
league.'He said that the plan would remove power from boards and "involve players in
a fashion unheard of.'
Clarke, whose relationship with Modi has been strained at best, also told Manohar
that legal action has begun against the English officials and counties involved. Modi
himself has threatened to file for defamation against Clarke.

'l

am certain BCCI had no knowledge of this meeting nor of these proposals, but Mr
Modi clearly represents that IPL and its Governing Council are offering financial
inducements to English counties," Clarke said.
He also called for legal action against IMG, accusing them of 'promoting this

Modi" and of contravening world cricket regulations. IMG vehemently denied
wrongdoing and have threatened legal action against Clarke.

with Mr

An IMG statement said that the meeting included "a general conversation about the
challenges currently facing English cricket and a theoretical discussion about the
possible modelling and commercial potential of an English twenty2O cricket
competition.
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"As a matter of formality it was stated by IMG al:ld acknowledged by all present prior
to this theoretical discussion that the sovereignty and processes of the ECB must at
all times be respected as must the relevant rules of all other official cricket bodies
including the lCC. Any suggestion otherwise is baseless, untrue ajld defamatory.

"lMG has been involved in no gubsequent discussions regarding any of the matters
discussed at this meeting."
More detail about the allegations against Modi are contained in the BCCI notice itself.
lt says: "You have allegedly discussed this as a commercial proposition . . . and also
set out that IPL would guarantee each count5r a minimum of $3-5 million per annum
plus a staging fee of $ 1.5 million if the counties supported this idea.
"You have allegedly oflered a structured deal, by which the returns would be shared
80:20 between the franchises and the counties, a player model based on the IpL model
and offered inducement to gather the rest of the county members to support your
ideas and goad them to overpower their own governing bodies.
"You have allegedly planted a seed of thought of players' revolt if the governing bodies
of respective cricket boards do not allow them to participate in this extended version of
IPL."

Stewart Regan, the Yorkshire chief executive, said last night that the March 3l
meeting was attended "in an educational capacity." He said: "Success of IpL proves
that cricket is a product people want to buy and sponsors want to get involved with.
Those were the key learning areas we were interested in-"
A number of English counties have investigated links with IPL franchises as a
potential source of income. So far only Hampshire have agreed a deal, with the
Rajasthan Roya.ls, which may involve playing festival games across the world.
Counties with Test match grounds, and the MCC, have made no secret of their desire
to hnd new sources of revenue to pay for healy investment. They recently formed a
working party to investigate a possible new tournament, but denied that they were
looking at city franchises. Earlier this week, Clarke was reported as telling them to
stop meeting unless all 18 counties were involved.
Modi, who has 15 days to answer the charge, has already been removed as head of the
IPL pending a BCCI inquiry into a string of allegations over financial issues involving
the tournament and franchises. He has also lost his position as chairman of the
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DCB's Giles Clarke wades into scandal surroundlng IPL's Lallt Modi

By Nick Hoult
Published: 8:5lPM BST O6 May 2O10
Giles Clarke, the chairman of the England and Wales Cricket Board, has waded into
the scandal surrounding l,alit Modi, who was accused on Thursday of inciting the
counties to form their own version of the lndian Premier Leasue.
The Board of Control for Cricket in India issued a fresh charge sheet against Modi
after receiving an email from Clarke.

A statement from N Srinivasan, secretary of the BCCI, accused Modi of "activities
detrimental to Indian cricket, English cricket and world cricket at large".
The action stems from meetings between Modi and three counties in Delhi on March
31 when it is alleged he told them a city franchise scheme in England would be backed
by the IPL.
Several counties held meetings with Modi and IPL chief executives recently and last
month The Daily Telegraph revealed that a powerful group of Test-match-ground clubs
were investigating the possibility of setting up a franchise league in England.

Clarke last week warned tJle counties they would face bans if they set up a franchise
league at a time when several clubs were in financial trouble.
By getting involved in the BCCI's {ight with Modi, his long-standing bitter enemy,
Clarke has placed English cricket directly in one camp and firmly behind Srinivasan,
the owner of the Chennai Super Kings.
The BCCI charge sheet against Modi stated: "You have allegedly discussed this as a
commercial proposition. . . and also set out that IPL would guarantee each county a
minimum of USD 3-5 million per annum plus a staging fee of USD 1.5 millionif the
counties supported this idea
"You have allegedly offered a structured deal, by which the returns would be shared
8O:20 between the franchises and the counties, a player model based on the lPL model
and offered inducement to gather the rest of the county members to support your
ideas and goad them to overpower their own governing bodies.
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"You have allegedly planted a seed of thougfrt of players' revolt if the goveming bodies
of respective cricket boards do not allow them to participate in this extended version of
IPL.

"It challenges notjust the authority of BCCI but also (that of) ECB and suggested that
IPL would henceforth literally shift to the hands of the franchises and tl:e respective
national governing bodies would be forced to watctr hclplessly while the game and the
power of administration are hdacked."
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Nerr IPL francbise: the Englend team
Paul Radley
Last Updated: May 05. 2010
Forget about Kochi and Pune. There is a ready-made Indian Premier Ieague franchise
already out there waiting for the invite to the big show: England.

Granted, they may not be the greatest crowd-pullers, and the men who market them
might have a hard job making them prohtable.
And another thing that might count against them entering is the fact they are not
actually Indian. l,alit Modi wanted his competition to remain Indian-based - it was
Shashi Tharoor's alleged grand plan to house the Kerala franchise in Abu Dhabi which
brought about his downfall, after all.

But what does anyone care what Modi has to say about it now? It is an increasingly
globa-1 event and England are the original global franchise.
Importantly, they already have the vital 'seven homegrown journeymen professionals
plus four star imports" criteria covered.
All they need now is a jaz,zy alter ego. The "England Indians" probably would not work
too well. The "England Springboks" might stick in the craw ofa few people, but it
would be a more accurate reflection of the side's make-up.
Of their four overseas players, three are South African. They all get sent in at the
beginning to get the innings off to a fast start. Then an Englishman gets a go, before
the resident Irishman takes over for the important bit,

Arguably England's most influential player is the one from just across the Irish Sea,
the Dubliner, Eoin Morgan. Some criticised him for opting to play for the Royal
Challengers Bangalore last month, rather than trying to eann a place in England's Test
side by playing first-class cricket for Middlesex, his county side.
given England's abysmal record at global events, the fact that there was a
World Twengr2o coming up, and that the IPL provided perfect practice for it, was
overlooked. It did the trick for Michael Lumb, the new opener who has started his
international career in the Caribbean as ifto the manor born. The big-hitting batsman

\pically,
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fitted in nicely at the IPL. Sharing a dressing room with compatriots like Johan Botha
and Graeme Smith probably helped.
Lumb, who was relatively little-known in England until recently, let alone India, was
taken to the IPL by Shane Warne, who was his county captain at Hampshire.
Perhaps surprisingly, Warne has proved to be a willing champion of English players in
the IPL. While the ECB were still umming and ahhing over letting their top players join
the new league back in 2008, Warne acted swiftly to make Dimitri Mascharenhas the
first English recruit in the competition. No doubt he was impressed by the Perthraised mediumpacer's death-bowling, and Australian accent.

Craig Kieswetter, Lumb's opening partner, was brought up in Johannesburg to a
Scottish mother and South African father. Even he has confessed to be a little
embarrassed by the situation in the past, having once said: 'Hopefully in time my
accent will change and become more English."
Before the advent of the money-spinning Premier League, fans of teams in English
football's top division used to celebrate the arrival of a foreign player- Then, suddenly,
the game was awash with the imported "Carlos Kickaballs" as Sir Alan Sugar, the then
Spurs chairman, termed them- And now the wheel has turned so far that a local
player graduating from the club's youth ranks to the hrst XI is seen as a rare jewel,
cherished by the fans.
The England cricket team are like that now. More power to Luke Wright and his
attempts to keep up with the players from abroad who he lines up alongside for
England.
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Counties deny game could be 'hijacked' over future of Twent520

. Modi accused by Indian board of trying to set up parallel IPL
. 'We have to find ways of filling grounds outside England team'
* David Hopps
* The Guardian, Friday 7 May 201O

The future of Twenty2O cricket in England has reached what could prove to be its final
and bloodiest of battles. Lalit Modi, the suspended Indian Premier League
commissioner, has been accused by the Indian board of trying to set up a parallel
competition in England - and the reverberations could shape the landscape of the
game for a generation.
Fresh allegations against Modi have arisen aJter the England and Wales Cricket Board
chairman, Giles Clarke, put his political future on the line by alleging that Modi had
made proposals to representatives of the Test-match counties at a meeting in Delhi
that were "detrimental to Indian cricket, English cricket and world cricket at large".

Clarke, in Barbados for the World Twenty20, refused last night to divulge the contents
of his email to the Indian board. However, it formally told Modi that if the allegations
ur'ere true they would undermine "the very foundation of the way cricket is
administered and played across the world".
The allegations have infuriated the Test-match counties. Yorkshire's chairman Colin
Graves, who also chairs a Test-match county pressure group which is pressing for an
elite Twentlr20 competition in England, Iast night rejected any implication that Modi
and his group had been involved in secret or destructive negotiations and insisted that
Clarke had been given notes of the meeting.

Modi met representatives ofthe Test-match group on 31 March: Colin Povey, the
Warwickshire chief executive, Yorkshire's chief executive, Stewart Regan, and the
l,ancashire committee member David Hodgkiss. Those meetings, according to the
Indian board, discussed a parallel IPL in England in which eight existing Indian
franchises would bid for English counties. It was alleged that Modi proposed a deal in
which IPL would guarantee each county a minimum of $3-5 million [€2-3.3m) per year
plus a staging fee of $ 1.5m.
Acting allegedly on information supplied by Clarke, the BCCI goes on: "You offered
inducement to gather the rest of the county members to support your ideas and goad
them to overpower their own governing bodies... you have allegedly planted a seed of
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thought of players' revolt if the governing bodies of respective cricket boards do not
allow them to participate in this extended version of IPL."
Graves rejected Indian board accusations that the game could be about to be
"hijacked". "This is totally overblown," he said. "lt was a fact-frnding mission. Lalit
Modi did not put a proposition on the table. There were no secret proposals, no secret
agenda, nothing underhand.
"lPL has been extraordinarily successful and we can learn a lot from it. There was a
proper business discussion about how things might develop in the future, the sort of
discussions that can beneht the whole of English cricket. Stewart Regan took notes of
the meeting and forwarded them to all the Test grounds. I then passed those notes to
Giles Clarke. Lalit Modi invited all representatives of the Test grounds to be his
personal guests at the IPL final. We turned the invitation down as we were not in a
position to discuss anything in detail.
"We have not been guaranteed anything, but if anybody puts anything on the table we
will discuss it. We have nine Test grounds and only seven Tests a year. We have to

hnd ways to fill these grounds outside the England team. The nine Test grounds are
united in the belief we cannot allow the status quo to continue. There is no future in
us creating another Twenty2o competition for all 18 counties. It is not attractive
enough to fill the Test grounds. We have to create something new and exciting, a
tournament with the appeal of IPL, a British version. We will continue to put these
ideas to Giles."
Modi has been given 15 days to respond to the ECB charges. Clarke, who has always
been committed to an equal Twenty2O future for all 18 first-class counties, seems to
have identified what he believes is his opportunity to retain control of the county
game, but all the signs last night were that he has hardened the resolve of the Test
counties to press for a more radical future. The gloves might just have come off.
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Chargesheet is not spccualtlon, lt'a llction - Modi
Sat, 08 May O8:46:06 201O

Lalit Modi, the suspended IPL chairman, has dismissed the allegations of his
masterminding a parallel IPL league as "fiction" and said he will respond on Monday to
the first show-cause notice issued to him by the BCCI.
On Thursday, the BCCI had issued a second notice to Modi, prompted by an e-mail
from the ECB that contained the allegation that Modi, along with several heads of
English counties, had met on March 31 to work on a parallel IPL league, a plan that
could threaten the current structure of world cricket.
"The truth will come out, we all know what the truth is," Modi told the TV channel
Times Now on Friday.
"We all know who had batted for Indian cricket and from when.

l'm the one who's battled for Indial cricket, it's all in the public domain." Asked
whether the March 31 meeting had taken place, Modi said: "What's in the show cause
notice is not speculation, it's fiction.
That's a matter of detail and we'll get into that.
People are trying to malign me, across countries now." When asked for a comment on

the fact that the county chiefs had, following the show-cause notice, denied there was
any plan for a parallel league, Modi said: "Everything will speak for itself, these are
things you can't hide.

If somebody jumps the gun and does something, well, I can't do an5rthing about that."
There have also been reports ofArab and American leagues and, when asked about
this, Modi's response was curious.
"I have been an advocate of unauthorised cricket from day one.

I have championed the cause of unauthorised cricket for the BCCI and at the ICC for a
long time and everybody knows that.
I actually was involved in putting this whole program together in regard to
unauthorised cricket,
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Many people have tried, we have shown ways and means of how it's not viable and
why they shouldn't be doing it.

I have always been a custodian of the BCCI and trying to Protect its rights and I will
continue to do that." Modi's explanation was surprising given the general
understanding, till now, that he had been a prime mover behind the BCCI's
antagonistic stand on the unauthorised Indian Cricket kague, whose creation in 2OOT
- without o{ficial sanction - sparked the IPL.
The ICL has since been defunct, with many ofits players now back in the official fold.
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Countica rubbish allegations of parallcl-IPl, agenda
Sat, O8 May O8:45:48 201O
The counties who met Lalit Modi in India in March have rubbished the allegations that
they were involved in secret talks to set up a parallel IPL in which the existing
franchises could bid for nine domestic teams in the UK.

In a formal complaint to the BCCI, Giles Clarke, the ECB chairman, alleged that Modi
was trying to induce the counties into activities that could prove "detrimental to Indian
cricket, English cricket and world cricket at large." Clarke's accusations forced the
BCCI to slap a second show-cause notice notice on Modi in two weeks, after the board
suspended him from all BCCI positions including that as the chairman of the IPL and
pressed five specihc charges ranging from financial impropriety to "behavioral
pattem." "This is totally overblown," Colin Graves, the Yorkshire chairman, told the
Guardian on the accusation that Modi's plans had the potential to "hijack" the game.

"lt was a fact-frnding mission.
Lalit Modi did not put a proposition on the table.
There were no secret proposals, no secret agenda, nothing underhand," Graves said.

Though Graves was not in Delhi at the meeting, Yorkshire's chief executive Stewart
Regan met Modi, along with representatives from two other counties: Colin Povey, the
Warwickshire chief executive and the Lancashire committee member David Hodgkiss

that meeting in an educational capacity, as we wished to learn more
about how the IPL has gone from nowhere to being one of the biggest sporting
businesses in the world inside two years," Yorkshire's chief executive, Stewart Regan,
told Cricinfo immediately after the BCCI made public the accusations against Modi.
"We attended

"The success of the IPL proves that cricket is a product that people want to buy and
that sponsors want to get involved with, and those were the key learning areas that we
were interested in.

It would not be appropriate to comment any further." Graves concurred with Regan on
the success of the IPL model, pointing out the ECB could defrnitely learn a lot from
that.
He also stressed

that the ECB were kept in the loop about the discussions and he had

personally sent Clarke the notes of the meeting.
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"lPL has been extraordinarily successful and we can learn a lot from it.
There was a proper business discussion about how things might develop in the future,
the sort of discussions that can beneht the whole of English cricket.

Stewart Regan took notes of the meeting and forwarded them to all the Test grounds.

I then passed those notes to Giles Clarke.
La.lit Modi invited all representatives of the Test grounds to be his personal guests at
the IPL frnal.
We turned the invitation down as we were not in a position to discuss anything in
detail." According to Clarke, Modi had presented the counties with a commercial
proposition wherein if they supported his idea, the IPL would guarantee each county a
minimum of $3-5 million per annum plus a staging fee of $1.5 million.
"We have not been guaranteed anything, but if anybody puts anything on the table we
will discuss it.
We have nine Test grounds and only seven Tests a year.
We have to find ways to

fill these grounds outside the England team.

The nine Test grounds are united in the belief we cannot allow t-l.e status quo to
continue.
There is no future in us creating another Twengr20 competition for all 18 counties.

It is not attractive enough to frll the Test grounds.
We have to create something new and exciting, a tournament with the appeal of IPL, a
British version.
We

will continue to put these ideas to Giles," Graves said.
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BCCI show-cause for Modi after ECB allegations
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The BCCI has issued a show-cause notice to Lalit Modi, the suspended IPL
commissioner, after receiving an email from the ECB alleging activities by Modi that
are "detrimental to Indian cricket, English cricket and world cricket at large." It is
believed that the charge pertains to efforts to set up a parallel IPL in the UK, with the
help of the counties, that would undermine the ECB.
The BCCI said the mail was sent to its president, Shashank Manohar, by Giles Clarke,
his counterpart in the ECB.

When contacted, the ECB said it had no comment to offer.
Modi already faces a show-cause notice issued by the BCCI on April 26 speciSing five
charges involving the initial franchise bids for Rajasthan Royals and Kings Xl Punjab,
the rigging of franchise bids in 20 10, the sale of broadcasting and internet rights and
his " behaviora,l pattern".
He is to respond to that notice by May 11.

According to PTl, which said it had a copy of the document, the five-page notice issued
on Thursday referred to a meeting Modi held on March 31 in Delhi with
representatives of English counties including Yorkshire, Lancashire and Warwickshire
in which he is alleged to have discussed a parallel IPL in England and Wales in which
eight existing franchises would bid for nine counties in UK.

that meeting in an educational capacity, as we wished to learn more
about how the IPL has gone from nowhere to being one of the biggest sporting
businesses in the world inside two years," Yorkshire's chief executive, Stewart Regan,
told Cricinfo.
"We attended

"The success of the IPL proves that cricket is a product that people want to buy and
that sponsors want to get involved with, and those were the key learning aJeas that we
were interested in.

It would not be appropriate to comment any further." The BCCI's chargesheet, as
quoted by PTI, was detailed.
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'You have allegedly discussed this as a commercial proposition...and also set out that
IPL would guarantee each county a minimum of $3-5 million per annum plus a
staging fee of $1.5 million if the counties supported this idea," it said.
"You have allegedly offered a structured deal, by which the returns would be shared
8O:20 between the franchises and the counties, a player model based on tl:e IPL model
and offered inducement to gather the rest of the county members to support your
ideas and goad them to overpower their own governing bodies.
"You have allegedly planted a seed of thought of players' revolt if the governing bodies
of respective cricket boards do not allow them to participate in this extended version of
IPL." If Clarke's allegations were true, it said, Modi's activities would amount to a blow
to "the very foundation of tJle way cricket is administered and played across the
worid".

"lt challenges not just the authority of BCCI but also (that of) ECB and suggested that
IPL would henceforth literally shift to the hands of the franchises and the respective
national governing bodies would be forced to watch helplessly while the game and the
power of administration are hijacked," the notice said.
"Therefore after due consultation with President BCCI, this show-cause notice is being
issued to you, calling upon you to give your explanation to the above grave charges
within 15 days of receipt of this show-cause notice, failing which it wili be deemed that
you have no explanation to offer."
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Laltt Modt sends defarnatlon lrotlce to

EICB

chlef Clarke

Mon, May 31 08:14 PM
Mumbai, May 31 (PTI) l^alit Modi today served a defamation notice on England and
Wales Cricket Board (ECB) chairman Giles Clarke, who had accused the suspended
IPL Commissioner of hatching a plan to destroy the structure of world and English
cricket. Modi"s defamation notice mentions Clarke"s May 2 e-mail to BCCI President
Shashank Manohar wherein the ECB boss had accused the suspended IPL chief of
seeking to float a rebel league in England, violating International Cricket Council
regulations.
The defamation notice was sent to Cla-rke through Modi"s l,ondon-based solicitors
Carter-Ruck and it has given the ECB chief seven days" time to provide a "full ald
unconditional apolog/ and retraction in a form, manner and terms to be agreed",
according to sources close to Modi- Modi"s legal counsel Mehmood Abdi also
confirmed tJre development.

In the notice, Modi said Clarke"s allegation was based on Modi"s March 31 meeting in
Delhi attended by representatives of three English counties- Modi has said in tlle
notice that Clarke"s claims are "uttedy untrue" and that at no time did he get involved
in "planning an unauthorised cricket league or tournament anywhere in the world
which is not approved either by the ICC or ICC"s member associations".
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Laltt Modt serves ECB chlefClarke defamation notice
Last updated on: May 31, 2010 2O:23 IST
t alit Modi on Monday served a defamation notice to England and Wales Cricket Board
(ECB) chairman Giles Clarke, who had accused the suspended IPL Commissioner of
hatching a plan to destroy the structure of world and English cricket.

Modi's defamation notice mentions Clarke's May 2 e-mail to BCCI President Shashank

Manohar wherein the ECB boss had accused the suspended IPL chief of seeking to
float a rebel league in England, violating International Cricket Council regulations.
The defamation notice was sent to Clarke through Modi's l,ondon-based solicitors
Carter-Ruck and it has given the ECB chief seven days' time to provide a "full and
unconditional apologr and retraction in a form, manner and terms to be agreed",
according to sources close to Modi-

Modi's legal counsel Mehmood Abdi also confirmed the development.

In the notice, Modi said Clarke's allegation was based on Modi's March
Delhi attended by representatives of three English counties.

3l

meeting in

Modi has said in the notice that Clarke's claims are "utterly untrue" and that at no
time did he get involved in "planning an unauthorised cricket league or tournament
anJnvhere in the world which is not approved either by the ICC or ICC's member
associations".
The notice also said that Modi was a member of the ICC committee which drafted the
rules regarding unauthorised cricket, the sources said.
The concept of a rebel league would run contrary to the principles of IPL urhich itself is
a part of the BCCI whose interest Modi had always sought to protect, said the notice
sent to the ECB chief.

It also pointed out that Modi had always supported the governing structure of
international cricket and believes it delivers strength to the sport, subject only to the
requirement that the ICC and its domestic boards must exercise their powers fairly
and reasonably.

In conclusion, the notice claimed that Clarke has caused Modi acute embarrassment
and distress and has damaged his international reputation.

It also called upon Clarke to immediately provide

a full and unqualified apolory and
retraction in a form, manner and terrns to be agreed and also undertake not to repeat
the same or similar allegations defamatory to Modi, sources said.
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It also asked the ECB chief to make a proposal to compensate Modi fm the damages
that Clarke's communication waa celculated to cause and pay reasoneble legal cost.
Clarke has been put on seven days legal notice to comply with the demands on face
libel action, sources added.
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Lalit Modi says he fu suing ECB chtef Gtles Clarke for defanatlon
Veturi Srivatsa

/

IANS

New Delhi: Lalit Modi, the suspended chairman and commissioner of the Indian
Premier League (lPL), is filing a defamation suit against Giles Clarke, chairman of the
England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB), for making an "unfounded charge" that he

was behind a planned unofficial Twenty20 league in England.
Modi said Saturday that he was appalled at Clarke's "preposterous allegation".
"How could I go with a proposition like the one Clarke credits me with when I was the
person who was opposed to Indian Cricket l,eague (lCL), Arab league and US league,"
Modi told IANS.
"When I insist that all players should get a clearance from their respective boards to
play in the IPL, could I do anything going behind the ECB's back?"
Asked if he sees a conspiracy to discredit him, Modi said he would not like to
speculate since everything is in the public domain and people can judge themselves.

Modi said he need not defend himself by reacting to a baseless charge when his
{Clarke's) own counties have come out with the truth.
Modi said he would deal with the Indian cricket board's show cause notice after
finalising the replies to the charges levelled in the frrst chargesheet. Monday is the
deadline for submitting the reply.
Clarke is also facing a possible legal action from sports marketing giant IMG for
dragging its name into the controversy.
The event management company clarified that it only facilitated the meeting at the
request of the counties and it was only to discuss the challenges faced by English
cricket and the commercial prospects of a tournament in the shortest format of the
game.

Clarke Thursday sent an email to the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI)
stating that Modi and three English Count5r officials had a meeting going over ECB's
head.
Basing on the email that said officials of Yorkshire, l,ancashire and Warwickshire met
Modi in New Delhi in March, Indian board secretaqr N Srinivasan, a known baiter of
the suspended IPL chief, shot off a showcause notice to him.
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It is alleged that Modi proposed to the counties that the eight IPL franchises would
support frnancially the teams to kick off a league in England similar to India's cricket
showpiece.

Clarke's strongly-worded email to the BCCI accused Modi of planning "to destroy world
cricket's structure and especially that in England, and create a new rebel league".
The Indian board quickly issued the show cause notice, refering to Modi's March 31
meeting with the representatives of English counties.
"You have allegedly discussed this as a commercial proposition... and also set out that
IPL would guarantee each county a minimum of $3.5 million per annum plus a
staging fee of $1.5 million if the counties supported this idea," the notice charged
Modi.
"You have allegedly offered a structured deal, by which the returns would be shared
80:20 between the franchises and the counties, a player model based on t1e IPL mode:
and offered inducement to gather the rest of the countlr members to support your
ideas and goad them to overpower their own governing bodies.
"You have allegedly planted a seed of thought of players' revolt if the governing bodies
of respective cricket boards do not allow them to participate in this extended version of
IPL," the notice said.

Clarke also took exception to IMG using its good ofhces in arranging the meeting.
"We also wish to take action against IMG for promoting this along
seek their banning from world cricket," the email said.

with Modi and to

It went on to state that the ECB would like to forge a new relationship with the BCCI
minus Modi.
"Your help and support in eradicating this threat and dealing with the miscreants will
be greatly appreciated. The ECB believes (thatl under your leadership the BCCI/ECB
relationship has become very strong."
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IMG may also sue ECB chtef Giles Clarke for claim about Lalit Modl
IANS

London: England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) chairman Giles Clarke is facing
possible lega1 action from sports marketing giant IMG for his allegations that the
company was involved in planning an unofficial Twenty20 league in England.
Clarke had sent an e-mail to the Board for Cricket Control in India (BCCI) claiming
that Lalit Modi and the Indian Premier kague (lPL) were attempting to undermine the
authority of the ECB following a meeting with three counties, Yorkshire, L,ancashire
and Warwickshire in Delhi in March.
Clarke alleged that Modi was planning "to destroy world cricket's structure and
especially that in England, and create a new rebel league". He also attacked lMG,
which arranged the meeting.
"We also wish to take action against IMG for promoting this along with Mr. Modi and
to seek their banning from world cricket," The Telegraph quoted from the e-mail

obtained by them.
IMG has reacted strongly to the allegations, calling them "baseless, untrue and
defamatory".
"IMG has a S0-year record of integrity and probity in the business of sports and at all
time respects the authority and sovereignty of federations and governing bodies. This
is a record IMG is proud of and will take any necessar1. steps to defend," it said.
"IMG has not been involved in any plans in the quotes attributed to Mr. Clarke.
Representatives from ECB member counties requested a meeting with Lalit Modi
through IMG. An informal lunch meeting took place in Delhi and was attended by IMG
executives, " IMG said,
"The matters discussed included a general conversation about the challenges currently
facing English cricket and the theoretical discussions about the possible modelling
and commercial potential of an English Twenty2O toumament."
"As a matter of formality it was stated by IMG and acknowledged by all present prior to
this discussion that the sovereignty and processes of ECB must at all times be
respected, as must the relevant rules of all other official cricket bodies including the
ICC. Any suggestion otherwise is baseless, untrue and defamatory."
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Meanhwile, The Telegraph claimed they are in possession of a letter sent to Modi April
13 and signed by the nine chairmen ofTest match grounds, who are lobbying for a
change to England's TWen@0 structure.
The letter states clearly that talks with Modi would proceed only with the full
knowledge of the ECB and that a meeting with Clarke would tal<e place April 28.
"Clearly it is important that we bring the ECB with us rather than create conflict,
which would only result in delays and unrest," it said.

But the letter also revea-ls the dissatisfaction among the most powerful counties in
English cricket with the way the ECB has handled TWengr20 cricket. "There exists a
unanimous strength of feeling between all clubs and MCC and a desire to create a nev/
model for the long term future of the game in this countuy."
"lnternational cricket is dominating the landscape in England and Wales and domestic
cricket is not being given the strategic focus required to capitalise on emerging
opportunities, "the letter said.
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Link:http: / /timesofindia.indiatimes.com /iplarticleshorv/59 1 3430.cms
Modt, IMG threaten legal action againet Giles Clarke
PTI, May 10,2010, 05.30pm IST
LONDON; Suspended IPL commissioner Lalit Modi and event management company
IMG are planning to sue ECB chief Giles Clarke for alleging that they tried to start a
'rebel' Twenty20 league, according to a report.
"Pressure may start to mount on Giles Clarke, the ECB chairman, after Lalit Modi
joined IMG, the sports business group, in threatening legal action over claims that
Modi, the IPL chairman, encouraged counties to form a breakaway event in England,"
a report in the The Times said.

Clarke had sent an e-mail to BCCI president Shashank Manohar detailing what he
described as Modi's plan to "destroy English cricket."
The e-mail led to a second show cause notice being issued to Modi, who is already
facing charges of financial misdemeanours in running the IPL like bid-rigging and
taking kickbacks for TV and internet rights deal.

IMG, on its part, has denied being part of any plan to start a parallel T\renty2O league,

"lt was stated by IMG and acknowledged by all present prior to this theoretical
discussion that the sovercignty and processes of the ECB must at all times be
respected as must the relevant rules of all other oflicial bodies including ICC," the
company had said in a statement.
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di and IMG BIan to sue him N54l58.html

ECB chtef Giles Clarke on backfoot as Lalit Modi and IMG plan to sue him
Posted On: 10-May-201O 16:25:01

By: Jasson Edwards
London: Giles Clarke, the chief of England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB), is on the
backfoot as suspended Indian Premier teague (lPL) chairman t.alit Modi and the
International Management Group (lMG) are planning to sue him over claims that Modi
encouraged counties to form a breakaway Twenty20 league in England.
The Times, i,ondon, revealed Monday that Clarke's letter to Shashank Manohar, the
president of the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI), has angered Test match
counties whose representatives met Modi in New Delhi, March 31.

IMG has denied wrongdoing in helping to set up the meeting between Modi and the
countles.

'lt was stated by IMG and acknowledged by all present prior to this theoretical
discussion that the sovereignty and processes of the ECB must at all times be
respected as must the relevant rules of all other o{ficial bodies including ICC,' IMG was
quoted as saying by the daily.
The daily reported that Colin Graves, the Yorkshire chairman, was 'a whistleblower'
after he said that he had forwarded minutes of the meeting to keep Clarke in the loop.
Graves, a member of the full ECB board, believes that Clarke misrepresented the
purpose of the meeting, which was to learn more about the success of the IPL. Clarke
has far less issue with the counties than with some of Modi's recorded comments at
the meeting.
The daily said that Modi was planning the league after the football World Cup in South
Africa and insisted that players are made fully available to their franchises, cutting
across national contracts. It is suggested that Ravi Bopara and Michael Lumb will be
offered deals worth $500,OO0 (about 340,000 pounds) a year for three years after their
performances in this year's IPL.
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Lalit Modi seads defanation notice to ECB chtef Clarke
Press

Tmst of lndia

/

Mumbai May 31, 2010, 21:28 IST

Lalit Modi today served a defamation notice on England arld Wales Cricket Board
(ECB) chairman Giles Clarke, who had accused the suspended IPL Commissioner of
hatching a plan to destroy the structure of world and English cricket.
Modi's defamation notice mentions Clarke's May 2 e-mail to BCCI President Shashank
Manohar wherein the ECB boss had accused the suspended IPL chief of seeking to
float a rebel league in England, violating International Cricket Council regulations.
The defamation notice was sent to Clarke through Modi's London-based solicitors
Carter-Ruck and it has given the ECB chief seven days' time to provide a "full and
unconditional apolory and retraction in a fot'rn, manner and terms to be agreed",
according to sources close to Modi.

Modi's legal counsel Mehmood Abdi also confirmed the development.

In the notice, Modi said Clarke's allegation was based on Modi's March 31 meeting in
Delhi attended by representatives of three English counties.
Modi has said in the notice that Clarke's claims are "utterly untrue" and that at no
time did he get involved in "planning an unauthorised cricket league or tournament
anywhere in the world which is not approved either by the ICC or ICC's member
associations".
The notice also said that Modi was a member of the ICC committee which drafted the
rules regarding unauthorised cricket, the sources said.
The concept of a rebel league would run contrary to the principles of IPL which itself is
a part of the BCCI whose interest Modi had always sought to protect, said the notice
sent to the ECB chief.

It also pointed out that Modi had always supported the governing structure of
international cricket and believes it delivers strength to the sport, subject only to the
requirement that the ICC and its domestic boards must exercise their powers fairly
and reasonably.
In conclusion, the notice claimed that Clarke has caused Modi acute embarrassment
and distress and has damaged his international reputation.

It also called upon Clarke to immediately provide a full and unqualified apolory and
retraction in a form, manner and terms to be agreed and also undertake not to repeat
the same or similar allegations defamatory to Modi, sources said.
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It also asked the ECB chief to make a proposal to compensate Modi for the damages
that Clarke's corrmunication was calcuLated to cause and pay reasonable Lryal co€L
Clarke has becn put on s€ven days legal notice to corrply with the demands or face
libel action, sources added.
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The Edge: Giles Clarke faces court suit after IPL outburst
From Times Online
May 2O, 20L0

Our columnist says life could become uncomfortable for the ECB chairman despite
surviving Wednesday's board meeting, wonders ifit is the beginning ofthe end for
Mark Boucher's distinguished career and lists the biggest surprises of the World
Twenty20
Giles Clarke, chairman of the England and Wales Cricket Board, survived what could
have been an awkward management board meeting on Wednesday evening. It had
been suspected that Clarke might be rebuked by colleagues for his response to the
discovery that some countlr chief executives had privately met Lalit Modi, the
suspended commissioner of the Indian Premier kague, to discuss plans for Twenty20
cricket in England.

Clarke had sent a hotly worded email to the Indian board er?ressing anger at a.ll
parties who had attended the meeting, including representatives of IMG, the sports
marketing agency. Modi was particularly in his sights as an ICC director who is
obliged not to interfere in the affairs of other countries.
After the email was leaked, both Modi and IMG threatened legal action against Clarke
and following Clarke's failure to respond
his barrister apparently told IMG that he
was away on business in the Caribbean
- IMG hled a suit for defamation against
Clarke in the Queen's Bench Division of the High Court.

In the event, Clarke's conduct was not formally discussed by the ECB management
board. There was a feeling that for the time being the matter remains one for the
chairman to handle himself.
In fact, Clarke's stance received some support when the meeting decided that, in
future, counties should act together rather than independently in exploring
development plans. That was an implicit rebuke for the Lancashire, Yorkshire and
Warwickshire ofhcials who met Modi in March.
The meeting was an amicable a-ffair, the highlight being the entrance of Hugh Morris,
the managing director of the England team, carrying with him the World Twenty20
trophy. Everything else took a back seat after that.

4A

End of an era?

Mark Boucher appears to have paid the price for his game-changing eror in failing to
catch Kevin Pietersen during the England-South Africa Super Eight match at the
World Twen@O. Boucher, who did not move a muscle as Pietersen edged a ball from
Morne Morkel between the South Africa keelxr and first slip in the early stages of his
blistering half-century, has been dropped for all the one-day games during South
Africa's tour of the Caribbean.
The gtoves have gone instead to AB de Villiers, a questionable choice given his
brilliance as a ground-frelder in the ring, and the timing may be signilicant given that
South Africa have only 15 more one-day internationals before the World Cup (England
by contrast have 21). It could just be that Boucher, at the age of 33 and aJter 447
games for his country, is coming to the end of the road.

Travel sickness
Hopes that England's domestic Friends Provident Twenty2o might receive a boost on
the back of the country's triumph in the World Twenty2o are unlikely to be realised.
While county gates might see a spike of interest following the success of Paul
Collingwood's side when the FP Twent/20 starts on June 1, the comments of England
coach Andy Flower that his players need periods of rest if they are to get through the
next 12 months hatdly suggests the county grounds are going to see much of our
national heroes.
The originally concept was that the county Twenty2O would try to replicate the IPL by
involving stars from England and India, and thereby attract wealthy backers, but now
it seems this won't happen. India have already pulled the plug on any of their players
playing count5r cricket this summer as they have commitments in Sri l,anka in June
and July.
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Glles Clarke's empire strikes back
Andrew Miller
May 8, 2010
The ECB chairman has chosen to mix the business of English cricket with the
pleasure of watching talit Modi squirm

Could Lalit Modi have been the saviour of English cricket? Such a notion seems as
preposterous as Darth Vader turning out to be the hero in Return of the Jedi, but if
Giles Clarke, the ECB chairman, gets his way, he won't ever get a chance to prove his
true intentions. Fuelled by a personal antipathy that is perhaps unmatched at
cricket's highest levels, and armed with evidence of a "rebel" plan to "destroy world
cricket", Clarke has swung the boot while his nemesis is down, and sought to crush
any uprising in its infancy.
The bombastic language in Clarke's email to the BCCI president, Shashank Manohar,
and the excitable reaction in the media following the board's subsequent show-cause
notice to Modi, would make one assume that the ECB had unearthed a plot so
despicable it put all those other charges of fraud and money-laundering firmly in the
shade.

All that has happened, however, is that a familiar ECB refrain has been rehashed - the
only difference is that the tune is this time being whistled by a national hate-figure.
Modi's stunning success in the three-season history of the IPL has left many in
English cricket deeply suspicious and fearful of the power he was able to wield, and
the speed of his comeuppance has delighted the vast majority of the country's
traditionally-minded fans. Clarke, whose popularity isn't exactly sky-high either, has
figured that to take on his enemies' enemy is a good means of winning a few extra
friends.
Admittedly, that number is unlikely to include the bosses of the nine counties with
Test grounds, whose intentions he has once again dangled in the public domain, but
that won't bother him in the slightest. Clarke has long been at loggerheads with most
of the names on the email circulated by Yorkshire's chief executive, Stewart Regan, in
which the minutes of the "secret" meeting in Delhi on March 31 were outlined,
because they represent the most progressive elements of a game that Clarke and his
cronies on the ECB Board are determined should remain rooted in the 19th century.
Two years ago, this exact same scenanio was played out in the English media, when
Keith Bradshaw of the MCC and Surrey's David Stewart drew up a "discussion
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document" outlining a nine-team English Premier l€ague that could, given half a
chance, have provided the ECB with a viable rival to the IPL (which had just completed
its memorable first season), while at the same time safeguarding the future of county
cricket as a whole.
However, Clarke's response on learning of the proposal was to dump the document in
the BBC's inbox, and before it had been read the whole idea was up in smokeL,alcashire's Jim Cumbes - another man copied in on the Delhi minutes - reacted to
that move by resigning as chairman of the county chief executives, stating that his
colleagues had been gripped by "panic and paranoia".

Clarke clearly intends the same to happen again, and in taking his attack not only to
Modi but to IMG, the event management company that is "alleged" to have facilitated
the Delhi meeting (as if such a meeting is a crime), it is as if he believes that righteous
indignation alone will carry the day. But what he fails to accept - because he surely
isn't blind to the reality of the situation - is that this issue simply will not go away. It
will keep returning to the table, again and again, in whatever form it requires for
change to be allowed to take place.
While the ECB fiddles, the counties are going bust. The England cricket team can do
no more to boost the coffers - its schedule is already at breaking point - while the
widespread belief among those who were privy to the Delhi meeting is that the bloated
and substandard Friends Provident T2O, which will be boring cricket fans throughout
the prime weeks of June and July, is a cop-out designed to appease the game's havenots.
What matters most to chief executives of all counties, but most particularly those with
the largest stadia and hence the greatest overheads, are bums on seats, and as
Bradshaw and Stewart told Cricinfo in February, in the wake of Hampshire's decision
to join the Rajasthan Royals franchise, the chance for a sympathetic reform of English
cricket has in all likelitjood been and gone. India's market has taken off so
dramatically in the past two years that any strates/ that seeks to exclude it is doomed
to failure. But those in the best position to exploit it also happen to be the very same
counties with the capacities to attract the biggest and best matches.
Slowly but surely, the have-not counties seem to be coming round to that way of
thinking as well. Essex's chief executive, David East, who recently expressed an
interest in staging Twenty2O matches at the Olympic Stadium in East Inndon, has
joined a working group, chaired by Bradshaw, which intends to take a broad look at
the structure and finances of every aspect of the English game, starting with the
bidding process for Test and ODI matches, but extending inevitably to the Tv/enty2O
question-

With a bit of foretJrought, and a shelving of the paranoia, all this could easily translate
into a virtuous circle for English cricket. As Regan states in the minutes of the Delhi
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meeting: "India see England as the PMTAL partner in a Northern Hemisphere /
Southern Hemisphere deal ... They are absolutely convinced we are sitting on a
goldmine!" No other country can provide the venues and the climate to play top-level
cricket in the Indian off season, and as the roaring success of last year's World
Twent/2O demonstrated, the English time zone is a perfect lit for the Asian market as
well.

In fairness to Clarke, he seemed to have recognised the value of his product when he
refused to accept anjrthing less than a 257o share in the negotiations over the
Champions league. However, the fact that Modi refused to play hard-ball says more
about the poisonous nature of their relationship than anything else, because as Regan
adds in his minutes, that very contract remains unsigned and the offer is still on the
table.
Right now, Modi is being portrayed as the devil incarnate by administrators and media
in England and India alike, but for the men who gathered in Delhi in an "educational
capacity", he is widely admired as a visionary - and whether or not any of the myriad
charges against him are proven, the essence of what he has achieved with the IPL
cannot be denied.
Clarke, however, has chosen to mix the business of English cricket with the pleasure
of watching his foe squirm. By using the counties' fact-frnding as yet more mud to
sling in Modi's eye, he's hoping to discredit both in one well-aimed shy. He might well
have helped to take out the man, but the plan is sure to endure. For the sake of
English cricket, it has to.
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Link:htto: / / wr.ru'. telesraph.co. uk / snort /cricket / international /ensland / 7693754 / EC
B-chairman-Giles-Clalke-faces-possible-leqal-action-flom-lMG-in-Lalit-Modisaqa.html
ECB ctairman Giles Clarke faces possible legal action frotn IMG in
saga

Lalit Modi

By Nick Hoult
Published: 9:00AM BST 08 May 2Ol0
Giles Clarke, the chairman of the England and Wales Cricket Board, is facing possible
legal action from sports marketing giant IMG over allegations that an unofficial
Twenty20 league was being planned in England.
On Thursday it emerged that Clarke had sent an email to the Board for Cricket
Control in India claiming that Lalit Modi and the Indian Premier lcague were
attempting to undermine the authority of the ECB following a meeting with three
counties, Yorkshire, Lancashire and Warwickshire in Delhi in March.

Modi is alleged to have told the counties that the eight IPL franchises would offer
financial support to teams involved in an lPLstyle event in EnglandClarke's response to the meeting was to email the BCCI stating that Modi was
planning to "to destroy world cricket's structure and especially that in England, and
create a new rebel league". He also attacked IMG, which arranged the meeting. "We
also wish to take action against IMG for promoting this along vrith Mr Modi and to
seek their banning from world cricket," the email, which has been obtained by
Telegraph Sport, said.
The email also underlined the new relationship the ECB hopes to build with the BCCI
without Modi on the scene. "Your help and support in eradicating this threat and
dealing with the miscreants will be greatly appreciated. The ECB believes under your
Ieadership the BCCI/ECB relationship has become very strong."

IMG reacted furiously on Friday and issued its own statement. "lMG has a SO-year
record of integrity and probity in the business of sports and at all time respects ttre
authority and sovereigngr of federations ald governing bodies. This is a record IMG is
proud of and will take any necessary steps to defend," it said.
"lMG has not been involved in any plans in the quotes attributed to Mr Clarke.
Representatives from ECB member counties requested a meeting with Lalit Modi
through IMG. An informal lunch meeting took place in Delhi and was attended by IMG
executives.
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"The matters discussed included a general conversation about the challenges currently
facing English cricket and the theoretical discussions about the possible modelling
and commercial potential of an English Twentyz0 tournament.
"As a matter of formality it was stated by IMG and acknowledged by all present prior to
this discussion that the sovereignty and processes of ECB must at all times be
respected, as must the relevant rules of all other oflicial cricket bodies including the
ICC. Any suggestion otherwise is baseless, untrue and defamatory."

Clarke's decision to become involved is his greatest gamble since signing a deal with
Allen Stanford. He has placed English cricket in the anti-Modi camp and must hope
they are able to depose Modi, who is suspended from his role as commissioner of the
IPL following a string of allegations about the financial workings of the league.
Modi needs seven votes from the BCCI governing body to survive, while his enemies
require a two-thirds majority to force his resignation when the board meets to discuss
his future on Monday.
Telegraph Sport has obtained a letter sent to Modi on April 13 and signed by the nine
chairmen of Test match grounds, who are lobbying for a change to England's
Twenty20 structure.
The letter states clearly that talks with Modi would proceed only with the full
knowledge of the ECB and that a meeting with Clarke would take place on April 28. It
said: "Clearly it is important that we bring the ECB with us rather than create conflict
which would only result in delays artd unrest."

But the letter also reveals the dissatisfaction among the most powerful counties in
English cricket with the way the ECB has handled Twenty2O cricket. "There exists a
unanimous strength of feeling between all clubs and MCC and a desire to create a new
rnodel for the long term future of the garne in this country"lnternational cricket is dominating the landscape in England and Wales and domestic
cricket is not being given the strategic focus required to capitalise on emerging
oDDortunities."
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Is this the end for Giles Clarke, tbe great survivor?
Last updated at 4:OO PM on 15th May 201O
He somehow survived the Allen Stanford affair despite selling the England cricket
team to a sleazlr American who was soon facing gigantic fraud charges. Now Giles
Clarke is fighting his biggest battle yet to remain in charge of the domestic game.

It may be a slight exaggeration to say that a civil war has broken out among the
counties but the infighting and political machinations going on in the corridors of
Lord's can match anlrthing that took place in Downing Street before David Cameron
eventually seized power.
For Clarke, the combative and bombastic chairman of the ECB, is at it again. Far from
learning from the Stanford affair and appreciating how fortunate he is to still be in
power at cricket's equivalent of No 10, he is intent on crushing any hint of resistance
to the dictatorial way he runs the English game.
Ten days have now passed since Clarke took the decision to write an email to his
opposite number at the Board of Control for Cricket in India, Shashank Manohar, and
the repercussions have been felt ever since. For what he wrote says much about
Clarke and his total absence of self-doubt.
The chairman, seemingly, is quite content to make enemy after enemy if it means he
can still run lnrd's his way. Sportsmail has seen the email, maJked, in capital letters,
Highly Confidential, and copied to David Collier, the ECB chief executive who many
thought would be made Clarke's scapegoat for Stanford but who rode the storm to
emerge with his job intact and his profile considerably lower. In total contrast to his

chairman.
Clarke's intentions in writing to the all-powerful Indian board were clearly to kick his
biggest enemy, Lalit Modi, while he is down while also trying to improve his own
fractured relationship with the men who have accused Modi of corruption in the way
he ran the Indian Premier leagueAnd, in the process, the ECB chairman was tr5ring to put a group of leading English
administrators who are seeking change firmly in their place. What he achieved instead
was to stir up a hornet's nest that is now swirling around his head.
Clarke could not have imagined that Manohar would immediately leak his email to the
Indian media from where it has bounced around the world to the Doint where Clarke
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has managed to alienate many of the county bosses who have kept him in offrce.
Something will have to give and it may yet be Clarke.
At the root of it all is the staggering success of Twenty20. Certainly what Clarke
predicted in his email to Manohar was the end of cricketing civilisation as we know it.

that took place in Delhi on March 31 between Modi, before his
dramatic faII, and three men from a nine-club group representing the counties who
stage international cricket in England, L"ancashire treasurer Derek Hodgkiss,
He exposes a meeting

Yorkshire chief executive Stewart Regan and Warwickshire chief executive Colin Povey.

It is a group Clarke wishes to outlaw because it omits representation from England's
nine other smaller counties but it is one that he inspired by insisting that all counties
spent huge sums on improving the facilities at their grounds. It is an outlay, since
recession hit, that the counties, with not enough Tests to go around, are struggling to
make pay despite the huge sum each receive annually from profits generated by the
England team.
'Attached is an email from a whistle-blower,' writes Clarke of a missive penned by
Regan after his meeting with Modi and sent to the Test match grounds group, an email
that he sent on to Clarke a month later to 'keep him in the loop'.
Clarke goes on to say: 'It sets out a plan to destroy world cricket's structure, especially
that in England, and create a new rebel league. The plan seeks to remove all boards
powers and involves players in a fashion unheard of. I am certain that BCCI have no
knowledge of this meeting nor of its proposals but Mr Modi clearly represents the IPL
and its governing council- He is offering hnancial inducements to English counties.'
Those plans were for a parallel IPL to be held in England at the Test match grounds
and, according to Regan, would have guararteed $3-smillion each year for each
countSr involved, sums they insist would have trickled down to the smaller clubs.
The Test match grounds group say the meeting was purely educational and a facthnding mission but it is no secret that they are in favour of a franchise Twenty2O
competition, a la the IPL, rather than the l8-county elongated Friends Provident
Twenty2 0.

Clarke said in his email that legal action had been started against the three counties
who attended the meeting, which he has now back-tracked from, while Modi is
threatening to sue him, as are the respected event management company IMG who
Clarke accuses of setting up the Delhi meeting.
He calls everyone involved tniscreants'. And the tniscreants' are not happy about itClarke is unperturbed. But opposition to him is growing.
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The England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) has asked the organisers of Champions
League Twenty2o to rework the event's schedule as a clash of dates with the domestic
season could prevent the counties from playing in the cash-awash tournament.
Champions league chairman Lalit Modi on Wednesday revealed that the event would
be held from September l0 to 26 on his twitter page. Last season, the tournament was
held in October, featuring teams from India, Austra.lia, South Africa, England and the
Caribbean.
This year, the dates coincide with the final two rounds of the English County
Championship, the semi-finals and final of the Pro40 l,eague and the ODI Series
between England and Pakistan.
The ECB has decided to take up the matter with Modi. "The ECB has expressed
concern to the Board of Control for Cricket in India, Cricket Australia and Cricket
South Africa over scheduling of the 20 10 Champions League Twenty2O," the ECB said
in a statement.
"Due to the scheduling of the India vs Australia One-day series, the ECB understands
that the Champions League governing council has today determined that the 2010
dates for the Champions l.eague should be September 1O-26," the statement read.
"The governing council is aware that this proposed scheduling coincides with the final
tn/o rounds of the County Championship, the semi-finals and final of the ECB 40
League and the NatWest Series between England and Pakistan," it added.
The ECB said it would be a "shame" if English teams are unable to participate because
of a clash of dates.

"The ECB has expressed serious concern to the BCCI, CA and CSA concerning this
decision and the matter will be discussed with the respective chairmen and presidents
who are currently meeting in Dubai.
"The ECB believes that it would be a great shame for the Champions l,eague to be
deprived of teams and players by this change of date, in bringing forward the
respective events by a week, and has called on the BCCI to review all alternatives,"
said.

it

Counties, on their part, left it on the ECB to handle the issue but conceded that they
have been left surprised by the change of dates.
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"We all e:<pected the competition to start in the third or fourth week of September. We
have to leave it to the ECB to have the appropriate talks," Sussex chief executive Dave

Brooks was quoted as sa5nng by The Times'.
Somerset, who also played in the inaugural CLT2O, echoed the view. "My response is
slight bemusement as the English season was brought forward to avoid a clash of
dates. I hope that Mr Modi will see that it would be a retrograde step for the
competition if English teams were not involved," said CEO Richard Gouid.
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Modi gives EICB Champlons League beadache
Andrew Miller and Andrew McGlashan

February 10, 2010
Lalit Modi, the IPL commissioner, has laid down a challenge to the England & Wales
Cricket Board by scheduling this year's lucrative Champions kague Twenty2O
tournament right at the culmination of England's domestic season. The ECB has
confirmed it will raise its concerns with the governing council and said discussions
would take place in Dubai, where board chairmen and presidents are currently
holding ICC talks.
Modi announced on his T\ritter page that this year's event will be held from September
70 to 26, although details of the venues have not been released. The only international
matches currently scheduled at that time are ODIs between England and Pakistan the series ends on September 22, which would probably rule out players from both
sides whose tearns make it to the tournament.
Of potentially greater significance, however, is the challenge that the scheduling poses
to England's own domestic tournaments. The Coun{ Championship ends on
September 16, with the semi-finals and final of the new 4O-over tournament also
falling in the same period.
The two counties that reach the final of the Twenty20 Cup will be eligible for the
Champions l-eague, but they would then be faced with the decision of how to send a
team to the event and still lield a side in the Championship and 4o-over league.
''We haven't received any formal invitation for our counties to pa-rticipate in
tournament, nor were we consulted over the dates, so we will be watching

this

developments with interest," an ECB spokesman said.
"For us, the County Championship remains a blue riband event with a €500,OOO prize
attached to it, and the new 4o-over competition is equally important to us, rdth a
showpiece frnal at Inrd's. They are clearly important events and we anticipate that the
counties will want to compete strongly in both events."
The dates were decided on at a meeting of the league's governing council on
Wednesday. The venue has not yet been announced, though there is speculation that
the tournament will be held outside India - as was the second season of the IPL, in
South Africa.
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Last year's tournament, the first, had 12 teams participating - three from India, two
each from England, Australia and South Africa and one from New Zealand, West
Indies and Sri Lanka, with New South Wales ending up winners.
Somerset were one of the two English sides, along with Sussex, who appeared at the
2009 event last October and they were far from impressed by the announcement "lt's
just gone on Mr Modi's T\ritter site which is a great way of doing business," Richard
Gould. the chief executive, told Cricinfo. "We were of the assumption that the
Champions kague dates were going to start at the back end of September which is
why the ECB had already made provision for the season to finish slightly earlier.

"Our thoughts are that, perhaps tongue-in-cheek, they are running scared of the
English because we beat Rajasthan in the first round of the first Champions League,"
he added. "The other point is that I think it's a surprising commercial move because
for this competition to have truly global reach it's going to have to include all the
major countries.
"Mr Modi will do pretty much vrhat he wants, when he wants, anyway and if he sees
no value in English cricket then that's a commercial decision that in the long run he'll
have to stand by."
Given the clash with the English season it remains to be seen if counties are invited to
take part this time. "Given the way that they've done this, I think that's really a
question for the Champions League manaBement structure," the ECB spokesman
added.
Somerset are a county who are investing heavily in their Twenty2o campaign for the
2O10 season with the signings of Kieron Pollard and Cameron White, but Gould insists
that there is no chance of them choosing champions l€ague over domestic cricket if
they were to repeat last year's success.
"Those players have been brought in to help us with our own domestic tournament
and if all goes well to allow us to compete in the Champions [.€ague, but I must say
that we believe that ECB domestic commitments take priority without argument," he
said.
',you,ve got four teams that will be involved with the ECB 4o-over semi-finals and you
always have half a dozen sides in the promotion, relegation or championship deciders.
Even ifa team qualified for the champions league that wasn't in the running for other
honours it would not be acceptable for them to go because that would leave them
fielding weaker teams and that would ruin the credibility of our competitions'"

The ECB added: "lt would be a great shame for the Champions kague toumament to
be deprived of teams and players by this change of date in bringing forward the
respective events by a week and [we have] called on BCCI to review all alternatives."
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ECB sas cotrsult€d before finalising Champlons League T2O dates: Modi
PTI, Feb 1 1, 2010, 03. 18pm IST
Day in Pics: February 10
NEW DELHI: Champions league commissioner Lalit Modi dismissed allegations that
the England and Wales Cricket Board was not consulted before finalising the
Twentl,2O event's dates and asked the ECB to tweak its county schedule.

Modi announced on Wednesday that this year's Champions t-eague would take place
from September lO-26 in venues yet to be named and it clashed not only with
England's County Championships and a new 4O-over league but also with their ODI
series against Pakistan.
The ECB said in a statement that they were not consulted before hnalising the
Champions League dates but Modi dismissed the allegation.
"(This is) not true," Modi said, adding that CL Governing Council member Dean Kino
"is and has been in touch with (ECB chief executive) (David) Collier on a regular basis
since December (2009|."
The ECB is most upset with CL clashing with both the domestic tournaments, to
which Modi's suggestion was to pre-pone them.
"We hope the ECB will be able to pre-pone their domestic tournament and be able to
participate by making this minor adjustment to their schedule," Modi told a website.

Modi said scheduling the Twenty20 league was always a complicated task since the
existing Future Tours Programme had to be kept in mind.
"Given that Australia's tour to India begins on October 2 and other countries also have
pre-committed FTP games it was the only window available this year," Modi said.
"We will always endeavour to accommodate all countries as much as possible, and the
governing council looked at all possibilities and decided that these were the only
dates," he explained.
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Champlons League T2O to move out of India
K Shriniwas Rao, TNN, Feb 12. 2010. 12-O4am IST
MUMBAI: Here's something Lalit Modi's Twitter page is yet to reveal. The second
edition of the Champions l.eague Twenty2O tournament will be moving out of lndia for
season 2010.
The possibility of this, along with fixing the dates and looking at the right venue was
discussed in detail when the governing council of the Champions t€ague met in Dubai
on Wednesday.
The tournament is scheduled to be played from September 10-26. While the governing
council found a solution to schedule the tournament in the middle of a packed ICC
Future Tours Program {FTP), a final decision on the venue is yet to be taken. "lt will be
a toss up between South Africa and UK (England)," a highly placed source, in the
know of things, toid TOI on Thursday.
There are two reasons for the tournament to be moved out of India. A major reason is
the rain factor, with the tournament beginning in the second week of September. The
last thing a billion-dollar tournament would want is the fear of matches being washed
away. And the dates cannot be tweaked because of the hectic FTP.

The second reason is the very idea of making the Champions kague a global
tournament, something that Modi had been emphasising since he initiated the
concept.
"When the dates were first being juggled with, it was kept in mind that the tournament
cannot be held in India," the official further added.
IPL CEO Sundar Raman told TOI, "Yes, there was a discussion on the venues but we
have not come to a final decision in this regard."

Last year, when the IPL moved to South Africa, it was a huge success despite the
whole exercise being accomplished at such short notice. South Africa, therefore, is a
hot favourite once again. Given the current clash dates between Modi and ECB, the
possibility of England hosting the tournament seems unlikely because England have
been reluctant to make a-rly changes to their county schedule. On the other hand,
Pakistan is scheduled to visit England in the month ofJune to play four Tests and five
ODIs (NatWest Series) which frnishes on September 22.
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"We would certainly want to host the Champions t€ague but this year the dates are a
problem. We cannot change anything becaus€ of our commitment to our broadcasters
and sponsors," an ECB spokesperson told TOI.

However, Modi, who has never failed in springing surprises, is still working on the
possibilities and on most occasions he has certainly managed to have things ruled in
his favour. Perhaps, gifting the Champions L€ague to UK might just do the trick this
tlme.

Among other contenders, US remains out of bounds as of now because of several
reasons pertaining to commercial and ground rights. In any case, TOI has learnt, it is
the IPL (exhibition matches for startersf that will go to the US frst just in case Modi
eventually finalises his plans to stage matches there. Australia too doesn't make the
list too because of the time difference with India. which has the potential to aflect
prime time viewership here-
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Champions League swltch to September angers ErCB Laltt Modi
Page last updated at 23:53 GMT, Wednesday, 10 February 2010

Modi revealed on Twitter he wanted a September Champions l.eague
English counties are set to miss out on the 2010 Champions t€ague Twenty20 aJter
was announced the event will be staged between 10 and 26 September.

it

Those dates clash with the end of the English domestic season, prompting the English
and Wales Cricket Board to call for a rethink on the event's timing.

In those 16 days, there are two County Championship rounds, and the semis and linal
of the new ECB 4O League.
England also play a one-day series against Pakistan from lO-22 September.

Lalit Modi, who is chairman of the Champions l,eague and commissioner of the Indian
Premier League (lPL) as well as vice-president of the Board of Control for Cricket in
India (BCCI), announced the date change on his Twitter feed.
"Dates are frnalised as Sep 10 to Sep 26 this year," he wrote.
Last year the inaugural Champions l*ague competition started on 8 October,
featuring English counties Somerset and Sussex as well as teams from India,
Australia, South Africa, New Zealand, West Indies and Sri i,anka.
However, the September schedule for this year effectively means the two English
counties who qualiff from the domestic Twenty20 Cup will be unable to take part.
They aren't going to reschedule all the county fixtures so two teams can go and play irthis tournament - either Modi moves it or the English teams won't play in it
"ECB has expressed serious concern to the Board of Control for Cricket in lndia,
Cricket Austra-lia and Cricket South Africa concerning this decision and the matter
will be discussed with the respective chairmen and presidents who are currently
meeting in Dubai," the ECB statement read.
"ECB believes that it would be a great shame for the Champions League tournament to
be deprived of teams and players by this change of date in bringing forward the
respective events bv a week and has called on BCCI to review all alternatives."
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Somerset chief executive Richard Gould told cricinfo: "I think it's a surprising
commercia-l move because for this competition to have truly global reach it's going to
have to include all the major countries.

"Mr Modi will do pretty much what he wants, when he wants, anjrway and if he sees
no value in English cricket then that's a commercial decision that in the long run he'll
have to stand by."
Somerset, who reached the last eight of the Champions league last year, are investing
heavily in their Twenty2O campaign for the 201O season.
West Indian Kieron Pollard and Australia's Cameron White, both big hitters, come into
their squad - but Gould insists that there is no chance of them choosing Champions
l,eague over domestic cricket if they were to repeat last year's success.
"Those players have been brought in to help us with our own domestic tournament
and if all goes well to allow us to compete in the Champions League, but I must say
that we believe that ECB domestic commitments take priority without a-rgument," he
said.
"You've got four teams that will be involved with the ECB 4o-over semi-finals and you
always have half a dozen sides in the promotion, relegation or Championship deciders.
"Even if a team qualified for the Champions l-eague that wasn't in the running for
other honours it would not be acceptable for them to go because that would leave
them fielding weaker teams and that would ruin the credibility of our competitions."

The riches on offer to teams qualifying for the lucrative Champions League has
prompted several other counties to also invest heavily in players for the new season.
The reformatted domestic Twenty2O competition - from which the two finalists qualify
for the Champions I-eague - permits counties to register up to four overseas players,
while fieldine a maximum of two in each game.
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ECB stands flrm ower Champious L€ague llxture clash
The England and Wales Cricket Board will igrrore a deadline of Friday to decide on
county participation at this year's Champions l,€ague and will instead hope that
lobbying in Dubai next month will resolve a clash with the championship season.
By Nick Hoult
Published: 6:24PM GMT 17 Feb 2010
Deadline: Lalit Modi wants an answer soon from the ECB

Lalit Modi, the chairman of the Champions League governing council, has invited two
teams from England to compete in the tournament, which will be held between Sept
1O-22, when the County Championship and the ECB 4O League will be reaching their
climaxes.
So far the ECB has refused to alter the county schedule to allow the finalists of this
year's Twenty20 Cup to play in the $6.5million Champions kague.

Modi wants an answer on Friday from the ECB in order to find alternative teams if the
counties are unavailable.
"We want the counties to participate and sent invitations to David Collier [ECB chief
executive] on Monday. We hope they can make new arrangements and be available for

the Champions l"eague," Modi said
The ECB is refusing to blink first. A spokesman said that Giles Clarke, the board
chairman, would speak to his counterparts in India at a meeting in Dubai.

England are hoping to convince the lndian and Australian boards to rearrange the
India-Australia one-day series in October that has forced the Champions kague to be
held during the English season.

"It has been decided the best way forward is for the chairmen of the boards to discuss
this at a meeting in Dubai. We have received a telephone message from Mr Modi but
no formal invitation has been sent through."
Sources in India have indicated there is little chance of the board changing the
Australia one-day series, leaving the counties to contemplate missing the Champions
l,eague.
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Modi yesterday confirmed that the two new Indian Premier trague franchises would be
sold on March 8 with 12 cities in India candidates to host teams.
Speculation earlier this week linked Manchester City's Abu Dhabi owners with a bid
but that was dismissed yesterday by the gulf state's cricket association.

will not make a bid," said Dilawar Mani, chief executive of the Abu Dhabi Cricket
Association. "We have not had any proposal and we have not seen a document. We are
not going to recommend anything to the royal family unless we have studied every
detail to see if it makes sense."
"We
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Modl asks SCB to lind a way out
CricInfo, undated

Lalit Modi, the Champions kague Twenty2O commissioner, has asked the ECB to
make "minor adjustments" to its county schedule to enable English participation in
the 2010 tournament. Modi's comments came a day after he announced the
tournament schedule, which clashes with the last fortnight of the English domestic
season and almost rules out county teams from taking part as they did last yea.r.
The tournament is scheduled to be played between September 10-26; the dates, Modi
said, were dictated by the countries' pre-committed series in the ICC's existing FTP.

Although there is only one international bilateral series scheduled at that time -- the
ODI series between England and Pakistan, ending on September 22 -- the ECB's main
grouse is that the dates coincide with the hnal two rounds of the count5r championship
as well as the semifinals and hnal of a new 4o-over league.
"We hope the ECB will be able to prepone their domestic tournament and be able to
participate by making this minor adjustment to their schedule," Modi told Cricinfo.
Doing that, he sajd, would provide an opportunity to the top two English domestic
Twen@O winners to participate in the world club championships, where 6 million
dollars is up for grabs, with 2.5 million dollars going to the winners.

However, the ECB chairman Giles Clarke, who is currently in Dubai for ICC meetings,
is understood to have ruled out, at this stage, the possibility of making any alterations
to England's domestic schedule, not least because of the impact such a move would
have on the ECB's existing sponsorship agreements.

Modi also denied an ECB statement that it was not consulted over the dates. "[This is]
not true," Modi said, adding that Dean Kino, a member of the Champions l,eague
governing council, "is and has been in touch with [David] Collier [the ECB chief
executive] on a regular basis since December [20091."
The Champions teague Twenty2O is run by the boards of India, Australia and South
Africa and its governing council comprises representatives from each board. Other
countries participate in the tournament by invitation.

Modi said the scheduling is always complicated due to the fact that the Champions
League timings are adjusted according to the international schedules in an existing
FTP. "Given that Australia's tour to India begins on Qctober 2 and other countries also
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have pre-committed FTP games i! was the only window available this year," Modi

oplained.
'We will always endeavour to accommodate all countries as far as po$ibl€, and the
gwerning council looked at all possibilities and deeided that these were the only
dates."
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MUMBAI: Here's something Lalit Modi's Twitter page is yet to reveal. The second
edition of the Champions teague Twenty2o tournament will be moving out of India for
season 2010.
The possibility of this, along with hxing the dates and looking at the right venue was
discussed in detail when the governing council of the Champions l,eague met in Dubai
on Wednesday.
The tournament is scheduled to be played from September 10-26. While the governing
council found a solution to schedule the tournament in the middle of a packed ICC
Future Tours Program (FTP), a final decision on the venue is yet to be taken. "lt will be
a toss up between South Africa and UK (England),'a highly placed source, in the
know of things, told TOI on Thursday.
There are two reasons for the tournament to be moved out of India- A major reason is
the rain factor, with the tournament beginning in the second week of September. The
last thing a billion-dollar tournament would want is the fear of matches being washed
away. And the dates cannot be tweaked because of the hectic FTP.
The second reason is the very idea of making the Champions l,eague a global
tournament, something that Modi had been emphasising since he initiated the
concept.

"When the dates were first being juggled with, it was kept in mind that the tournament
cannot be held in India," the official further added.
IPL CEO Sundar Raman told TOI, "Yes, there was a discussion on the venues but we
have not come to a linal decision in this regard."
Last year, when the IPL moved to South Africa, it was a huge success despite the
whole exercise being accomplished at such short notice. South Africa, therefore, is a
hot favourite once again. Given the current clash dates between Modi and ECB, the
possibility of England hosting the tournament seems unlikely because England have
been reluctant to make any changes to their county schedule. On the other hand,
Pakistan is scheduled to visit England in the month ofJune to play four Tests and hve
ODIs (NatWest Series) which finishes on September 22.

7G

"We would certainly want to host the Champions league but this year the dates are a
problem. We cannot change anything because of our commitment to our broadcasters

and sponsors," an ECB spokesperson told TOI.
However, Modi, who has never failed in springing surprises, is still working on the
possibilities and on most occasionshe has certainly managed to have things ruled in
his favour. Perhaps, gifting the Champions l,eague to UK mightjust do the trick this
time.
Among other contenders, US remains out of bounds as of now because of several
feasons pertaining to commercial and ground rights. In any case, TOI has learnt, it is
the IPL {exhibition matches for starters) that will go to the US first just in case Modi
eventua,lly fina-lises his plans to stage matches there. Australia too doesn't make the
list too because of the time difference with India. which has the Dotential to affect
prime time viewership here.
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Engllsh countiea fear loss of Twerrty2O Champions Lcague millions
The England and wales cricket Board will block counties from appearing in the next
Champions l.eague, the world's richest cricket competition, unless a clash with the
British summer is resolved.

By Nick Hoult and Paul Bolton
Published: 7:3OAM GMT I

I

Feb 2010

charnpions I-eague-English counties fear loss of rwenty20 champions League millions
The clash; Sussex and Somerset face off in last summer's Twenty2O Cup en route to
the champions league, and both counties will be hoping to play in the lucrative event
in India again, despite it being held at the same time as the County Championship
Photo: GETTY IMAGES
The dates for the next Champions l.eague were announced on Wednesday and the
schedule, from Sept 10-26, coincides with the last two rounds of the County
Championship ald the final of the England and Wales Cricket Board,s new 4O-over
competition. It also clashes with England's one-day series against pakistan, ruling
players from both teams out of the tournament.

It immediately led to the prospect of teams potentially fielding weakened sides in the
Championship while they chased a $2.5 million (€1.6 million) winner,s cheque in the
Champions l,eague.
David Collier, the chief executive of the ECB, sent an email to the 1g counties, seen by
Telegraph Sport, which stated the board will not give permission for English players to
appear in the tournament, in essence preventing teams from taking part. All players
need a no-objection certificate from their respective boards to play in the Champions
League and the ECB would not be able to risk devaluing its most prestigious
tournament to allow them to cash in massive win bonuses.
Counties would also be in breach of the ECB's playing regulations if they picked a
weakened team for any domestic tournament.

collier wrote: "Bccl (Board of control for cricket in India) are aware that it would not
be possible for Nocs to be provided for these dates and I am sure counties have fully
contracted their players for the season. We have written to BCCI to ask them to
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intervene with the CL (Champions League) Governing Council and explore whether
there are alternative options."
The announcement, via Twitter, certainly shocked ofhcials at l,ord's, who had
rearranged next season's fixture list to fit in with the Champions L,eague, which was
expected to be held in October, but the tournament has been brought forward because
the Indian board have now scheduled a one-day series against Australia to begin on
Oct 2.

An ECB statement said: "ECB has expressed serious concern to the BCCI, Cricket
Australia and Cricket South Africa concerning this decision and the matter will be
discussed with the respective Chairmen and Presidents who are at an {ICCI meeting in
Dubai."

But talit Modi, the chairman of the Champions l"eague, believes there is no room for
manoeuvre. "This is an FTP issue (Future Tours Programme)," he told Telegraph Sport
"There is nothing we can do about it. These are the only available dates- It is important
to have county teams and invitations to county teams will be sent out. Our domestic
season in India clashes but we can't compromise the Champions kague because of
domestic seasons."
The ECB's bargaining position is weak because they failed to negotiate a seat on the
governing council of the Champions lxague which is run by the BCCI, CA and CSA.
"We made a rod for our own backs by not coming to the table originally," said

Jim

Cumbes, the Larrcashire chief executive. "Then we could have had a say but now they
can just plonk this down and say, 'Like it or leave it'."
The championship is still regarded as the pinnacle of the English game by counties
and the players. The ECB have worked hard to promote its standing with the
champions now winning €500,000 in prize money and there was support for the ECB's
stance last night.
"There is no prospect of us forsaking the championship for the Champions kague
Twenty20," said Andy Nash, chairman of Somerset, who reached the second phase of
the inaugural Champions Irague last October. "The Champions l€ague was a
fantastic tournament and sorting out the cricket calendar is like doing a Rubik's Cube
in the dark wearing boxing gloves. But I'm sure that in the end common sense will
prevail and we must be allowed to finish our domestic season."
The finals day of the Twenty2O Cup is scheduled for Aug 14 leaving less than a month
for two finalists to prepare for a Champions League trip and no time for the
championship schedule to be reworked.
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Counties hold out hope over Champions League dates
By Oliver Brett
Giles Clarke and La]it Modi
Tbe ECB's Giles Clarke and India's

lalit Modi rarely see eye-to-eye

English counties remain hopeful the Champions league can be switched away from
September to avoid a clash with the end ofthe domestic seasonChampions kague chairman Lalit Modi is standing firm over the 10-26 September
schedule, even though the last English domestic fixture is on 18 September.
Middlesex chief executive Vinny Codrington told BBC Sport: "These things can change
quite quickly.
"Dates get moved around. I'm not pressing the panic button yet-"
However, England and Wales Cricket Board IECBI chairman Giles Clarke faces a
tough battle to get the dates moved, though he will seek a meeting with Modi before
the ongoing International Cricket Council board meeting concludes in Dubai.

Clarke and Modi have a strained relationship and one insider told BBC Sport they
dislike being in the same room together. But Lancashire chief executive Jim Cumbes
urged both sides to bury the hatchet.
Asked if there was real animosity between the ECB and Board of Control for Cricket in
India [BCCI] Cumbes told BBC Sport: "lt appears to be going that way which is a
shame I suppose. Both sides should be trying to patch that up.

"lt's one of those things where they need us but we need them and there has to be
some compromise somewhere along the line."
Modi is arguably the most powerful administrator in cricket, juggling additional roles
as chairman and commissioner of the Indian Premier kague [PL], and vice-president
of the BCCL
The dates for the Champions League, to be held in India, clash with the final stages of
the County Championship, the new ECB 40 teague, and a hve-match series of oneday internationals between England and Pakistan.
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Clarke and the English counties had expected the second season of the Champions
L€ague to take place at the start of October and the domestic calendar was scheduled
to finish nine days earlier than in 2O09 to allow counties to prepare accordingly.

But India have now scheduled a one-day series against Australia to begin on 2
October, and on Thursday Modi called for the ECB to make some "minor adjustments"
to the county calendar.
The ECB says there is no scope to do so, and will attempt to garner support from
Cricket Australia [CA] and Cricket South Africa [CSA] to help it get the dates altered.
But it has a weak bargaining position, not only due to the Clarke-Modi personality
clash.

It failed to negotiate a seat on the governing council of the Champions Lrague - run by
the BCCI, CA and CSA - at a time when it was seduced by the lure of Allen Stanford's
ill-fated Twenty20 operation in Antigua.
The ECB has also clashed frequently with Modi over the dates of the IPL, which tends
to overlap with England's intemational frxtures, while other national boards have
cleared a window in March and April to al1ow its top sta-rs to play a full part in the IPL.
Cumbes, who also sits on the executive committee of the ECB, refuted suggestions
from Modi that the ECB had been warned that the tournament might have an early
start, calling it a "bolt out of the blue", though he did admit "our system is cluttered to
death with hxtures".

In view of the prize money offered for winning the Champions l,eague (€1.6m), the
temptation for a count5r to send out second XI and club players for the back end of the
domestic County Championship while putting the top players on the plane to India
will be there.

But Cumbes said: "lt wouldn't be any good for cricket and wouldn't give Lalit Modi any
satisfaction."

In any case, ECB chief executive David Collier has already warned the counties in an
e-mail of their duty to comply fully with the domestic fixture list.
And Codrington told BBC Sport: "We have to protect the integrity ofthe County
Championship and our main focus has to be on that. The Championship is
sacrosanct."
Codrington's Middlesex qualified for the inaugural Champions l.eague after winning
the 20O6 Twenty2o Cup, but the tournament was abandoned following the Mumbai
terror attacks.
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They are assembling a powedul-looking TVenty2O squad next sumner, witJr
Australian great Adam Gilchtist signed up amid hopes that Malchaya Ntini and Yuwaj
Singh will also join.
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Counties hold out hope over Chanpions League d.ates Share/Bookmark
Published: 11th Feb 2Ol,O 74 44:47
English counties remain hopeful the Champions l,eague can be switched away from
September to avoid a clash with the end of the domestic season.
Champions l-eague chairman Lalit Modi is standing firm over the 1O-26 September
schedule, even though the last English domestic fixture is on 18 September.
Middlesex chief executive Vinny Codrington told BBC Sport: ,'These things can change

quite quickly.

"Dates get moved around. I'm not pressing the panic button yet.,'
However, England and Wales Cricket Board [ECB] chairman Giles Clarke faces a
tough battle to get the dates moved, though he will seek a meeting with Modi before
the ongoing International Cricket Council board meeting concludes in Dubai.

Clarke and Modi hold a long-standing grudge and one insider told BBC Sport they
dislike being in the same room together. But Lancashire chief executive Jim Cumbes
urged both sides to bury the hatchet.
Asked if there was real animosity between the ECB and Board of control for cricket in
India [BCCI] Cumbes told BBC Sport: "It appears to be going that way which is a
shame I suppose. Both sides should be trying to patch that up.

"lt's one of those things where they need us but we need them and there has to be
some compromise somewhere along the line."
Modi is arguably the most powerful administrator in cricket, juggling additional roles
as chairman and commissioner of the Indian Premier t€ague UpLl, and vice-president
of the BCCL
The dates for the Champions league, to be held in India, clash with the final stages of
the County Championship, the new ECB 40 league, zmd a five-match series of oneday internationals between England and Pakistan.
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Clarke and the English counties had expected the second season of the Champions
League to tal<e place at the start of October and the domestic calendar was scheduled
to frnish nine days earlier than in 20O9 to allow counties to prepare accordingly.

But India have now scheduled a one-day series against Australia to begin on 2
October, and on Thursday Modi called for the ECB to make some "minor adjustments"
to the county calendar.
The ECB says there is no scope to do so, and will attempt to garner support from the
Australian and South African cricket boards to help it get the dates altered. But it has
a weak bargaining position - not only due to thb Clarke-Modi personality clash.

It failed to negotiate a seat on the governing council of the Champions lcague - run by
the BCCI, CA and CSA - at a time when it was seduced by the lure of Allen Stanford's
ill-fated Twenf20 operation in Antigua.
The ECB has also clashed frequently with Modi over the dates of the IPL, which tends
to overlap with England's intemational fixtures, while other national boards have
cleared a window in March and April to allow its top stars to play a full part in the iPL.
Cumbes, who a-lso sits on the executive committee of the ECB, refuted suggestions
from Modi that the ECB had been warned that the tournament might have an early
start, calling it a "bolt out of the blue", though he did admit "our system is cluttered to
death with fixtures".

In view of the prize money ofTered for winning the Champions League {€1.6m), the
temptation for a countlr to send out second XI and club players for tl.e back end of the
domestic County Championship while putting the top players on the plane to India
will be there.

But Cumbes said: "lt wouldn't be any good for cricket and wouldn't give lalit Modi any
satisfaction.

"

ln any case, ECB chief executive David Collier has already warned the counties in an
e-mail of their duty to comply fully with the domestic fixture list.
And Codrington told BBC Sport: "We have to protect the integdty of the Count5r
Championship and our main focus has to be on that. The Championship is
sacrosanct."

Codrington's Middlesex qualifred for the inaugural Champions teague after winning
the 2006 TWenty20 Cup, but the tournament was abandoned following the Mumbai
terror attacks.
They are assembling a powerful-looking TWenty2O squad next summer, with
Australian great Adam Gilchrist signed up amid hopes that Makhaya Ntini and Yuvraj
Singh will also join.
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Bv FE Bureau

Mumbai: After several days of uncertainty, the Board of Control for Cricket in India
(BCCI) on T\resday decided to hold the second season of the Indian premier league
(lPL) in South Africa. IPL commissioner Lalit Modi was expected to address the media
in South Africa late T\resday evening on the details of the new venue.
On Sunday, BCCI had said it is shifting the venue of the matches abroad as the Indian
government is unable to provide securiry for the tournament in view of the impending
general elections- South Africa emerged as the favourite for IPL since the difference
between India and South Africa timing z,one is only 3 hours, a reports said. In
addition, holding the tournament in South Africa would cost cheaper, as compared to
England.

IPL, which was scheduled to begin on April 10, will now begin on April 12. The
possible venues for the matches in South Africa include Wanderers, Outsurance Oval,
Kingsmead, Supersport Park, Senwes Park, Willowmoore Park, Newlands and St
George's Park.
Meanwhile, South Africa has also proposed to quicken the visa process and reduce the
expenditure regarding the IPL. As per reports South African tourism ministry and
Players Association is ready to provide all the necessary support for IPL 2. CSA was in
touch with the South African government and asked them for the urgent requirements
to host the event.

Both the England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) and Cricket South Africa (CSA) were
keen to host the event. According to sources, Iate on Monday evening IPL shifted from
England as its prefemed choice, to South Africa.
Modi had said there was a threat of rain disrupting the matches in the month of April
and May in England . Moreover, there is no broadcast rights trouble in South Africa.
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South Afrlca to host IPL season 2
Posted On Tuesday, Match 24, 2009 at 08: 15:55 PM

With just days left for season 2 of the Indian Premier league {lPL) to get underway,
South Africa has been conhrmed as the venue for the IPL season 2The decision to hold the lucrative Twenty2o tournament was taken after a meeting
between IPL commissioner l,alit Modi and Cricket South Africa CEO Gerald Maiola at
an undisclosed venue.

Although no ofhcial announcement has been made yet, sources said that the
tournament will be held between April 17 and May 24, a delay of about one week from
the original schedule.

Eight venues have been identilied for staging the eight-team tournament and the
matches will start at 4 pm IST and 8 pm IST to make it convenient for Indian
television viewers.
Modi and Majola are scheduled to hold a press conference at 8.30 pm IST where the
details of the tournament are expected to be announced.
Reacting to the decision, former chief of CSA, Ali Backer said, "We are delighted that
IPL 2 is happening in South AJrica. With the IPL moving to South Africa, it is a huge
opportunity for the country. l,ocal crowd will cheer for teams of IPL 2."

Amrit Mathur, CEO of Delhi Daredevils, said, "We are happy that South Africa is
hosting the tournament. kvel of crowd support won't be the same outside lndia, but
sponsors are also happy. No issue with the venue ofthe tournament."
However, the Rajasthan Royals are still hopeful that the event will happen

in India.

South Africa pipped England as the venue after the BCCI decided to shift the
tournament outside India because of securit5l issues in view of the general elections.
According to the sources, South Africa proposed to quicken the visa process and
reduce expenditure of the event. On Monday (March 23) the South Alrican
Govemment spent most of the time lobbying IPL.
Oflered discounts on hotels and reduce cost for the staging had made South Africa
logistically a more viable option. South African Ministry of Tourism and Players
Association backed the bid to host the IPL.
Weather is the major concern for the IPL bosses after which South Africa has emerged
as the frontrunner.
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Everybody from the SA players' association to the National Tourism Board has also
thrown their weight behind the tournament being staged in South Africa.

Earlier, talking about England as a possible venue Modi had said that its a huge
cricket competition and would bring high revenue for the hosts. Close to a USD lO0
million dollars would be churned out of the competition and that would boost the
economy at the time of recession. And British economy would surely want to benefit
out of this.
"The IPL is a big competition. We would bring $1OO million of revenue to the British
economy. Anybody in a recession would want to have us," Modi had said.
He also admitted that there are 70

chances of the game being disrupted by rain anc
would clash vrith the London marathon, which could lead to unavailibility of hotel
rooms. April and May ale rain heavy months for England, which could prove as a,
deterrant for the tournament to move to UK.
o/o

Modi had said, "There are 70 per cent chalces of the games being disrupted by rain
The IPL will also be clashing with the London Marathon and a number of Test
matches, which will be blocking hotel rooms."
(Courtesy: Times Now|
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The bold and beautiful IPL 2
t:*r )i). .){\{-\<i. {)r,.r'r'o;n lS'l'

The hic-hic Inclian Premier Lcague will not be the same again. The concept of home
and away matches is old, so the organisers decided for away and away matches for the
season 2. Union Home Minister Pzrlaniappan Chidambaram and IPL cl-rairrnan Lalit
Modi hnally had their wav and here w'e are playing Indian Premier League in Souttr
Africa. lmagine English Premier l,eague being shifted to India. But that's not

important, atleast cricket is being played and we can watch it on

TV.

The huge shift will benefit franchises enormously as rnost of them have global
ambitions. The corporate publicity will give them brand extension and enhance their
corporate image- The League was a successful fresh experiment as cricket has gone
global now, at least Indian cricket which has become the game s mainstay globally.
The inaugural lndian Premier l,eague already proved that cricket will never be the
same again. Corporate megabucks, Bolll.wood glamour and the frequent sound of
wood thumping leather, the new cocktail revolutionized the sport in the u'av it rvas
played.

Twenty20 greeted cricket with a six and the inaugural IPL sent crowd in. the mad
frenry heightened by Bolll.rvood music and the players rally on the grounds,
conspiring what it needs to win the game. After many discussions, write-ups and who
has got mole stars and Sehwags and Gilchrists and Sachins; Rajasthan Royals won
the inaugural IPL in 2008. The crorvd chanted 'Yehi hai right choice baby' coz you
don't hate to follow cricket to eniov it.
Cricketainment was the new word to describe the evolution of a new chapter in history
of cricket and no other place than India was ideal for a new phenomenon. Cricket
being a religion in India, God has always had a competition here. Stars were born and

suddenly Dhawans, Nayars, Mishras, I)indas, Asnodkars and Maheshs

were

recognized and admired.

The slam-bang extravaganza saw Aussie Shaun Marsh, son of former Australia opener
Geoff Marsh, made bowlers think again before coming to him. Team Mohali's Marsh
played sensational cricket throughout the tournament and produced 616 runs in l1
innings to register the highest aggregate by any player in any Twenty20 event. He hrt

a2

one century and five 5Os to return an average of 68.44. Well a ticket directly to
Australian cricket team.
Pakistan s Sohail Tanvir was one bowler whom batsmen preferred not to mess withThe left-armer wrong-footed bowler from Team Jaipur claimed 22 victims in I I
matches and was almost unplayable throughout. I{e could also hit distance. His
association u'ith blonde Shane Watson surprised the best of batsmen and they hunted
as a pair. Together, they took 39 wickets.
Suresh Raina, the Uttar Pradesh sensation rated very highly by many, was a livewire
for Chennai Super Kings. He took l0 catches in 16 games and was involved in two
crucial rlrn-outs. The left-handed batsmen, now a regular in lndia's ODI team,
amassed 421 runs from l4 innines.

We had only heard of him from Irfan Pathan and he showed all of it in this
iournament. Yes, Yusuf Pathan is the right answer. The hard-hitting unfazed Yusuf
scored an electrifying 435 runs from 15 innings. The otherwise quiet Pathan cracked
43 fours and 25 sixes making him the most dangerous in the shortest version of the
garne.

The hit and miss tourney may have made life after ofhces a sizzler which hasn't really
been happening belbre the IPL, for many. Harbhajan and Sleesanth too contributed to
the
ooera.

And the introduction of the likes of Kevin Pietersen and Andrew Flintoff this year as
the most ex?ensive players of the Indian Premier League in the second edition makes
it even bigger and better. The hard-hitting Pietersen was bought by Bangalore Royal

Challengers while

Flintoff

went

to

Chennai Super

Kings.

Shifting the Indian Premier l,eague to South Africa is no doubt a huge business loss
but the league will be a television product for the Indian market and the crowd
cheering for their home team will flock. The organisers are banking heavily on the
global fan base to make it a hit. And of course, cheerleaders can cheer it their way.
From April 18 to May 24 rvill be a complete madness on the field and off it. So, enjoy
the difference!
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Elglish counties not to play ln Champions League
By IANS
May 2oth, 2010
LONDON - English counties will not take part in the Champions Irague Twenty20 as
the revised dates clash with the end of the English domestic season.
The England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) has already shifted the county fixture list
once to accommodate the Champions League, which was originally scheduled for early
October. But the scheduling of a one-day series between lndia and Australia in
October meant that the tournament was brought forward to Sep 10-26, which left the
ECB with no room for manoeuwe.

In a memo circulated to the counties, the ECB said it was "with great regret" that the
Friends Provident T20 finalists would be unable to participate.
The absence of the two counties means that they, and the ECB, will lose out heavily
financially. The board was guaranteed just under 1 million pounds, while the counties
stood to make between 120,000 and 1.5 million pounds, the Daily Telegraph reported.
The ECB said English clubs should be able to play in next year's Champions League,
which is due to start Sep 23, and the following year, when it is set for October.

Champions League is a lucrative competition for domestic T\penty2O winners from
around the world.
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Engltsh couatles not to play ln Champlons League
May 20th, 201O - 4:54 pm ICT by IANS London, May 20 {IANS) English counties will not take part in the Champions l,eague
TwenlY2O as the revised dates clash with the end of the English domestic season.
The England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) has already shifted the county fixture list
once to accommodate the Champions teague, which was originally scheduled for early
October. But the scheduling of a one-day series between India and Australia in
October meant that the tournament was brought forward to Sep 10-26, which left the
ECB with no room for manoeuvre.

In a memo circulated to the counties, the ECB said it was "with great regret" that the
Friends Provident T20 finalists would be unable to participate.
The absence of the two counties means that they, and the ECB, will lose out heavily
financially. The board was guaranteed just under 1 million pounds, while the counties
stood to make between 120,000 and 1.5 million pounds, the Daily Telegraph reported.
The ECB said English clubs should be able to play in next year's Champions l,eague,
which is due to start Sep 23, and the following year, when it is set for October.

Champions kague is a lucrative competition for domestic Twen@O winners from
around the world.
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English counties ruled out of T2O Champions League
Yahoonews, PTl, 21 May 2010

London: L€ft with no room to manoeuvre its calendar once again, the England Cricket
Board has barred its county teams from participating in this year's Twenty2O
Champions l.eague as the revised dates clash with the end of the domestic season.

In a memo circulated to the counties, the ECB announced it was "with gfeat regret"
that the Friends Provident T20 finalists would be unable to participate in the
Champions I-eague.
The ECB had already shifted the county fixture list once to accommodate the
Champions tcague, which was originally scheduled for early October.

But the scheduling ofa one-day series between lndia and Australia meant the
tournament was brought forward to September 1O-26, which left the ECB with no
room for manoeuvre.
The board got the unanimous support of all the counties which were of the view that
ECB should not bend to BCCI's will this time to fix the tournament for October.
The board, however, said that English clubs should be able to play in next year's
Champions kague in September and the following year, when it is set for October.
The absence of the two counties mean that they, and the ECB, will lose out heavily
frnancially.
The board was guaranteed just under I million pounds, while the counties stood to
make between 1,20,000 and 1.5 million pounds, the Daily Telegraph reported.
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English counties ruleil out of T2O Chanptons Lcagu€
London: I,eft with no room to manoeuvre its calendar once again, the England and
Wales Cricket Board (ECB) has barred its county teams from participating in this
year's TwentyzO Champions League as the revised dates clash with the end of the
domestic season.

In a memo circulated to the counties, the ECB announced it was "with great regret"
that the Friends Provident T20 finalists would be unable to participate in the
Champions kague.
The ECB had already shifted the county hxture list once to accommodate the
Champions teague, which was originally scheduled for early October.

But the scheduling of a one-day series between India and Australia meant the
tournament was brought forward to September 1O to 26, which left the ECB with no
room for manoeuwe.
The Board got the unanimous support of all the counties which were of the view that
ECB should not bend to BCCI's will this time to fix the tournament for October. The
Boand, however, said that English clubs should be able to play in next year's
Champions League in September and the following year, when it is set for October.
The absence of the two counties mean that thev. and the ECB. will lose out heavily

financially.
The Board was guaranteed just under €l million, while the counties stood to make
PTI
between €120,OO0 and €1.5 million, the Daily Telegraph reported.

-
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Engltsh counties not to play ln Champloua League
BY: IANS

Date:2OIO-O5-2O

Place: lnndon

English counties will not take part in the Champions lcague Twenqz0 as the revised
dates clash with the end of the English domestic season.
The England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) has already shifted the county fixture iist
once to accommodate the Champions league, which was originally scheduled for early
October. But the scheduling ofa one-day series between India and Australia in
October meant that the toumament was brought forward to September 1O-26, which
left the ECB with no room for manoeuvre-

In a memo circulated to the counties, the ECB said it was "with great regret" that the
Friends Provident T20 finalists would be unable to participate.
The absence of the two counties means that they, and the ECB, will lose out heavily
financially. The board was guaranteed just under 1 million pounds, while the counties
stood to make between €120,000 and S1.5 million, the Daily Telegraph reported.
The ECB said English clubs should be able to play in next year's Champions kague,
which is due to start September 23, and the following year, when it is set for October'

Champions kague is a lucrative competition for domestic Twently'20 winners from
around the world.
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Engllsh countles ruled out of Tweaty2o champlons L€ague
The shadow cast by the Indian Twen$20 revolution over English cricket grew longer
on Wednesday with the news that no English county will take part in the Champions
League, the lucrative competition for domestic Twenty2O winners from around the
world.
By Derek Pringle, Cricket Correspondent

Published: 10;04PM BST 19 May 2010

In a memo circulated to the counties, the England and Wales Cricket Board said it
was "with great regret" that the Friends Provident T20 finalists would be unable to
pa.rticipate.
The ECB took the decision when the Board of Control for Cricket in India did not
change the dates of the Champions l-eague, which clashes with end of the English
domestic season,

England compromise opens the door to IPL riches for Kevin Pietersen and Co
The absence of the two counties means that they, and the ECB, will lose out heavily
hnancially. The board was guaranteed just under 51 million, while the counties stood
to make between €12O.OO0 and €1.5 million. There are hidden costs to the counties as
well, witJ: some spending royally on overseas players to boost their chances of
qualifying for the event.

Unless the BCCI was prepared to bend, there was never much chance of a resolution.
The ECB had already shifted the county fixture list once to accommodate the
Champions League, which was originally scheduled for early October. But the
scheduling of a one-day series between India and Australia meant the tournament was
brought forward to Sept 10-26, which left the ECB with no room for manoeuwe.
The ECB said that English clubs should be able to play in next year's Champions
League, which is due to start on Sept 23, and the following year, when it is set for
October. Some counties - and there was close to unanimous supPort that the ECB
should not bend to BCCI's will this time - want the tournament to be fixed for October.
The BCCI's TV deal is not worth quite as much without the participation of English
clubs, so there is a small bargaining chip to secure a date that would not encroach on
the climax of the County Championship.
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The decision carne on a day when counties with Test match grounds were meeting at
Irrd's to explore new revenue strearns. The group, criticised after ttre revelation ofa
memo from Stewa-rt Regan, Yorkshire's chief executive, following a meeting with the
IPLs now suspended commissioner l,alit Modi, which lauded a franchise system for
Twent/20 cricket in England, had another strot fired across its bows.

Tacked on to the note about the Champions League were these words. "The BCCI has
further reminded ECB that it does not authorise any discussions with suspended
offrcials of its Board and should any person involved in English cricket receive any
contact from a suspended offrcial then ECB has been asked to immediately report t]'is
matter to BCCL
The warning is clear
Champions League.

-

avoid Modi or put at risk any future participation in the
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Eaglish countles to miss T2O Champlons League
May 20, 2010 17:14 IST

l,eft with no room to manoeuvre its calendar again, the England Ilmages I and Wales
Cricket Board (ECB) has barred its county teams from participating in this year's
Twenty2O I Images I Champions l,eague I Images ], as the revised dates clash with the
end of its domestic season.

In a memo circulated to the counties, the ECB announced it was "with great regret"
that the Friends Provident T2O finalists would be unable to participate in the
Champions t€ague.
The ECB had already altered the county fixture list once to accommodate the
Champions teague, which was originally scheduled for early October. But the
scheduling of a one-day series between India I Images I and Australia I Images ] meant
the tournament was brought forward to September 10-26, which left the ECB with no
rOOm tO manoeuvre.
The board got the unanimous support of all the counties, which were of the view that
ECB should not bend to the BCCI's decision to f-rx the tournament for October'
The board, however, said that English clubs should be able to play in next year's
Champions kague in September and the following year, when it is set for October'
The absence of the two counties mean that they, and the ECB, will lose out heavily
financially. The board was guaranteed just under 1 million pounds, while the counties
stood to make between 1,2O,00O and 1.5 million pounds, the Daily Telegraph reported'
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English counti€s ruled out ofCLT2O
There will be no English county side participating in this year's Airtel Champions
League.
There will be no English county side participating in this year's Champions league.
teft with no room to manoeuwe its calendar once again, the England Cricket Board
has barred its county teams from participating in this year's Twenty2o Champions
kague as the revised dates clash with the end of the domestic season.

In a memo circulated to the counties, the ECB announced it was "with great regret"
that the Friends Provident T2O hnalists would be unable to participate in the
Champions kague.
The ECB had already shifted the county fixture list once to accommodate the
Champions hague, which was originally scheduled for early October.

But the scheduling of a one-day series between India and Australia meant the
tournament was brought forward to September 10-26, which left the ECB with no
room for manoeuwe.
The board got the unanimous support of all the counties which were of the view that
ECB should not bend to BCCI's will this time to frx the tournament for October.
The board, however, said that English clubs should be able to play in next year's
Champions league in September and t]re following year, when it is set for October.
The absence of the two counties mean that they, and the ECB, will lose out heavily
financially. The board was guaranteed just under 1 million pounds, while the counties
stood to make between 1,20,000 and 1.5 million pounds, the Daily Telegraph reported.
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Engllsh countles ruled out ofT2O Champioas League
Press Trust Of India

London, May 20, 2010

First Published: 18:02 IST(20l5/2010)
Last Updated: l8:03 IST(2OI5/20 10)
l,eft with no room to manoeuvre its calendar once again, the England Cricket Board
has barred its county teams from participating in this year's Twenty2O Champions
League as the revised dates clash with the end of the domestic season.

In a memo circulated to the counties, the ECB announced it was "with great regret"
that the Friends Provident T20 finalists would be unable to parLicipate in the
Champions league.
The ECB had already shifted the county fixture list once to accommodate the
Champions kague, which was originally scheduled for early October.

But the scheduling of a one-day series between India and Australia meant the
tournament was brought forward to September 10-26, which left the ECB with no
room for manoeuvre.
The board got the unanimous support of all the counties which were of the view that
ECB should not bend to BCCI's will this time to fix tl.e tournament for October.
The board, however, said that English clubs should be able to play in next year's
Champions I*ague in September and the following year, when it is set for October.

The absence of the two counties mean that they, and the ECB, will lose out heavily
financially. The board was guaranteed just under 1 million pounds, while the counties
stood to make between 1,20,000 and 1.5 million pounds, the Daily Telegraph reported.
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Engllsh countles out, less teams ln CLT2O
Mumbai, May 24 (PTI)

With English counties giving it a miss, this year's Champions Irague Twenty20 will
feature a reduced number of 10 teams in South Africa this Seotember. the
tournament's Governing Council said here on Monday.
Of the nine teams which have already qualified for the tournament, only three -- Royal
Challengers Bangalore (India), Victorian Bushrangers (Australia) and Wayamba
Elevens (Sri Lanka) -- will be returning from last year's inaugural edition.
The only place which remains to be hlled is from the West Indies and it will be
confirmed in late July. Trinidad and Tobago represented the Caribbean last year-

This year's CLT20, scheduled from September 10 to 26, will feature 23 matches and
the teams which have already made it through are IPL champions Chennai Super
Kings (lndia), Mumbai lndians (lndia), Royal Challengers Bangalore (India), Victorian
Bushrangers (Australial, South Australian Redbacks (Australia), Warriors (South
Africa), Highveld Lions (South Africa), Central Stags (New Znalandl and Wayamba
Elevens (Sri Lanka).

English teams were forced out after their cricket board refused to adjust the dates of
their domestic season to avoid a clash with the lucrative league. The England and
Wales Cricket Board had preponed the dates after being requested by the BCCI
initially.

But when the Indian Board rejigged the CLT20 dates for a second time, the ECB said
it was left with no room to make adjustments again.The toumament is a joint venture
between the cricket board of India (BCCI), Australia (CA) and South Africa (CSA).
BCCI secretary N Srinivasan said, "The fact that only a third of last year's held have
re-qualihed to play for the USD 2.5 million frrst prize demonstrates the evenness of
Twenty20 competitions around the wo d.
CA chief executive officer James Sutherland said the tournament provides youngsters
the opportunity to rub shoulders with the bigwigs of world cricket."The chance for
these players to display their skills on the world stage and further their claims for

national selection is a source of great pride for Cricket Australia and the other
founding members," Sutherland said.

CSA chief executive Gerald Majola said, 'The Airtel Champions Ieague T\renty2o will
reinforce South Africa's reputation as an ideal host for int€rnational sporting events."
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Champions League T2O: Britisb countles out
Mumbai: With English counties giving it a miss, this year's Champions Ieague
Twentf2o will feature a reduced number of 1O teams in South Africa this September,
the tournament's Governing Council saidOf the nine teams which have already qualified for the tournament, only three -- Royal
Challengers Bangalore (lndia), Victorian Bushrangers (Australial and Wayarnba
Elevens (Sri Lanka) -- will be returning from last year's inaugural edition.
The only place which remains to be hlled is from the West Indies and it will be
confirmed in late July. Trinidad and Tobago represented the Caribbean last year.

This year's CLT2O, scheduled from September 10 to 26, will feature 23 matches and
the teams which have already made it through are IPL champions Chennai Super
Kings {lndia), Mumbai Indians (lndia), Royal Challengers Bangalore (lndia), Victorian
Bushralgers (Australia), South Australian Redbacks (Australia), Warriors (South
Africa), Highveld Lions (South Africa), Centra.l Stags (New Zealandl and Wayamba
Elevens (Sri tanka).

English teams were forced out after their cricket board refused to adjust the dates of
their domestic season to avoid a clash with the lucrative league. The England and
Wales Cricket Board had preponed the dates after being requested by the BCCI
initially.

But when the Indian Board rejigged the CLT20 dates for a second time, the ECB said
it was left with no room to make adjustments again.
The tournament is a joint venture between the cricket board of India (BCCI), Australia
(CA) and South Africa (CSA).

BCCI secretary N Srinivasan said, "The fact that only a third of last year's fleld have
re-qualihed to play for the USD 2.5 million first prize demonstrates the evenness of
Twenty2o competitions around the world.
CA chief executive officer James Sutherland said the tournament provides youngsters
the opportunity to rub shoulders with the bigwigs of world cricket.

"The chance for these players to display their skills on the world stage and further
their claims for national selection is a source of great pride for Cricket Australia and
the other founding members," Sutherland said.

9b
CSA chief e:recutive Gerald Majola said, "The Airtel Champions L€ague Twenty20

q'ill

reinforce South Africa's reputation as an ideal host for intemational sporting events.
Source: PTI
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Champions League T2O cut to l0-team affair
Vijay Tagore

/

DNA

Friday, May 21,2OlO 2:31 IST
Mumbai: The second edition of the Champions l,eague T20 will be a 1O-team affair. In
the first edition last October, 12 teams had taken pa-rt in the competition.
The championship suffered a setback on Thursday when England and Wales Cricket
Board told its counties not to send teams to the richest-prize-money tournament.
England has been allotted two berths in the competition. In the first edition, Somerset
Sabers and Sussex Sharks had taken part in the meet held in India.
The ECB's directive to counties is due to the clash of dates of the tournament to be
held in South Africa from September 10-26. These dates coincide with the last two
rounds of the County Championship (four-day matches) as well as the semihna.ls and
frnal of the one-day county competition.

ln such a scenario, the ECB was forced to make tough call. The Board of Control for
Cricket in India-led CLT20 governing council said it would not allow second-string
sides from England and the ECB cannot allow the credibility of its premier domestic
events to take a beating by permitting the counties to held weaker sides. The ltnalists
of the Friends Provident T20 would have qualified to take pa.rt in the competition.

According to media reports in England, the ECB had already shifted the county fixture
list once to accommodate the Champions teague, which was originally scheduled for
early October. But the scheduling of series between India and Australia meant the
tournament was brought forward to September 10-26, which left the ECB with no
room for manoeuwe.
When contacted, a Board official said the BCCI was aware of the English Board's
position. "Today (Thursday) was ttre last day for ECB's to make its announcement. But
their absence will not affect t]le number of matches. It will remain 23 as it was last
year. The 1O teams will be divided into two groups of five teams at the league stage.
Four teams qualiff for the semifinal and then two for the final.
Chennai Super Kings, Mumbai Indians and
Of the 10, India will field three teams
Royal Challengers Bangalore. There will be two teams each from South Africa and
Australia and one each from Sri l,anka, West Indies and New Zealand. New South
Wales of Australia are the defending champions.
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Bulls a chance for T2O league
by Robert Craddock
From:The Courier-Mail
May 02, 201O 9:3 IPM
QUEENSLAND Bulls could gaia a late entry to the Champlons Leagu€ Twenty20
competition i! South Africa following a dispute over tbe tournament scbcdule.
The tournament, held for the first time last year when it was won by NSW, features the
top two domestic teans from Australia, New Zealand, the West lndies, England, Sri
Lanka and South Africa playing for massive stakes, including a $3 million first prize.

But the chances of an English team playing this year are close to zero due to a clash
with the country's domestic schedule.
If England withdraw, it is expected third-placed teams in the domestic competitions such as the Bulls who filled this position in the Big Bash - will head to South Africa
for a pre-tournament playoff for the last two spots.
The Bulls and several other domestic teams around the world have been unofficially
placed on standby and the situation is expected to be resolved by t]le end of the

month.
The Champions kague will be held from September 1O-26 and will clash with crucial
fixtures at the end of the English county season, which will run until September 16.
Two first-class rounds plus the semi-fina-ls and finals of England's 40-over competition
will overlap the Champions league and English offrcials are adanant their dates are
set in stone.

"It is extremely improbable any English county will be taking part in the Champions
kague," said ECB chief executive David Collier.
"The sanctity of the domestic season is of the utmost importance, as all the clubs
agree.
"We are awaiting a response from lndia on a number of proposals.
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"One of them is for the winners and runners up of the Champions kague to play our
winners and runners-up. Now that the IPL is over we hope to hear from them soon."
Sussex and Somerset took part in the inaugural tourna.ment last year in India, but the
issue of English participation has not been resolved since it was raised at a meeting of
the Champions lcague board in March.

Englnnd's bargalnlng position ls ueak because lt falted to negotiate 4 sedt orr
the govefling cou't.cil of the Channplons League &rhicft is run bg Indla, Austrllia
4.nd soutn.

Af"ica.

o.or. ba,cks bg not coming to the table orlglndllg," sald
Lanctrshlre chtef executiue Jim Qunbes.

"We tmade a rod

for our

"Then ue could haroe ha;d a sag but now theg ca,n Just plonlc thls doun and sag'
'ltke it or ledue it'."
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The ECB's Giles Clarke and India's L.alit Modi rarely see eye-to-eye

Englteh counties renain hopeful the Champions L€ague can be ssitched away
frorn September to awold a clash wlth the end ofthe domestic sesson.
Champions teague chairman tatit Modi is standing hrm over th'e 10-26 September
schedule, even though the last English domestic fixture is on l8 September.
Middlesex chief executive Vinny Codrington told BBC Sport: "These things can change
quite quickly.
"Dates get moved around. I'm not pressing the panic button yet."

Howevet, England and Wales Cricket Board [ECB] chairman Giles Clarke faces a
tough battle to get the dates moved, though he will seek a meeting with Modi before
the ongoing International Cricket Council board meeting concludes in Dubai.
Clarke and Modi hold a long-standing grudge and one insider told BBC Sport they
dislike being in the same room together. But i,ancashire chief executive Jim Cumbes
urged both sides to bury the hatchet.
Asked if there was rea.l alimosity between the ECB and Board of control for cricket in
India [BCCI] Cumbes told BBC Sport: "It appears to be going that way which is a
shame I suppose. Both sides should be trying to patch that up.

"lt's one of those things where they need us but we need them and there has to

b€

some compromise somewhere along the line."

Modi is arguably the most powerful administrator in cricket, juggling additional roles
as chairman and commissioner of the Indian Premier L€ague IIPLI, and vice-president
of the BCCI.
The dates for the Champions League, to be held in lndia, clash with the hnal stages of
the County Championship, the new ECB 40 kague, and a five-match series of oneday internationals between England and Pakistan.

Clarke and the English counties had expected the second season of the Champions
l€ague to take place at the staft of october and the domestic calendar was scheduled
to frnish nine days earlier than in 2009 to allow counties to prepare accordingly.
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But India have now scheduled a one-day series against Australia to begin on

2

october, and on Thursday Modi called for the ECB to make some "minor adjustments"
to the county calendar.

The ECB says there is no scope to do so, and will attempt to ga.rner support from the
Australian and south African cricket boards to help it get the dates altered. But it has
a weak bargaining position - not only due to the Clarke-Modi personality clash'

It failed to flegotiate d sedt olt the gouerning council of the Cha mpions League run bg the BaCI, CA dnd CSA " dt d time .a'I.e'l- 7t uas seduced bg the lure of
Alten Stan;ford's ill"fated Tuentg2o operation in Antigud'
The ECB has also clashed frequently with Modi over the dates of the lPL, which tends
to ovedap with England's international fixtures, while other national boards have
cleared a window in March and April to allow its top sta.rs to play a full part in the IPL

cumbes, who also sits on the executive committee of the ECB, Iefuted suggestions
from Modi that the ECB had been warned that the tournanent might have an early
,,bolt out of the blue", though he did admit "our system is cluttered to
start, calling it a
death with fixtures".

In view of the prize money offered for winning the Champions t*ague

(€1 6m), the
end of the
for
the
back
players
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and
second
Xl
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temptation for J county to send
plane
to India
players
on
the
top
putting
the
while
domestic County Championship
will be there.

But Cumbes said: "It wouldn't be any good for cricket and wouldn't give l,alit Modi any
satisfaction."

ln any case, ECB chief executive David collier has already warned the counties in an
e-mail of their duty to comply fully with the domestic fixture list.

And Codrington told BBC Sport: "We have to protect the integrity of the County
Championshlip and our main focus has to be on that. The Championship is
sacrosanct,

'

codrington's Middlesex qualihed for the inaugural champions kague after winning
the 2066 Twen!y'2o Cup, tut the tournament was abandoned following the Mumbai
terror attacks,

They are assembling a powerful-looking Twenty2o squad next summer' with
Ausiralian great Adam Gilchrist signed up amid hopes that Makhaya Ntini and Yuvraj
will also

'l02
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Countics hold out hope over Champlons League dates
By Oliver Brett
English counties remain hopeful the Champions League can be switched away from
September to avoid a clash with the end of the domestic season.
Champions l€ague chairman Lalit Modi is standing firm over the 10-26 September
schedule, even though the last English domestic hxture is on 18 September'
Middlesex chief executive Vinny Codrington told BBC Sport: "These things can change
quite quickly.
"Dates get moved around. I'm not pressing the panic button yet."
However, England and Wales Cricket Board [ECB] chairman Giles Clarke faces a
tough battle to get the dates moved, though he will seek a meeting with Modi before
the ongoing International Cricket Council board meeting concludes in Dubai'

Clarke and Modi have a strained relationship and one insider told BBC Sport they
dislike being in the same room together. But l,ancashire chief executive Jim cumbes
urged both sides to bury the hatchet.
Asked if there was real animosity between the ECB and Board of control for cricket in
India [BCCll Cumbes told BBC Sport: "lt appears to be going that way which is a
shame I suppose. Both sides should be trying to patch that up.

"lt's one of those things where they need us but we need them and there has to be
some compromise somewhere dong the line."
Modi is arguably the most powerful administrator in cricket, juggling additional roles
as chairman and commissioner of the Indian Premier teague [IPL], and vice-president
of the BCCI.
The dates for the champions League, to be held in India, clash with the final stages of
the County Championship, the new ECB 4O l,eague, and a frve-match series of oneday internationals between England and Pakistan.

clarke and the English counties had erpected the second season of the champions
League to take place at the start of october and the domestic calendar was scheduled
to finish nine davs earlier than in 2009 to allow counties to prepare accordingly'

't
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But India have now scheduled a one-day series against Australia to begin on 2
October, and on Thursday Modi called for the ECB to make some "minor adjustments"
to the county calenda-r.
The ECB says there is no scope to do so, and will attempt to garner support from
Cricket Australia [CA] and Cricket South Africa [CSA] to help it get the dates altered.
But it has a weak bargaining position, not only due to the Clarke-Modi personality
clash.

It failed to negotiate a seat on the governing council of the Champions l,eague - run by
the BCCI, CA and CSA - at a time when it was seduced by the lure of Allen Stanford's
ill-fated Twenty20 operation in AntiSua.
The ECB has also clashed frequently with Modi over the dates of the IPL, which tends
to overlap with England's international f'rxtures, while other national boards have
cleared a window in March and April to allow its top sta-rs to play a full part in the IPL.
Cumbes. who also sits on the executive committee of the ECB, refuted suggestions
from Modi that the ECB had been warned that the tournament might have an early
start, calling it a "bolt out of the blue", though he did admit "our system is cluttered to
death with frxtures".

606: DEBATE
Yeah, rearrange what is probably the oldest domestic competition for the circus.
Brings bile to my throat

Jonlah
In view of the prize money offered for winning the Champions League (€1.6m)' the
temptation for a county to send out second XI and club players for the back end of the
domestic County Championship while putting the top players on the plane to India
will be there.

But Cumbes said: "It wouldn't be any good for cricket and wouldn't give t alit Modi any
satisfaction.

"

In any case, ECB chief executive David Collier has already warned the counties in an
e-mail of their duty to comply fully with the domestic fixture list.
And Codrington told BBC Sport: "We have to protect the integrity of the County
Championship and our main focus has to be on that' The Championship is
sacrosanct."
Codrington's Middlesex qualified for the inaugural Champions League alter winning
the 20O6 Twenty20 Cup, but the tournament was abandoned following the Mumbai
terror attacks.
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They are assembling a powerful-looking T'wenqr20 squad ne:<t summer, with
Australian great Adam Gilchrist signed up dnid hop€s that Makhaya Ntini and Yuvraj
Singh will also join.
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English courti€E fear loss of 'Iwentyzo Cha$pioas League million$
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The England and Wa[es Cicket Board uttll block counties from appeaing in the

By Nick Hoult and Paul Bolton
Published: 7:3OAM GMT 1i Feb 2O10
The dates for the next Champions l,eague were announced on Wednesday and the
schedule, from Sept l0-26, coincides with rhe last two rounds of the County
Championship a-nd ihe ,jnal of the England and Wales Cricket Board's new 4O-over
competition. lt also clashes with England's one-day series against Pakistan, ruling
players from both teams out of the tournament

It immediately led to the prospect of teams poientially fielding weakened sides in the
championship while they chased a $2.5 million (€1.6 million) winner's cheque in the
Champions kague.
David collier, the chief executive of the ECB, sent im email to the 18 countles, seen
by Tetegraph sporl, which stated the board will not give permission for English piayers
to appear in the tournament, in essence preventing teams from taking part. All players
need a no-objection certificate from their respective boalds to play in the champions
L,eague and the ECB would not be able to risk devaluing its most prestigious
tournament to allow them to cash in massive '"vin bonuses.
Counties would also be in breach of the ECB's playing regulations if they picked a
weakened team for any domestic toumament.

collier wrote: "BCCI (Board of control for cricket in lndia) are aware that it would not
be possible for Nocs to be provided for these dates and I am sure counties have fully
contracted their players for the season. We have \i,r-itten to BCCI to ask them to
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intervene with the CL (Charnl:ions League) Goverling Council and explore whether
t I rere are alternative options.
The announcement, via Twitter', certainly shocked officials at tord's, who had
rearranged next season s fixture list to fit in w'ith the Champions League, which was
expected to be held in October, but the tournament has been brought lbr-ward because
the Indian board have now schedulerl a one-day series agairlst Australia to begin on

OcI2.
An ECB statement said: "ECB has expressed serious concern to the BCCI, Cricket
Australia and Cricket South Africa concerning this decision and the matter will be
discussed with the respective Chairmen and Presidents who are at an [CCl meeting in
Dubai."

But Lalit Modi, the chairman of the Champions kague, believes there is no room for
manoeuvre. "This is an FTP issue {Future Tours Programrne)," he toldTelegraph Sporl.
"There is nothing we can do about it. These are the only available dates. It ls important
to have county teams and invitations to count], teams will be sent out. our domestic
season in India clashes but we can t compromise the Champions league because of
domestic seasons."

The ECB's bargaining position is ueq.k because theg falled to negotiate d seat
on the gouet"ning council oJ the Chanryions Ledgue rrlhich is run by the BCCI, CA
.rnd csA.
"We ma.de d rod for our ou)ft backs bg not eoming to the table otigina.tlg," said
Jirn Cumbes, the La ncashlre chiel executiue. "Then we could haae had a sag but
tror theg can just plonk this doun dnd sog,'Like it or leaae it'."
The championshlp is still regarded as the pinnacle of the English game by counties
and the players. The ECB have worked hard to promote its standing with the
champions now winning S500,000 in prize money and there was support for the ECB's
stance last night.
"There is no prospect of us forsaking the championship for the Champions kague
Twenty2O,' said Andy Nash, chairman of Somerset, u'ho reached the second phase of
the inaugural Champions L€ague last October. "The Champions League t'as a
fantastic tournament and sorting out the cricket calendar is like doing a Rubik's Cube
in the dark wearing boxing gloves. But I'm sure that in the end common sense will
nrevail and we must be allowed to finish our domestic season.
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The finals day of the Twentf20 Cup is scheduled for Aug 14 leaving less than a month
for two finalists to prepare for a Champions League trip and no time for the
championship schedule to be reworked.
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RBIs-Shock-

Of Off-Itclal Rft ralrles
IPL's aversion to ICL players may upset the Champion's league

The cricket u'orid is staring at a possible split down the middle. Indian Premier League
(IPL) Commissioner Lalit Modi has vowed to disallow any team having players with
links with the rival Indian Cricket kague (ICL) in the proposed Champions league,
even if it means blocking English counties or withdrawing Indian teams from the
tournalnent.

Modi is justiffing his stance on the ground that having banned ICL players from
joining IPL, he cannot have them play in an event in which IPL teams are involved. The
English and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) clearly does not share Modi's animosity
towards ICL players. Of its 18 counties, 15 employ players with ICL links. If two of
these qualify for the Champions I-eague, it is hard to imagine ECB bowing to Modi,
and asking the counties to drop their contracted players for a piece of gold.
Modi's intransigence will also force Australia and South Africa
the other nations in
the league
to choose
between India- and England.

That will be a hard toss to call.
Feroz Ahmed
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English counties seek compensation to release players for IPL
Lucrative offers from cash-rich IPL franchises may not swell the coffers of England
captain Kevin Pietersen and all-rounder Andrew Flintoff as the players would have to
pay from their pockets to their respective counties, who are demanding compensation
to rnake up for their absence
Though IPL doesn't have any provision to pay compensation by a franchise for buying
a player, Hampshire and l,ancashire have made it clear that the players or the
franchise will have to pay them.
"Some people think that because a player has a central contract the county doesn't
have anything to do with him any more. The England management might like to think
that is the case. But it's not," said Rod Bransgrove, Chairman of Hampshire, for which
Pietersen plays.

"England are entitled to play Kevin and they are entitled to rest him. But they can't
permit him to play for another team in the course of the domestic cricket season. Any
centrally contracted player must have permission from his countSr if he intends to play
in the IPL. And in Kevin's case that's Hampshire," he was quoted as saying by'The
Guardian'.

"l'm prepared to negotiate but if any (lPL) team wants Kevin to play for them in the
course of the county season the franchise concerned would have to reach an
agreement with us," he added.
Pietersen has an offer of $1.7 million on the table and looks certain to play in the
second season of IPL.

Lancashire's Chief Executive Jim Cumbes said, "The last thing we want to do is stop
Freddie making money in the IPL. Good luck to him. But we will be seeking
compensation if he does play. The county season will be underway by then.
"No figure has been mentioned. lt might be 10 per cent of his contract' And we would
prefer it to come from the franchise, rather than the player's pocket."

Meanwhile. Professional Cricketers' Association Chief Executive Sean Morris said a
plan in which a franchise and a player sharing the amount of compensation might be
worked out.
"IPL discussions have been placed on hold recently because of the situation in India.
But we have been negotiating about this And it could be that the money that is paid
to the counties could come from both (the player and the franchise)."
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The England Cricket Board(ECB) might have given their players a 21 day window to
pa.rticipate in this year's IPL tournament but the commissioner of the IPL Ialit Modi
wants a two-year commitment from the players and a four-week window for non-Test
players.
t^alit Modi said that "England players will be considered if we get answers to the above
[conditions] by Monday, along with the No-Objection Certificates (NOCs) for next two
years." He also told that these conditions have been conveyed to the ECB and further
added that "Most of the players listed for the first auction last time, including those
from Australia and South Africa, were signed on three-year contracts backed by ltrm
commitments of availability by those boards," Modi said. "We are only asking the ECB
for a similar official commitment."

Tim Wright, chief executive of Deccan Chargers also seemed to back Lalit Modi when
he said that "lf we are going to bid for an English player at the auction, we would need
a commitment for at least two years". "We are 1007o with the IPL on this. Such a
commitment is essential for a franchise because team-building and balance is a longterm exercise that requires a certain element of continuity."
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IPL revises terms for overseas players
Ajay S Shankar
November 16, 2009
The IPL has initiated steps to ensure that all cricketers who have been contracted by
its franchises are available to play for the entire season from next year, except those
with international commitments. This effectively means that these contracted players,
and their national boards, will have to put the iPL ahead of their domestic
commitments.

A press release issued on Monday said that in case ofa default, the IPL will impose
penalties on such players, including termination of player contracts and a ban on
future participation, although l,alit Modi, the league's chairman, told Cricinfo that this
would only happen in a worst-case scenario.
In what can be seen as a two-pronged deterrent, the IPL, which is owned by BCCI, will
also ask the governing council of the Champions l,eague Twenty2o, comprising senior
officials from India, Australia and South Africa, to take "appropriate action" against
participating national boards in that tournament if they don't issue an IPL clearance
for their players citing domestic commitments as a reason. While an IPL ban will affect
players directly, any sanction on participating in the Champions League will impact
the national board, which gets a share of the money from the organisers apart from arappearance fee for its competing domestic team.
However, the IPL said that this move does not cover players with international
commitments and those who will play in matches scheduled under the ICC's Future
Tours Programme (FTP) during the tournament. These decisions were finalised during
the league's workshop in Bangkok last week to ensure that the IPL franchises get their
best players, who have been paid huge amounts by the teams, to be pa.rt of the league.
"The IPL will work with all the cricket boards to ensure that cricketers contracted with
the eight franchises are available for the season," Modi told Cricinfo. "The IPL 2010
season is in March-April, when a 1ot of domestic domestic tournaments will still be on
This is a one-off situation. A worst-case scenario could mean penalties on such
players (who skip IPL matches citing domestic commitments), including termination of
contracts, jeopardising future participation. However, we do not want to vtalk that
path and are hopeful that we can sort this through discussions with the boards."
The next IPL will be held from March l2 to April 25, instead of the usual April-May
slot, to avoid a clash with the ICC World Twenty2O that sta.rts soon after. However,
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this advanced IPL schedule clashes with the Australian domestic season, which ends
on March 23, and the South African season that ends on March 28. Players from both
these countries are among the most sought-after in the Indian league. The Australian
cricketers will then be busy with the New Zealand series that ends on March 31.
Apparently, the IPL wants to adopt the model ofthe Champions Irague T\rentyzo,
which ensured that the best players from the top domestic teams from the seven
participating countries (lndia, Australia, South Africa, England, West Indies, Sri tanka
and New Zealand) were available for the multi-nation club tournament. "Given that
this was also the founding principle of the Champions l.eague Twenty2O, it was agreed
that in the event any of the member boards not issuing an NOC to their players for
participation in the IPL, on the pretext of domestic engagements, IPL could make a
representation to the governing council of the Champions l€ague for taking
appropriate action against the members boards' participation in the l,eague," the IPL
release stated.
The BCCI, Cricket Australia and Cricket South Africa are founding partners of the
Champions League and its governing council comprises t"alit Modi, its chairman,
Niranjan Shah, its vice-chairman, N Srinivasan, the BCCI secretary, James
Sutherland, ttre CA chief executive, Dean Kino, CA's business and legal affairs head,
and Gerald Majola, CSA's chief executive.
The IPL press release added that the measures discussed at the workshop in case of a
no-show by the players include "termination of player contracts and barring from
future participation in the IPL, of players that have signed contracts, but fail to make
themselves available for playing in the IPL.
"This will exclude any instances wherein players would have international and FTP
commitments and was aimed at ensuring that players make themselves available for
the IPL post their FTP commitments, especially, since such players would have already
received a player release to play in the IPL from their respective boards."
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Link: http: / /wsnrr.hindustaatlmes.com/IPL-open-to-chanEe-schedule-for-countvplayers-Modi/Article 1-2?8875.aspx
IPL open to change schedule for courty players: Modt
Press Trust Of India

London, February 28, 2OOa
Considering requests from English players, Indian Premier league Chairman Lalit
Modi on Thursday said the money minting Twenty20 competition was ready to adjust
its future schedule to accommodate them.
Modi, who is also a Vice-Chairman of the BCCI, said England's best players were keen
to get involved.
"We have a huge amount of pressure from the English players to pafiicipate in

it. lt's

not that we couldn't sign them (but) because it directly conflicts with the English
games," he said.
"Sooner or later we will look at adjusting our programmes while we try to bring our
league forward, The objective would be in the future we would be working with the
ECB to ensure the overlap doesn't take place," he was quoted as saying by the'BBC'.
The money flow in India is hard to ignore for English players but an England and
Wales Cricket Board spokesman said the centrally contracted players were out of
bounds to the IPL because of their commitments to the International Cricket Council's
Future Tours Programme, which ends in2oL2.
The ECB, meanwhile, toughened its stance against "unofficial events" around the
globe making it clear players tempted to sign up for such tournaments will be
jeopardising their chances of being picked to represent the country.
"The ECB board are determined to disassociate and distance itself from any promoter,
agent or individual involved in such events," the governing body warned in a statement
released.
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Modi gives

EICB

Champions L€ague headache

Andrew Miller and Andrew McGlashan

February 10, 2010
Lalit Modi, the IPL commissioner, has laid down a challenge to the England & Wales
Cricket Board by scheduling this year's lucrative Champions league Twenty2O
tournament right at the culmination of England's domestic season. The ECB has
confirmed it will raise its concerns with the governing council and said discussions
would take place in Dubai, where board chairmen and presidents are currently
holding ICC talks.
Modi announced on his Twitter page that this year's event will be held from September
10 to 26, although details of the venues have not been released. The only international
matches currently scheduled at that time are ODIs between England and Pakistan the series ends on September 22, which would probably rule out players from both
sides whose teams make it to the tournament.
Of potentially greater significance, however, is the challenge that the scheduling poses
to England's own domestic tournaments. The County Championship ends on
September 16, with the semi-finals and final ofthe new 4O-over tournament also
failing in the same period.
The two counties that reach the final of the Twenty2O Cup will be eligible for the
Champions l€ague, but they would then be faced with the decision ofhow to send a
team to the event and still field a side in the Championship and 40-over league.
"We haven't received any formal invitation for our counties to participate in
tournament, nor were we consulted over the dates, so we will be watching

this

developments with interest," an DCB spokesman said.
"For us, the County Championship remains a blue riband event with a €500,0O0 prize
attached to it, and the new 4o-over competition is equally important to us, with a
showpiece final at Lord's. They are clearly important events and we anticipate that the
counties will want to compete strongly in both events."
The dates were decided on at a meeting of the league's governing council on
Wednesday. The venue has not yet been announced, though there is speculation that
the tournament will be held outside India - as was the second season of the IPL, in
South Africa.
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Last year's tournarnent, the hrst, had 12 teams participating - three from India, two
each from England, Australia and South Africa and one from New Zealand, West
Indies and Sri tanka, with New South Wales ending up winners.
Somerset were one of the two English sides, along with Sussex, who appeared at the
20O9 event last October and they were far from impressed by the announcement- "lt's
just gone on Mr Modi's Twitter site which is a great way of doing business," Richard
Gould, the chief executive, told Cricinfo. "We were of the assumption that the
Champions l.eague dates were going to start at the back end of September which is
why the ECB had already made provision for the season to finish slightly earlier.

"Our thoughts are that, perhaps tongue-in-cheek, they are running scared of the
English because we beat Rajasthan in the first round of the first Champions kague,"
he added. "The other point is that I think it's a surprising commercial move because
for this competition to have truly global reach it's going to have to include all the
major countries-

"Mr Modi wi do pretty much what he wants, when he wants, €rnyway and if he sees
no value in English cricket then that's a commercial decision that in the long run he'll
have to stand by."
Given the clash with the English season it remains to be seen if counties are invited ta
take part this time. "Given the way that they've done this, I think that's really a
question for the Champions League management structure," the ECB spokesman
added.
Somerset are a countlr who are investing heavily in their Twenty20 campaign for the
2010 season with the signings of Kieron Pollard and Cameron White, but Gould insists
that there is no chance of them choosing Champions League over domestic cricket if
they were to repeat last year's success.
"Those players have been brought in to help us with our own domestic tournament
and if all goes well to allow us to compete in the Champions L€ague, but I must say
that we believe that ECB domestic commitments take priority without argument," he
said.
"You've got four teams that will be involved with the ECB 4o-over semi-linals and you
always have half a dozen sides in the promotion, relegation or Championship deciders
Even if a team qualihed for the Champions l,eague that wasn't in the running for other
honours it would not be acceptable for them to go because that would leave them
helding weaker teams and that would ruin the credibility of our competitions."
The ECB added: "It would be a great shame for the Champions Irague tournament to
be deprived of teams and players by this change of date in bringing forward the
respective events by a week and [we have] cailed on BCCI to review all alternatives."
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England's leading cdcketers 'could be bought up by dval IPL'

. Email from Yorkshire chief executive
.

reveals threat

Proposal could destroy fabric of English cricket, says ECB

. Mike

Selvey and David Hopps

* The Guardian, SaturdaY 8 MaY 201O

England's star players could be bought up by a rival Indian Premier League
competition that could take over English cricket according to an email, seen by the
Guardian, circulated to the Test match group - those counties who stage Tests - by
the Yorkshire chief executive, Stuart Regan.
Regan, along with representatives from warwickshire and Lancashire, met talit Modi,
the then commissioner of the IPL, in Delhi in March. At the meeting, also attended by
two senior IMG executives, it was proposed that franchises would be set up in
England, paying the Test match group members between $3m and $5m (€2m-43'3m)
as staging rights, while keeping 807o of the gross income themselves'
,'lf the governing bodies try to block the development of IPL20,
In his email Regan says:
then the franchises could, if they wished, simply buy up the players and create their
own cricket structure. Modi believes that most star players would take the money
rather than spend months playing county, state or Test cricket. lf he wanted he could
launch IPL Tests or ODIs."
Giles Clarke, chairman of the England and Wales Cricket Board, believes Modi's
alleged. expansionist ambitions could destroy the fabric of English cricket and reported
the facts to the Board of control for cricket in India. on Thursday the Yorkshire
chairman. Colin Graves, called Clarke's reaction "overblown" saying that "Lalit Modi
did not put a proposition on the table. There were no secret proposals, no secret
agenda, nothing underhand.

Clarke was insistent yesterday that, contrary to reports, there was no row or discord
between him and members of the Test match group who, in making large financial
commitments to develop and upgrade their grounds, feel obliged to investigate all
avenues for raising revenue. lnstead the argument is with Modi, who made the
proposal in the first place.

'l'17

sources close to Regan say that in his email he was depicting potential worst-case
scenarios if English cricket did not work closely with the IPL to explore potential global
eryansion. They reject suggestions that Modi made threats
Graves is coordinating the Test match counties' campaign for a high-profile English
Twenty2o competition. He has reiterated his belief tl-at Clarke is overstating the case
to reinforce his agenda against Modi. "l have already said that the meeting with Modi
was simply a fact-finding meeting," he said yesterday, "and will make this point to
Giles when we meet. we are seeking a TwentyzO future that is good for every English
county. '
Since the meeting Modi has been suspended from his post pending inquiry into
numerous allegations which include franchise-rigging. He denies wrongdoing'

Clarke's attack also brought a resPonse from IMG.
The statement read: ,,lMG has not been involved in any plans in the quotes attributed
to Mr Clarke. Representatives from ECB member counties requested a meeting with
l-alit Modi through IMG. An informal lunch meeting took place in Delhi and was
attended by IMG executives.The matters discussed included a general conversation
about the challenges currently facing English cricket and the theoretical discussions
about the possible modelling and commercial potential of an English Twenty2O
tournarnen!.

formality it was stated by IMG and acknowledged by all present prior to
this discussion that the sovereign$ and processes of ECB must at all times be
respected, as must the relevant rules of all other official cricket bodies including the
ICC. Any suggestion otherwise is baseless, untrue and defamatory"'
,'As a matter of
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ipl-boss-we-wont-lure-

IPL boss: rr€ wotr't lure stars
December 3, 2007
INDIA'S Twenty2O supremo has guaranteed the cashed-up Indian Premier tcague will
not attempt to lure international players away from their national teams, allaying
concerns of a Packer-style split developing within the game

Lalit Modi's comments come in response to a strongly-worded letter from Cricket
Australia chief executive Jarnes Sutherland, addressed to s€nior Australian players
who have signed contracts with the BCCl-backed IPL.
In the letter, published in The Sun-Herald yesterday, Sutherland forbade CAcontracted players from linking with the IPL until "various terms and conditions" were
resolved, prompting fears of an exodus of disgruntled cricketers to the lucrative Indian
TWenty2O league.

But Modi, head of the IPL and vice-president of the Board of Control for Cricket in
lndia, moved to defuse the controversy yesterday, confirming the IPL was not seeking
to undermine foreign boards, or the sanctity of Test and limited-overs cricket.
"The national teams come first,'Modi told the Herald from India last night.

"we will only choose players if they are free from intemational commitments- There is
no conflict. The national teams come first."
Modi's sentiments were yesterday echoed by Sutherland, Australian Cricketers'
Association chief Paul Marsh and Australian vice-captain Adam Gilchrist, all of whom
insisted players would be available for the IPL only during breaks in the Australian
team's schedule.
The Herald understands the l1 Australian players to have signed short-form
Memoranda of Understanding with the IPL - including Gilchrist, Ricky Ponting and
Brett [,ee - were placed under sigrrificant time pressure to do so. With a limited
number of contracts on offer, the BCCI offered to pay leading players 25 per cent of
their contract value up-front if they signed by a deadline.

But by agreeing to the short-form Mou, the 11 players did not commit their services
to a competition that, in its inaugural year, will directly conflict with Australia's Test
tour of Pakistan. ln fact, Australia's core players are unlikely to turn out in the IPL for
the next two seasons, due to pre-existing commitments with the Test and one-day
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teams. That being the case, the players will likely receive only the initial 25 per cent
"sign on' portion ofthe contract.
"The workload and the timing of when the Indian Premier l,eague is on ... it might be
that Australian players are only able to play one of the next three years," Sutherland
said yesterday. "ln terms of choosing to play in the IPL instead of fulfilling their [CA]
commitments, it's just not going to happen. There's no indication that players are
looking to put the IPL ahead of the pride of wearing their Australian colours."
As it stands, contracted players will be placed in a national draft, arrd can be chosen
by any of lndia's eight IPL franchises, who will compete for $US3 million ($3.4 million)
in prizemoney and the chance to advance to the Twenty20 Champions' league,
involving provincial sides from Australia, England and South Africa.
IPL contracts are understood to be worth up to $1 million for top players.

"In many ways, it's like county cricket," said Marsh, who met players before the
Hobart Test to discuss the IPL. "Players are able to play in England during breaks in
the CA schedule and only with the board's approval- It's not a choice between your
country and the IPL, and certainly nothing like Wo d Series Cricket."
Gilchrist concurred, adding that players would not participate in the IPL without CA's
approval.

"l think it's pretty drarnatic to draw comparisons between the Tiventy20 revolution and
World Series Cricket all those years ago," he told AAP. 'World Series Cricket was quite
dramatic, and there was a lot of bad blood around at that time, from what I've learnt,
but it's far from that at the moment.
"No one will play [in the IPL] without consent. We're not trying to be rebels here. It's a
new opportunity for cricketers and it's a very exciting one that I know Cricket
Australia are endorsing and encouraging."
The IPL is not without its issues, however. The one-and-a-half page short-form MOU
issued by the IPL was described by Marsh as 'lacking in a lot of detail,' and the longform documents have yet to be received.

Other potential aleas of conflict could arise in regards to the rights of players in the
IPL draft, as well as conflicts between IPL sponsors and those of national boards. The
IPL is also competing with the rebel Indian Cricket kague, which started last week
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Link: http:/ / wwrv.cricket20-com /news /article. asp?NervslD=2I84
Engltsh County learning strokes from IPL
Source - indiatimes.com

BCCI's Indian Premier l,eague (lPL) seems to have created quite an impact in England
with the English County now looking at re-designing the way the game is currently
being played.
The England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) is thinking of liberalising its restrictions
on overseas players, letting counties sign top stars from wherever to play in the
Twen@O Cup from 20O9, a British newspaper has reported. The other considerations
counties are allowed three or four overseas players per team instead of onebeing

-

Traditionally, English counties have ensured tight policies on their cricketers in order
to build develop local talent for the England team and each county is only allowed one
ofhcially-designated foreigner at a time. "India is creating a 21st century cricketing Raj
a British invention like cricket itself
of its own and has adopted Twenff2O cricket
Twenty2o
league but two, both of them
with the zl-a\ of a convert. It has not one
determined to snare the best players in the world," the report in Financial Times says.
"The talk this week (excited or fearful, according to tastel has been that this isjust the
and that the city-based franchise system of the IPL will inevitably take
beginning
over the world, wiping out English cricket's county-based set-up in no time at all," it
adds.
The rules are likely to witness drastic changes with players of the English county
putting pressure on the England and Wales Cricket Board to participate in the IPL, the
report says. In fact, in all probability if not for this season, in 2009 the rrles will be redesigned by the English County to compete with what is being termed as the "British
equivalent of the business-backed IPL".
A proposal suggesting the above has already been presented to the England and Wales
Cricket Board in an attempt to up the ante for England's own Twenty20 Cup.
Meanwhile, with the Indian Premier League (lPL) witnessing some really high buys at
the auction that took place in Mumbai last month, English cricketers feel that they
seem to have lost out in unlocking value for themselves, according to IPL offrcials.

English cricketers were kept out of the auction for the frst season this year as the
players had commitments towards the English County, which is slated to take place in
April. However, England players have been in touch with IPL officials, and have
expressed interest in becoming a part of IPL's contracted pool of players.
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IPL officials have stated that they would like English cricketers to be a part of the IpL,
considering the demand from the franchise owners. A point in note being that most
franchise owners have exhausted their $5 million kitty, the only exception being
Jaipur, Mohali and Kolkata.
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Surrey lookiag for tlc-up wlth IPL fralchise
Posted: Feb 11, 2010 at 1121 hrs IST

London
Following in the footsteps of Hampshire, Surrey could become the second English
county to tie up with an Indian Premier lrague franchise as Delhi Daredevils and
Kolkata Knight Riders are reportedly keen to forge an alliance with it.
According to a report in'The Times', Surrey Chief Executive Paul Sheldon is in India
for talks with IPL franchises and has got feelers from the Daredevils and KKR for a tieup.
"Any deal is more likely to be a straightforward pairing of two clubs rather than wider
global branding," the report said.

"I am in India to investigate with a range of people any possible link with a country
that is full of opportunity. It is vital that Surrey are at the forefront of such
discussions," Sheldon was quoted as sayng by the newspaper.
"Delhi Daredevils and Kolkata Knight Riders are thought to be keen on partnerships in
England," the report said.
Hampshire became the first counQl club to forge an alliance with an IpL franchise
when it tied up urith Rajasthan Royals last week.

But not all counties are keen on such tie-ups with Middlesex CEO Vinny Codrington
saying that ttrey were not even considering it.
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Link: http: / /www.merinews.com/article/bccis-iol-Ereat-success-brlngs-Ereatresponsibilitv/ l35O54.sbtml
BCCIs IPL: Great success brlngs great responsibllity
IPLs first season is unquestionably a huge success. In its hour of glory, the IpL should
be magnanimous and lift the ban imposed on the players who joined Zee Group0s ICL,
thus allowing them to return to the BCCI fold.

CJ: R. Venkatesan..
Mon. Jun 02. 2008 11:19:53 IST
CRICKETING FOLKLORE has it that when the BCCI's incumbent vice-president l€.lit
Modi floated the idea of having a domestic cricket league - on the lines of the English
Premier League (EPL) and the National Basketball Association (NBA) league - way back
in 1996, the BCCI was not enthusiastic about the idea as it felt that such a league
would run counter to the zonal system of domestic cricket, which includes the Ranji
and Duleep trophy matches. For about a decade, it remained an idea whose time had
not come.
As destiny would have it, in 2OO7 , Zee Group's chairman Subhash Chandra decided to
do a Kerry Packer in Indian cricket. Kerry Packer, the legendaqr Aussie media t5rcoon,
who was upset over the Australian Cricket Board's refusa-l to accept his AUS$1.5
million bid for the television rights to screen Australian Test matches and Shefheld
Shield Cricket on his Nine Network, started a rebel tour named the World Series
Cricket in 1977. Taking a leaf out of Packer's book, Subhash Charrdra, whose Zee
group alleged discrimination in the allotment of telecasting rights by the BCCI,
launched the lndian Cricket League (lCL), a parallel cricket league at the domestic
level in India, which kick-started its first season in November 2002 with six teamsChardigarh Lions, Chennai Superstars, Delhi Jets, Hyderabad Heroes, Kolkata Tigers
and Mumbai Champs.

Though the BCCI wouldn't like to aclarowledge it more than anything else, it was
Subhash Chandra's press statement in April 2OO7 announcing the launching of a rival
cricket league that forced the BCCI to move into top gear to translate Lalit Modi,s idea
into a billion-dollar league, which the Indian Premier League (IPL) is. The IpL, which
was unveiled in September 2007 is, in actual fact, BCCI's answer to media mogul
Subhash Chandra's ICL.
However, IPL's frrst season, which took off on April 18, 20o8and ended yesterday
(June 1) with the crouming of Rajasthan Royals as the IPL champion has been a huge
success, unlike Subhash Chandra's ICL.
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Yet, when the IPL was announced there were a lot apprehensions and doubts. There
were fears that the cricket boards of other cricket-playing nations would put a heap of
red tape over their players' participation in the IPL- Some wondered whether non-stop
cricketing action would make fans lose interest in the game- Also, one was not sure
whether the IPL matches would stir up the fans as matches involving their national
teams do. Many wondered whether the IPL telecast could compete with prime time TV
soaps and other programs on a host of channels- There was also a fear that IPL could
end up as a costly misadventure in the long-term.

All those doubts and fears have been put firmly to rest with the stupendous success of
IPL's first season. The International Cricket Council (lCCl and other cricket boards
have given a no-objection certificate to the IPL season and overseas players'
participation in the league. Indian fans thronged the match venues in droves to see
and applaud their favourite players in action. The live telecast of IPL matches scored
overwhelmingly over TV soaps, movies, reality TV shows, and game shows and got
spectacular Television Rating Point (TRP) ratings. Most importantly, the business of
sports has taken a giant leap with the success of IPL's first season, as reports indicate
that a few franchise-owners could break even in the very first year itself. All these a-re
good news for IPL as well as cricket- And, as they say, cricket has emerged as the
ultimate winner.
And above all these gains, IPL has done a great service to Indian cricket by unearthing
quite a few young and immensely talented players in the process. The IPL matches
provided the much-needed exposure and spotlight to talented youngsters like
Manpreet Gony and Vidlut Sivaramakrishnan (Chennai), Shikhar Dhawan (Delhi
Daredevils), Laxmi Shukla (Kolkata ltuight Riders), Swapnil Asnodkar and Yusuf
Pathan (Rajastha-n Royals) and Virat Kohli (Bangalore Royal Challengers) - to name a
few. It also helped a few other players like Suresh Raina, Parthiv Patel and Praveen
Kumar to stress their importance to the national team. While many of these players
have done well in domestic tournaments such as Ranji Trophy and Duleep Trophy,
they never got the experience, publicity and coverage that IPL has provided them now.
In short, IPL's first season is a story of great success.
However, in this hour of glory, the BCCI would do well to do a bit of soul-searching.
Whether BCCI likes it or not, it is certainly indebted to Subhash Chandra for forcing it
to embrace Lalit Modi's idea of floating a domestic league. And the least that the BCCI
could do, in gtatitude, is to lift the ban that it has imposed on the young ald
promising Ranji players who had chosen to join ICL before the IPL came into being.
For example, players like the ex-Hyderabad Ranji player Ambatti Rayudu, who was
once touted as lndia's next great batting hope, must be ruing their decision to join
ICL. Perhaps, if Rayudu and the other six Hyderabad Ranji players (Vinay Kumar,
Ibrahim Khalil, IS Reddy, Anirudh Singh, Kaushik Reddy and Shashank Nag) had
chosen to stay put in the Hyderabad Ranji team and remain in the BCCI fo1d, they
would have got a chance to represent Deccan Chargers in the IPL. Their personal loss
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is the loss of Deccan Chargers as well; and that perhaps explains why Deccan
Chargers found themselves at the bottom of the IPL table, bereft, as they were, of
talented local players.
Young and gifted players like Rayudu, who chose to join ICL, deserve to be given a
chance to return to the BCCI fold and be available to be contracted to plav for an IPL
team and for the nation.

In their hour of success, will be the BCCI and IPL prove to be magnanimous and lift
the ban imposed on these players? For, after all, with great success comes great
responsibiliW.
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Showing the way I IPL changes the game for others
The lessons from T20 are helping sports bodies and advertisers break through the
clutter to look at developing and marketing sports such as football, hockey and golf

Priyanka Mehra
Several big companies are now looking beyond cricket to other sports to market their
brands. Sports such as football, hockey and golf, which have traditionally been
overshadowed by cricket, are beginning to get their share of attention, attracting big
sponsorship deals from companies.

In May, telecom services provider Bharti Airtel Ltd entered into a $15 million (around
Rs72 crore) sponsorship deal with Manchester United of the English premier l,eague,
England's immensely popular professional football.league.
As one of India's biggest advertisers, and a prominent name among cricket sponsors,
Bharti Airtel's move is indicative of a change in the sports business. "Football is one of
the most popular sports globally, but our partnership with Manchester United marks
the growing importance of football in India, and India in football," says Chandrasekar
Radhakrishnan, senior vice-president, marketing, Bharti Airtel.

It was, in fact, sportswear brand Nike Inc. that recognized the potential of football in
India, both in terms of audience interest and the opportunities avajlable to promote
the sport. ln 2O06, Nike entered into a seven-year partnership with the All India
Football Federation, the biggest contract ever signed by the federation, to sponsor and
promote the game. At a global level, Nike has been promoting the sport through
Manchester United Premier Cup, or MUPC, a regional tournament for players under
15 years.

The tournament began expanding outside the UK about four years ago. In India, it has
attracted participation from teams from Mumbai, Tamil Nadu, Bangalore, Orissa,
Puducherry, Kerala, Guja-rat, Delhi, Chandigarh, Goa, Kolkata and the North-Eastern
states. The winning team from India has twice won the South-East Asia resional
finals.

'Nike's core focus in India in sports is cricket, running and football. Our consumers
across these sports are different. A football-obsessed teen is very different from an
active runner who, in turn, is different from al avid cricketer- As a brand, we address
these different consumer needs through relevant products and programmes," says
Sanjay Gangopadhyay, marketing director, Nike India R/t. Ltd.
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Motorsport is gaining popularity too. Last year, a group of businessmen and
motorsport professionals launched Red Rooster Racing, a first-of-its-kind integrated
motorsport racing association in India. The Red Rooster team had a successful run at
the Malaysian Super Series in 2O08 and is participating in three major international
tournaments this year-Petronas FIM Asian Grand Prix (Asia's premier motorcycle
road racing championship), Formula Two Championship and Formula BMW pacific
Series. The last two are four-wheel circuit races.
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"The success of a new format such as the IPL {lndian Premier League} has taught
sports agencies such as mine lessons on what works and what doesn,t, and how to
package a game right,' says Adhiraj Singh, polo player and chief executive officer,
Equisport Management Pvt. Ltd, a New Delhi-based sports management and
marketing company. 'For example, it's taught me what a successful mix Bollywood
and sports are."
So far, cricket has dominated the sports space

in the country; the unprecedented
success of IPL has only strengthened its hold. According to industry estimates, cricket
accounted for 85%o of the Rs2,000 crore spent on sports sponsorships in 2008 and will
continue to account for the lion's share of sports revenue which is expected to grow by
25% this year. Although hockey, chess and tennis have seen Indian players trying
their luck at international events, the magnitude of interest and revenue generated so
far has remained negligible. But this is now changing.
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"There is no doubt that cricket owns the sports space in India and this is how it will
remain for years to come, but advertisers interested in sports majketing are trying to
break the clutter and reach out to other sports and develop them, arld then market
them aggressively," says Hiren Pandit, managing partner, GroupM ESP, the
entertainment, sports and partnerships division of GroupM, the media buying arm of
the UK-based marketing communications conglomerate WPP Group Plc. 'So you have
ESPN trying to promote hockey, brands like Airtel and Vodalone promoting marathons
and Apollo promoting tennis and Zee promoting football, but all on the bank (banking
on the success) of cricket."

Many sports are trying to replicate the IPL formula. For example, the International
Boxing Association, or Aiba, will be holding a league-based boxing series, World Series
of Boxing, in September 2O10, where 12 franchises from Europe, Asia and America
will participate. Aiba is in talks with the Indian Boxing Federation to gauge fralchisee
interest from companies here

After tasting success with its IPL team Delhi Daredevils, infrastructure company GMR
Group is looking at investing in PowerPlay Golf, a fast-paced format of the sport
designed on the Iines of the T20 formula. The concept was developed in Britain in
2O07 and PowerPlay Golf is on the lookout for franchisee partnerships across the
globe, with India being one of the shortlisted venues.
"The amount of money companies are willing to shell out for cricket has put India on
the global forefront of sports sponsorships. Other sports see this (as) an opportunity to
strengthen their game in India," says Singh.

The frenzy over IPL ald cricket in general is rubbing off on other sports, and has
pushed up television programming in this genre signihcantly. According to TAM Media
Research h/t. Ltd, or TAM, a Mumbai-based television audience measurement agency,
the total sports programming hours on television grew by at least 6,000 from 2007 to
2008; sports programming accounted for 71,350 hours. The number of dedicated
sports channels in India has gone up from five in 20O7 to eight this year.

Says R.C. Venkateish, managing director of sports broadcasting company ESPN
Software India Pvt. Ltd: "We devote a lot of hours to soccer, motorsport, tennis, golf,
etc., in addition to cricket. The network has also witnessed a sigrrificant increase ir.
ttre number of cricket hours with us acquiring ICC (International Cricket Council)
rights till 2015, as well as the Champions league T20 (rights) for 10 years, which led
to the launch of a 24-hour dedicated cricket channel in Star Cricket."
"The number of toumaments or live content shows on sports channels have gone up
signilicantly. At 7,ee (7ne Sports), our live content has increased by 15% in the last
three years, and this basically means (that) there is more interest generated towards
this genre," says Roland l:.nders, head, corporate brand communications, Essel
Grouo.
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According to TAM, the advertising inventory, or the extent of commercial advertising
hours in the sports genre on television, grew from 3,484 hours in 20O7 to nearly 4,OOO
hours in 2008. The number of brands in this genre increased from 10,948 in 20O7 to
12,441 in 20O8. lnterestingly, the increase in the number of brands is not restricted to
cricket alone. The data notes that while cricket saw 3,598 brands scrambling on board
in 2008, compared with 2,969 in 2006 and 3,711 in 2QO7, sports such as football got
1,462 brands against 1,012 in 2OQ7, and car and bike racing programmes got 1,255
advertisers in 2O08 against 1,056 in 2OO7. According to Venkateish, the number of
advertisers on the ESPN Sta-r Sports channel grew by 25ok in 2OO8.
Viewership share of the sports genre across channels, however, declined from 3.27o in
2QQ7 to 2% this year, according to TAM data. Industry experts blame the
fragmentation of media for the fall in viewership shares across genres. "The number of
channels have multiplied in the past few years and viewers have a lot more to choose
from," says Farokh Balsara, national sector leader, media ald entertainment, Ernst
and Young India, an audit and consulting firm. "So even though the viewership on TV
may have gone up, the eyeballs are spread across a lot more channels, thereby
impacting individual viewership shares.'
This is no deterrent. however.

The National Basketball Association. or NBA- America's national men's basketball
league, has been broadcasting its games on ESPN Sta.r Sports since the early 1990s,
but it started marketing the game to audiences here only last year. It is using
aggressive marketing techniques and grassroots prograrnmes that were kickstarted in
association with the Basketball Federation of India in July last year.
Similarly, the International Hockey Federation, or IHF, the worldwide governing body
for field hockey, is keen on reviving interest in the sport in India, given that the
Hockey World Cup will be hosted in India in 2010 after a gap of 28 years.
"Hosting the World Cup in India was IHF's effort to address the decline of the sport
which was once ruled by India,' says Jamie Stewart, managing director at Commune
Sport and Entertainment, a sports sponsorship and marketing agency that provides
services to IHF- "Apart from reviving the sport in the country and bringing it back to
its former glory, it is also a long-term global positioning strateg/ for the sport of
hockey, as it is important for IHF that the potential of the Asian subcontinent be
unlocked."
The growing representation of Indians at international competitions has also given a
new marketing thrust to niche sports such as golf that have seen Jeev Milkha Singh,
Arjun Atwal and Jyoti Raldhawa pick up international titles in the past few years.
Individual sports such as boxing, shooting and wrestling are seeing renewed interest
among companies in terms of sponsorships and development after India won medals
in these sports at the 2008 Beijing Olympics.

In recent times football, motor racing and

hockey have featured, respectively, in
Bolly'wood films such as Dhan Dhana Dhan Goal, Yash Raj Films Plt. Ltd's Ta Ra
Rum Pum, and Chak De! India.
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Exp€rts believe advertiser intirest in other sports will only grow. "Advertisers are going
to be where consumers are and going by (the| past data, television viewership is
e)panding beyond cricket and, therefore, so will advertisers,n says Punitha
Arumugam, chief executive, Madison Media, an arm of Madison Communications Ptt.
Ltd, one of the largest media agencies in India.

Industry watchers say that even in the brand endorsement space, cricketers will
increasingly hnd other sports stars sharing space wit}l them- "While cricketers
account for 99o/o of brand endorsements in India, there is a growing interest in signing
on stars from other sporting fronts as well," says Latika Khaneja, director, Collage
Sports Management, which represents cricketers Virender Sehwag and Gautam
Gambhir.

"Brand endorsements are about heroes (and) not so much about sport, so getting
advertiser interest depends on how the sport or the person has been marketed...it's all
about marketing it right," says Khaneja.
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Lh&:http: / /www.hindrrstantimes.com /ECB-plans-T20-event-to-rival-IpL/Article
4O5793.aspx
EICB

1-

plars T2O avcnt to rlval IPL

Fress Trust Of India

London, April 30, 2O09

In its bid to rival the lucrative Indian Premier League, the England and Wales Cricket
Board (ECB) on Thursday announced a Twenty2o toumament from June next year.
The tournament, to be known P20, will have two divisions and
emulate the successful IPL.

is an attempt

to

Despite fears of overload and a surfeit of Twenty2o cricket, the ECB voted for the
extended format following research conducted by a committee headed by the Essex
chairman Nigel Hilliard.
The format will include two divisions of nine teams each with three teams Dromoted
and relegated.

"l wish to thank Nigel Hilliard and his working party for atl the hard work they have
put into the frarrrework of this competition," ECB Chairman Giles Ciarke was quoted
as saying by the Guardian-

"l'm sure it will be another exciting development in the domestic cricket season."

The ECB is yet to decide on the number of overseas players and other playing
conditions for the tournament.

While going for the two-tier format, the ECB ruled out

a city-based franchise
tournament based on the IPL which had the bacJ<ing of all-rounder Andrew Flintoff.
"There is a good argument for that. You could base them in Manchester, Ieeds,
Birmingham and London and get many of the world's best players involved."
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Link:http: / /nrwlr.sportzpower.cotr /?q=content/ecb-scraps-plans-ipl-rivaltournament
ECB scraps plans for IPL riwal tournament
MUMBAI: The England and Wales Cricket Board has scrapped plans, announced with
much fanfare end-April, for a two-division Twenty20 tournament that would have
provided their version of the Indian Premier [,eague, including extra international
players.

The reason: tegal bottlenecks to a requirement by the broadcaster with which it had
been in an advanced stage of negotiations to screen the matches in India that there
should be one Indian overseas player recruited by each First Division count5l
pa,rticipating in the P20 (the title the ECB had given its event).

British media have reported that international lawyers Slaughter & May have advised
the ECB that such a poliry would not be enforceable in law.
The decision to scrap the P20 comes as a major embarrassment to the ECB as it was
only last Tuesday that board chief executive David Collier had revealed the financial
details of the tournament to English county chiefs.
A document circulated to counties over the weekend by the ECB, parts of which were
excerpted by Telegraph Sport, reveals:
"The premise that Indian players could be centrally contracted with a requirement for
one lndian player in each Division 1 team and assigned in a form of draft pick
structure could be challengeable according to Slaughter and May under the Race
Discrimination Act/Restraint of Trade.

"Furthermore specialist international T20 players may not quali$r for work permits
unless they have fulfilled the international player criteria. This is viewed as a
substantial risk for a competition based in the UK/Europe. The presence of such
players is a fundamental condition for an Asian broadcaster to televise P20 cricket to
the Asian market."

A formal decision to scrap the P20 is expected to be made at a meeting of county
chairmen and chief executives at Lord's on Wednesday which would increase the
likelihood of the ECB retaining the existing 16-match two-division Count5r
Championship, Telegraph reports.
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Link

tournament-iDl

http: / /wu'w.quardiaa.co.uk/sport/2OO9/apr/29lecb-twentv20-

ECB uaveils 'P2O' tournamert

to rival Inillaa Premier League

Annual series to feature two divisions of nine teams
Top teams will qualify for Champions l,eague

guardian.co.uk, Wednesday 29 April 2009 19.40 BST
The England and Wales Cricket Board has committed itself to a two-division Twentv2o
tournament starting next summer, to be known as the P20, as its alternative toihe
lucrative and successful Indian Premier l,eague.

The ECB voted today for the extended format following research conducted by a
working party chaired by the Essex chairman, Nigel Hilliard, despite criticism that it
would provoke an overload of Twent]20 cricket in a domestic season which will also
include the Twenty2O Cup,

The format will include two divisions of nine teams each with three teams being
promoted and relegated. The top three teans from each area group of this summer,s
Twent/20 Cup qualifying for the top division.

"l wish to thank Nigel Hilliard and his working party for all the hard work they have
put into the framework of this competition," said the ECB chairman, Giles Clarke. ,,1'm
sure it will be another exciting development in the domestic cricket season."
The ECB's decision to go for the two-division format follows its rejection of another
city-based franchise tournament based on the Indian model favoured by some of the
count5r chairman and the MCC chief executive, Keith Bradshaw.

That city-based style of competition also had the support of England all-rounder
Andrew Flintoff, who was playing for Chennai Super Kings in this year's IPL before an
injury led to knee surgery. Asked about the city-style format, Flintoff said recently.
"There is a good argument for that. You could base them in Manchester, Leeds,
Birmingham and London and get many of the world's best players involved."

Smaller counties were resistant to that idea because they believed that only the Test
match grounds would be able to exploit the opportunities for cashing in on the

popularity of Twenty20 cricket.

The new tournament, which has been dubbed the P20 and will have the ertra
incentive of qualifrcation for the Champions Ieague, will be held in June next year.
The ECB is yet to decide on the number of overseas players to be eligible and other
playing conditions.
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http: / / www. iplpul

se. com /

ipl / ecb-open-to-co-hostinq-next-ipl-t2O-

extIavagan7al
EICB open

to co-hostlng lext IPL T2O extravagarza

The England and Wales Cricket Board,

it is learnt, is amenable to the idea of co-

hosting the next IPL T?0 extravaganza.

If the tournament is shared between India and UK, it would also diiute the criticism
that India was using its financial clout to set the tournament to its interests'
"We have to see the domestic season in England, but as of now, ECB is keen to work it
out. That is why we are going to discuss about IPL matches in England," an offrcial
added.

Another important factor that has made ECB more amenable to the ofler is that other
T2O toumeys have simply not been able to emulate the IPL's success.
The Stanford T20 Cup proved to be loss making, despite a $1 million prize money for
each member of the champion team in a winner-take-all format.

After incurring a huge loss following the financial meltdown, Stanford may

be

rethinking about hosting the event.

But IPL sees it as an opportunity to recreate the T20 magic as world cricket is
significantly supported by revenues from India
tumover.

-

about 80% of the total cricketing
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Link: http: / /wsrw.criciafo.com/enElandlcontent/storv/36O764.html
Proposal for Engllsh lPl-style event
Cricinfo staff

July r3,2008
Taking a cue from the success of the IPL, English cricket could have a high-profltle
franchise-based Twenty2o tournament as a part of its domestic season in a couple of
years. Three English counties and the MCC have drawn up a blueprint for a
t5omillion Twen!y20 toumament to rival the IPL, involving nine franchise-based
teams at grounds that stage international matches in England.
The plans, which are expected to be presented at an ECB board meeting next week,
were prepared by Keith Bradshaw, the MCC chief executive, and David Stewart, the
Surrey chairman, and have reportedly been approved by Lancashire and Hampshire
as well. The ECB, however, has played down this suggestion, though Giles Clarke, its
chairman, hinted at a discussion in the board meeting.

In a joint statement, Bradshaw and Stewart said that they regretted that details of the
proposal had reached the media before they had had a chance to present them to the
ECB Board at their meeting on July 15, but did not apologise for the radical ideas that
had been put forward in the discussion paper.
further ideas about Twenty2O, which
"We
make no apologies for preparing
7,"
read
the
statement.
the ECB made on May
that the idea of an English
paper,
as
we
strongly
believe
this board discussion
Indian
Premier
l,eague and combining
from
the
Twen[4O tournament, taking the best
debate and
game,
worthy
of
considerable
English
is
of
the
it with the strengths
"We decided to respond to the ECB's request for

discussion,

"

The proposed tournament will contain 57 matches over 25 days at Lord's, The Oval,
Edgbaston, Trent Bridge, Headingley, Old Trafford, the Rose Bowl, Chester-le-Street
and Cardiff. It has been earmarked for June and July 2010. The plan Promises
revenue for the clubs outside the nine venues as well as investment at grass-root level.
The Daily Echo said the proposal suggested replacing the existing Pro4O tournament,
and that projected earnings could be as high as S850m over ten years, a hgure large
enough to compensate counties for the loss of the Pro40.
"We are naturally disappointed that the paper has leaked before the ECB Board can
discuss it on July 15... but we welcome the debate that will now take place," the
statement continued. "There has already been speculation about whether such a
tournament can generate extra revenue for cricket. We are aware of significant interest
from potential financial backers and are confident that a tournament, along the lines
we set out in the paper, can generate considerable revenues for all 18 counties and the
grass-roots of the game."
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Until the details have been properly discussed, Bradshaw's employers, the MCC, have
decided to keep a watchful distance. "Bradshaw is an independent director of the ECB,
and as such has every right to put forward his opinion," wrote the club president,
Mike Brearley, in his column in The Observer. "Any proposal coming from him is liable
to be seen as an
MCC initiative, and, as such, to have been discussed within the MCC and in particular
on its committee. This proposal tras not been discussed there, so it has no backing, as
things stand, from the MCC. It might of course agree with and support the views
expressed in the plan, but so far there has not been the chance either to do so or to
disagree-"

Further details suggest the proposed tournament will include an IPl--st5rle bidding
process, a salary cap and a ruling on the number of English youngsters who have to
play. It's reported that a squad would need to have 12 home-grown players, including
three under 23, and must be within a budget of €1.5m. However, the most notable
feature is the idea of city-based franchises, a departure from the current county setup. The likes of Manchester would take on Birmingham instead of Lancashire playing
Warwickshire.
Hampshire, one of the counties backing the plans, said: "The intelligent and wellconsidered proposal for such a new Twenty20 competition has been prepared in
response to ECB's recent invitation for submissions. The proposal demonstrates
significant benefits for all stakeholders in English cricket, with minimal disruption to
the traditional domestic str|cture. Hampshire fully supports the proposal.
"Hampshire understands that the proposal has been correctly submitted to the ECB
board by two directors of that board, and cannot perceive of any reason why this
should not be seriously considered along with any other validated submissions."
Clarke told Test Match Special he wasn't involved with the proposal but suggested it
could be discussed at the boa-rd meeting. "There has been a lot of debate and
discussion over what is the most optimal format for the summer - what will generate
the most money, what spectators want to watch, how it will help the England cricket
team," he said. Clarke, though, v/asn't in favour of a change from the present domestic
structure. "I'm hrmly in favour of 18 counties playing at their county grounds, I'm not
remotely interested in the reduction of counties."
This is the latest speculation surrounding English cricket's response to the IPL. There
is talk of a ten-day window next April to allow contracted England stars to take part in
the IPL, but the ECB have tried to ward off the threat of lucrative contracts by signing
their five-year deal with AIIen Stanford. It is widely accepted there will be an English
version of the IPL in the near future, probably as soon as the new round of television
contracts come into effect from 2010.
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Link:htto:/ /beta.thisisbristol.co.uk/news /F,CB-uaveil-Enqlish-alternativeIPL /article-95 1334-d€tail /erticle.html
E'CB

unvell Eaglish altcrnatlve to thc IPL

Thursday, April 30, 2O09, 08:30

The England and Wales Cricket Board have committed themselves to a two-division
Twenty20 tournanent, starting next summer, as their altemative to the lucrative
Indian Premier League.
The ECB Board voted yesterday for the extended format following research conducted
by a working party chaired by Essex chairman Nigel Hilliard, despite criticism it would
provoke an overload of Twenty2O cricket in a domestic season which will also include
the Twen!r'2o Cup.
The format will include two divisions of nine teams with three tearns being promoted
and relegated and the top three teams from each area group of this summer's
Twen!/2O Cup qualifying for the top division.
ECB chairman Giles Clarke said: "I'm sure it will be another exciting development in
l-he domestic cricket season.
The new tournament, which will be called the P2O and will have the extra incentive of
qualification for the Champions lrague, will be held in June next year.
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Stalford close to luring ECB
Posted 2 years ago, at the end of April by Will

Allen Stanford and l-alit Modi. Two entirely different characters, both from opposite
ends of the world - geographically ald, arguably, morally - but both with a shared love
of money and cricket. Why do I worry less about the Wild West cowboy, and more
about Modi's modus operandi?
Perhaps it's because he's American and has no historical connection to a cricket
board. Maybe it's because he appears to have no dirty agenda to the politics of the
sport: he's seemingly happy to pile money into the flayling West Indies cricket, and
anyone else who wants to join in the fun is more than welcome. This sounds naive - of
course, billionaires crave and adore money: it is their driving force - but his comefollow-me attitude is refreshing and progressive, which cannot be said of Modi- Modi's
business is power and politics; the IPL has already made him millions, but it is a
vehicule to global dominance. WeVe seen this season how the ECB have been tied up
in knots banning (and subsequently unbanning) various players who represented the
Indian Cricket teague - the antichrist to the sanctioned IPL - which demonstrates just
how much power the BCCI wields.

I

digress. I like Mr Stanford and am quite excited by what he could do to
counter Modi's unquenchable thirst for dominance. He has met with the ECB significantly, the president of the West Indies Cricket Board, Dr Julian Hunte, was
also present - to finalise plans for an England v West Indies All Stars Xl later this year
(and possibly running over five years). The matches themselves aren't too significart,
but it could signal the start of a business relationship which expands far beyond any
of our imaginings. Stanford's 20/2O in the Caribbean was a rollicking success - some
say he should be in charge of ICC's World Cups - so it'll be fascinating to see what he
and England come up with.
Anyway,
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Essel Group announces

Indial Cricket League

Updated on Ttresday, April 03, 2007, 00:00 IST
New Delhi, April 03: In a significant development, Zee Group on Tuesday a'nnounced
the formation of new cricket series, which will be known as the Indian cricket l,€ague.
Announcing the formation of the league in Delhi, Zee Group Chairman Subhash
Chandra said "lt is not in conflict with the BCCI but is complementary to it"' ICL

would have prize money of USD

1

million.

To be set up with a corpus of Rs 100 cr, the icIJ would have six teams or clubs in its
initial year. within 3 years the number of teams would be increased to 16. Each team
in the league would have 4 international players. The league, an annual feature, is
er?ected to take-off around October this year.

cntending that BCCI selection process has failed to create "a reserve pipeline of
players", Chandra added that the idea behind the league is to create an "ideal pool
with killing instinct".
"we feel that d.espite cricket being a passion, a religion in this country and despite it
having great commercial players, BCCI has only 6 A-gade players signed up'
Therefore, there is need for some united effort to create a talent pool. And this will be
done by a three pronged stratery -discovery, diligence and display," he said'
To acheve its said objectives, Zee plans to set-up cricket academies equipped with
state of the art facilities across the country. sports medicine would be introduced to
ensure fitness of players and a full-fledged record of their behaviour pattern, diet-plan
and game stats would also be maintained. The group will also appoint talent scouts in
all 35 states to hunt for young players to play in the ICL. ICL players take first step
towards IPL
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Devendra Pandey

Mumbai:
Seven Indian Cricket league players who took up BCCI's amnest5r offer, including
Ambati Rayudu and Ali Murtuza, have signed contracts to play for Reliance 1
the
corporate's new cricket team
and according to a team official, are likely -to be
upgraded to the Mumbai lndians setup next season. Apart from Rajrudu and Murtuza,
Sarabjeet Singh, Abu Nechim, Pritam Das, Ishan Malhotra, and Rakesh Patel have
signed contracts.
"They have been signed up as part of a long-term plan. Players such as Rayudu and
Murtuza have done extrcmely well in the ICL. The basic idea is to build a good benchstrength for the Mumbai Indians," said the offrcial.

Most of these players have been signed on a one-year contract. The corporate had
recently signed the likes of Yusuf Pathan, Parthiv Patel, Virender Sehwag and
Ravindra Jadeja, among others. l-eft-arm medium-pacer Ali Murtuza said the
opportunity had come at the right moment. "We are lucky to get a break. If I do well,
you never know I might be playing for Mumbai Indians next year," said the 19-yearold.
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Rebel league 'to hit lndian cricket'

By Boria Majumdar

In a way, this is the best of Limes and the worst of times for Indian cricket.
As the national team re-establishes itself after the World Cup debacle with a historic
Test series win over England, the country's cricket is facing its worst ever cnsis-

Wiih the rebel Indian Cricket league (lCL) signing up 51 players - more than 4O of
them play in the country's highest domestic tournament, the Ranji Trophy - and
India's cricket board threatening to ban them from playing for their country, cricket al
home has never looked bleaker.

lndia's domestic cricket standards are poor, and cannot even be compared to
Australia's Sheffield Shield or the county circuit in England.
The ICL has made things gloomier with Bengal, Ranji Trophy finalists in the last two
domestic seasons, losing half their side to the rebel league.

Severely depleted
Bengal cricket authorities are putting on a brave face, saying the "departure" of the
seniors will enable youngsters to have a shot at the tearn now.

But the reality is that without captain Deep Dasgupta, star batsman and India hopeful
Abhishek Jhunjhunwala, all-rounder l,a:ani Ratan Shukla and opener Subhomoy Das,
Bengal simply aren't the same side that made it to the Ranji Trophy final for two
consecutrve years.
Bengal is not the only casualty. Teams like Hyderabad, Punjab, Haryana
Ranji Trophy champions Uttar Pradesh, also look severely depleted.

ald existing

With seven of their Ranji players joining the rebel league, Hyderabad faces the
prospect of having to put together a makeshift Ranji Trophy team in the coming
months.
And with the lndian cricket board indicating the rebel players would be ineligible to
don the national cap, India is on the verge of losing some of its most talented potential
national team players.
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One ofthem could be the Hyderabad batsman Ambati Rayadu, 21, once touted as a
new Sachin Tendulkar in the making. He may not have done justice to his prodigious
talent but he certainly has the potential and the opportunity to make it to the Indian
team.

Star players like Sachin Tendulkar, Saurav Ganguly, Rahul Dravid and WS Laxman
are certain to retire in a few years and players like Jhunjhunwala and Rayadu are
among the prospects expected to frll their positions.

Ollve branch
The reverberations of the rebel league are also being felt internationally.
Piqued Pakistan cricket authorities may ban Mohammad Yousuf, the country's most
successful batsman in 2005-6, and former captain Inzamam-ul-Haq, from playing for
their country too.

In the absence of these two redoubtable players, the Pakistani middle order will look
extremely worn out.
Beyond the sub-continent, the New Z,ealand players' organisation has already
extended an olive branch to the rebel league.

Heath Mills, manager of the New Zealand Cricket Players' Association, told a local
newspaper that they wanted the International Cricket Council (lCC) to support the
league.
New Zealand's cricketers could easily succumb to the financial lure of the league,
backed by a leading Indian television network.

The same applies for budding cricket nations like lreland where stars like Boyd
Rankin are always on the lookout for greener pastures to ply their trade in the absence
of a lucrative domestic cricket scene.
So, is there a way out where the rebel a]]d oflicial cricket authorities can bury the

hatchet and let both co-exist Peacefully?
There is a precedent in the way the Australian cricket Board and Kerry Packer ended
a similar standoff that shook the cricketing world in the late 1970s.

Australian authorities took back the banned players who had joined Packer's rebel
league, and Packer s television channel won Australian cricket telecast rights. Both
steps revitalised and revolutionised the game and the way it was broadcast'
A similar solution looks possible if the obdurate Indian Board recognises the rebel
league and treats it as an improved version of India's domestic competition. Revenues
from ticket sales could also be shared between the two.

14
But if the face-off hardens, Ledian cricket will become tlre greatest casualty.
The author is a sports historian and author of T\rrenty-Two Yards to Freedom: A
Histow of Indian Cricket.
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Lalit Modi warns Klwi cricketers jolntng ICL
Sports
By IANS
Melbourne : A top Indian cricket board ofhcial has warned overseas players joining the
breakaway tournaments like the Indian Cricket League {ICL) of serious repercussions,
raising the question whether they have "safeguards to protect against match-fixing".

"To have a credible tournament one must not just look at the money but, more
importantly, whether the competition is sanctioned, whether it's going to have the
(necessary) infrastructure, whether it's going to be around for a while, and whether it's
investing in the growth of the game - or just profiting from it," Lalit Modi, a vicepresident of the Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI)' told Sun Herald.
"Do they have enough safeguards to protect against match-frxing? Do they have the
right officials - such as match referees and umpires - and do they have the appropriate
rules involving anti-doping policies and playing guidelines?" asked Modi, who is also
chairman and commissioner of the BCCl-sanctioned Indian Premier League (lCL)' a
Twentf20 competition created to challenge the ICL.
Modi, also head of the BCCI's marketing sub-committee, was speaking on the ongoing
fight between New Zealand cricket (NZC) and the New Zealand players association
over the contractual dispute. Seven Kiwi players - Shane Bond, Daryl Tuffey' Hamish
Marshall, Craig McMillan, Nathan Astle, Chris Cairns and Chris Harris - have signed
for ICL and some of them still want to play for New Zealand.
NZC chief executive Justin Vaughan has already directed his selectors to overlook the
rebels who have signed with the lCL.

Modi defended the launch of IPL.
,'We have

all decided that in the interests of development ... we will try as far as legally
possible to discourage our players from joining any rebel league that is organised just
for self-profit," he said.
,,The

BCCI and the other Test-playing nations are non-profit organisations. They invest
100 percent of their earnings back into the game. This is essential to ensure we build
the best infrastructure for the players and fans a]ike."

Eight franchisees will play 59 matches in 44 days in the maiden IPL tournament from

Anril

18.
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The teams will play against each other on a home-and-away basis with seven matches
being played at home. The top four franchisees in the league will contest the semifina.ls and the victorious semi finalists will meet in the final. All matches will be played
over the weekends.

Many top overseas players, like Shane Wame, Glenn McGrath' Stephen Fleming'
Mahela Jayawardene, Sanath Jayasuriya, Graeme Smith, Daniel Vettori, Shoaib
Akhtar, Mohammed Yousuf, Shivnarine Chanderpaul, Chaminda Vaas, Shaun Pollock,
Shoaib Malik and Younis Khan will be seen in action in the IPL'
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The Big Showoff

In a span of just three years, the Indian Premier kague is a $4 billion brand, reports
MANAV CHOPRA.

IF YOU ask him personally, the chances are l,alit Modi will say nothing can be bigger
than the Indian Premier t€ague {lPL) and soon people will stop talking about PGA
tours, EPL, t-a Liga, Formulal and NBA.
Greenbacks are backing cricket's latest avata.r in its third edition like never before. A
London-based brand valuation hrm, Brand Finance, has pegged the IPL at $4.1 billion
(Rs 18,998 crore) and put it among the world's biggest and most expensive- This, in
short, means a cent percent jump from last year's figures that hovered around $2
billion. The current frgure includes revenues from television rights, promotion and
franchises. "We have grown big,' Modi told TEHELKA.

Last year, Forbes described the IPL as the world's fastest growing sports business.
Expectedly, Modi reminded everyone at a glittering function in Mumbai last week that
the IPL has already made it to the fourth spot on the magazine's list of hottest sporting
properties,
There's more. In a recent list of the world's most innovated companies, the IPL at 22nd
position was ahead of corporate glants like Samsung and Microsoft. "Just look at the
brands associated with the league," says Sundar Raman, CEO, IPL. The number of
brands associated with the league was 40 in the first alrd 68 last year. Thls time, it is
also on a high is viewership for
100. Atong with the brands
and the IPL's value
the show. Being broadcast in the UK this year through ITV means the global audience
of 45O million will increase.

Evaluate this from the day when Modi had threatened to cancel television deals with
the World Sports Group arrd Sony. Doing so Modi risked almost $1 billion of
guaranteed payments over the next nine years. But worried at the Prospect of losing a
valuable tournament, the two signed a new deal worth almost double the amount. "Set
Max had 24 percent mote viewers in India for last year's final in South Africa than in
20O8," says Max anchor Mandira Bedi. Max insiders claim that the channel is hoping
a 4O percent revenue increase from IPL this year against last year's Rs 5OO crore
Forbes says IPL is the world's fastest growing sports business

Modi, who had conceived the league way back in 2QO7 near Wimbledon along with
Andrew Wildblood of the International Marketing Group (IMG), is hopeful of building
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new teams and increasing the value of the existing ones. The franchises are slowly
pervading across countries and teams like Rajasthan Royals, Delhi Daredevils and the
Kolkata Knight Riders ale pa.rtnering with teams in South Africa, England and the
West Indies to share players and revenue by playng against each other across the
world. "All IPL teams are keen to monetise their brand value," quips Joy Bhattacharjya
of the Kolkata Knight Riders.

It's getting bigger and bigger. No wonder then The Guardian describes the move of IPL
teams as a battle for control of cricket's calendar. If the franchise gamble pays off,
English counties signing deals with IPL teams will be financially independent of tl:e
ECB. And Modi and his IPL will have larger, global control because it is his version
that is sweeping everyone off their feet.
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Lalit Modl's Effect on Cricket
April 29,

2O 10

Devendra Sharma

With so much of noise made by the media, politicians, bureaucrats, sports oflicials
and other qmics I list out the facts of the matter. First, it is necessary to see the
people involved directly or indirectly with IPL, I listed out several stakeholders and
found that all of them fell in the category of being a beneficiary, each group made
some or the other monetary gain or was given more value for their money's worth.
With no one losing any money, why this is termed as a scam?

Indlan Prcmler League (IPLI beneficlarles
Cricketers: Present / Ex Cricketers, with or without International experience have got
opportunity to earn money which they could not have imagined in their dreams youngsters have earned cricketing experience and rub shoulders with International
Greats which was not possible ahead of IPL. The opportunity of fostering relations with
players of different nations who always were seen as adversaries, more than friends or
compatriots, gaining by cross erperiences on and off the field.

/ Support Staft The new format of T20 cricket in IPL has entailed each team
to have an entourage of support staff, thereby giving an opportunity to
Officials

technical/ specialised sports officials to get employed and enhance their ouryr careers.
The umpires / referees / curators /press persons/ technicians all have been given a
fresh source of steady income through IPL.

State Cricket Associations: Organising the matches in difTerent venues, several new
infrastructural developments have taken place the qualities of the stadia have
improved immensely plus a new stream of revenue for these earlier beleaguered
associations has suddenly surfaced making them more self reliant and independent.

Cricket Lovers/Fans : The entertainment value that IPL has created is preposterous,
the Indian / international fans were in a frenzy during all the three editions. The ones
who went to the grounds (India & SA) got more than value for money and those who
enjoyed on TV became addicted to this cricket show. The viewership across the globe
was phenomenal.
Sponsors: With millions of eyeballs, maybe IPL has been the best return on money for
the sponsors.
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Board of Control for Cricket in India (BCCI): The brald equity of the IPL and
monetisation of the brand has frlled the coffers of BCCI to the brim: there are morc
resources to spend on the promotion of the game.
Franchisee: The valuation of the franchise has seen a quantum jump beyond the
imagination of the stakeholders. With the opening of the option of transfers/player
auction to and from gives fresh opportunity to them to realign their hnancial benefrts
for better.
Government of India: The tax revenue from IPL has been growing exponentially for the
GOI.

OTHERS: The other beneficiaries include the togistic partners, Sma.ll businesses,
Cricket merchandise dealers, event managers, caterers, hoteliers, airlines, internet
service providers, domain sellers, online sewice providers and other general employee
of various agencies involved in the putting up of the shows, press reporters, channel
photographers & staff and not forgetting the beneficiaries of various social
organisations whom donations etc- have been passed on.
BOOST TO INTERNATIONAL IMAGE OF INDIA AND INDIANS: For once India has been
on the world stage in terms of any sport, it is now envied and keenly followed by other
nations. For the first time we have been shown respect as well as utmost regard by
almost all the cricket playing nations including the bigwigs like Australia and
England. There was a time when Indian cricketers of highest order used to line up to
get entry into professional cricket scene of England County L€ague and if admitted
used to feel proud to be able to make ranks there. Now the matters have seen absolute
reversal with the foreign players vying to get into IPL. What a transformation of the
national image of India, that was once dubbed by elite cricket nations as the "land of
poor".

SO THE QUESTION IS, WHEN EVERY BODY HAS BEEN BENFITTED MONETARILY
NO ONE HAS LOST MONEY, THEN HOW OR WHY IS IT CALLED AS A "SCAM'? ThC
cJmics are saying that the dealings have not been transparent, but the question is who
is 1OO% transparent in business, for that matter AIIY Business there are several
issues that always go impromptu and unaudited.
So, why so much of noise over the business of IPL?

Instead of commending Mr Lalit Modi who, in his orm right, deserves high
national/international accolades, if not "Padmashree", then at least by some words of
praise by the National and Political Heads. But on the contrary he is called a cheat,
liar, fraudster and whatnot. The simple reason for all the drama is that he is too
intelligent, too smart, too farsighted, too dedicated, too hard working, too efficient and
too shrewd than the whole bunch of nit-wits in all sports bodies (including BCCI) put
together. Now that the IPL is well established, every fox, jackal, vulture and dog wants
to devour the leftover of the big kill made by this king.

1

5't

My contention urith atl the analysis is that every cricket lover of India and every
beneficiary of the IPL brand should vouch for this maverick man called L K Modi who
has made a reality of the dream called IPL. If we mention Infosys, Wipro, Reliance,
Tata, Birla, etc. for bringing kudos to the economy of the countql and Tendulkars,
Kapil Dev, Sania, Padukone, Amritraj bringing laurels in sPorts and Lata Mangeshkar,
Amitabh, Shahrukh, Rehaman for doing the same in field of art & entertainment then
we must bow and take hats ofT to this person called t^alit Modi to have been able to
bind dl the three aspects of sport, entertainment and business acumen by making
one of the biggest contribution in post independence history of our country.
(The views expressed by the author are solely his personal viewS and may not be
deemed as having any linkage to any other organisation, corporation, employer or
sovereign.)
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